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BUREAU OF TOPOGRAPHICAL ENGINEERS,
Washington, July 2, 1850.
Sin: Under a resolution of the Senate of the 8th June, I
have the honor to transmit the report and map of Lieutenant J.
H. Simpson, Corps Topographical Engineers, of an expedition
into the Navajo country in 1849.
The resolution calls for all sketches and drawings belonging
to reports. In the present case there are seventy-five sketches
and drawings of great interest, and highly necessary to illustrate the report. It has not been possible to have these copied
in time, but, in the printing of the report, the engraver will be
allowed access to the originals, from which he would rather engrave than from copies, and which course will also save time.
In the printing of the report, it is respectfully suggested that
the printing of the map and sketches should be done under the
superintendence of this office, from the belief that much time
would be saved thereby.
Respectfully, sir, your obedient servant,
J. J. ABERT,
Col. Corps Topographical Engineers.

IloN. G. W. CRAWFORD,
Secretary of War.

SANTA H, N. M., April 11, 1850.
SIR: I have the honor to submit, hereto subjoined, my
nal and map of a reconnaissance of the country traversed by
the troops under the command of Brevet Lieutenant Colonel
John M. Washington, chief of the 9th military department, and
Governor of New Mexico, in an expedition against the Navajo
Indians, in the months of August and September of the year
1849.
In addition to the journal, will be found a number of appen-
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dices, viz : "A," my report to Colonel Washington of a reconnaissance of the borders of the Navajo country, with a view to
the establishment of a post ; "B," a comparative vocabulary of
the language of the Pueblo or civilized Indians of New Mexico,
and of the wild tribes living upon its borders ; " C," a letter
from Assistant Surgeon John F. Hammond, of the army, giving
a description of a room he saw among the ruins of Pueblo Bonito; "D," a schedule of minerals illustrative of the mineralogical and geological character of the country traversed ; and
"E," a table of geographical positions.
I also submit a number of sketches illustrative of the personal, natural, and artificial objects met with on the route, including portraits of distinguished chiefs, costume, scenery, singular geological formations, petrifactions, ruins, and lac-similes
of ancient inscriptions found engraven on the side walls of a
rock of stupendous proportions, and of fair surface. For these
truthful delineations, and the topographical sketches, I am indebted to my two assistants, Messrs. R. H. Kern and E. M.
Kern, brothers—the former having furnished, with few exceptions, all the sketches of scenery, &c., and the latter the topography and other artistical work displayed upon the map. To
both these gentlemen I tender my grateful acknowledgments
for the kind, zealous, and effective manner in which they ever
were found ready to co-operate with me in the discharge of my
duties ; and I owe it to them also to state that, having left
Washington the spring previous, with orders to return from
Santa F6 as soon as practicable after my exploration of the Fort
Smith route, I consequently came hither unprovided with the
proper appliances necessary for the most successful exhibition
of their skill and labor. This circumstance will explain the
unfit character, in many instances, of the paper on which the
sketches have been drawn, and which it required, even such as
it is, the ransacking of almost every store in the place to sufficiently supply. But these gentlemen had learned what a practical acquaintance with life, in its more destitute forms, will
always develop—a ready resort to, and application of, expedients; and this readiness was not without its value, under the
destitution referred to.
I also submit an herbarium of plants, which I think will not
be without interest, in its relation to the botanical character of
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the country passed through. For this collection I am indebted,
upon my solicitation, to Assistant Surgeon John F. Hammond,
who is entitled to all the credit for the zeal, industry, and labor
which this department of research exhibits.
I also forward a box of minerals, the latter marked correspondingly with the numbers to be found on the margin of the
schedule already referred to, as designated " D" in the appendix. A duplicate of the schedule will also be found in the box
containing the minerals. These specimens, I trust, will not be
without their value to the critical eye of a competent mineralogist and geologist, to whom I would be glad to have them referred. I would also respectively request that a reference be made
of the plants to an accomplished botanist, for his judgment and
expression as to their true character, novelty, &c. It is to be
regretted, however, that, in the absence of a barometer, or other
proper instrument to determine the atmospheric elevation of the
localities of the plants, their normal condition in respect to
climate can only be approximately arrived at, under the hypothetical elevation assumed. The same want of precision, however, does not exist in respect to the position of their localities
in reference to the earth's surface, it being stated absolutely in
latitude and longitude.
The comparative vocabulary of the languages of the different
Pueblo Indians in New Mexico, and of the wild tribes inhabiting its confines, although by no means complete, will not, I trust,
be without its value in the investigations that are being made in
our country in regard to the ethnological condition of the
various tribes which inhabit our domain. I think, among inferences which may be drawn, the singular, and as I believe the
hitherto unknown, certainly unpublished, fact, is evolved, that,
among the 10,000 (estimated) Pueblo Indians inhabiting New
Mexico, as many as six distinct dialects obtain, no one showing
anything more than the faintest, if any, indications of a cognate
origin with the other. The vocabulary as distinctly shows the
kindred character of the languages of the Navajos and of the
Jicorillas branch of the Apache tribe of Indians.*
* Gregg, in his "Commerce of the Prairies," vol. 1, p. 269, says: "There
are but three or four different languages spoken among them, (he is speak-
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In regard to the geographical positions enumerated in appendix "E," which I determined in every instance by a series of
astronomical observations, I do not claim for them that rigid
approximation to the truth which a nice regard to the thermometrical and barometrical condition of the atmosphere, in the
possession of the proper instruments, would have enabled me to
arrive at; but I do claim for them, as they were in every instance referred chronometrically to the meridian of Santa Fé,
and not to each other, and thus an accumulating error avoided,
a degree of accuracy sufficiently high to subserve all the practical purposes for which the survey was made.
•
In regard to the map, it has been my aim to present on its
face all the data necessary for a thorough knowledge of the
country through which our route lay; and I think, with the
information given in the table and note, no expedition can hereafter go over the same ground without being enabled to so prearrange its march as to make its progress comfortable and successful.
I cannot dismiss this introduction to my journal without
acknowledging, as I now do, the important aid which I have
ing of the Pueblos of New Mexico,) and these, indeed, may be distinctly

allied to each other."
The English author Ruxton, in his "Mexico and the Rocky Mountains,"
page 194, remarks : "The Indians of northern Mexico, including the Pueblos, belong to the same family—the Apache; from which branch the
Navajos, Apaches, Coyoteros, Mescalcros, Mogeris, Yubipias, Marecopas,
Chiricaquis, Chemequabis, Yumayas, (the last two, tribes of the Moquis,)
and the Nijorias, a small tribe on the Gila. All these speak dialects of the
same language, more or less approximating to the Apache, and of all of which
the idiomatic structure is the same. They likewise all understand each
other's tongue. What relation this language bears to the Mexican, is unknown, but my impression is, that it will be found to assimilate greatly,
if not to be identical."
This sweeping declaration of Ruxton, grossly erroneous as it is, shows
with what assiduous care travellers, who profess to give to the public facts
as they find them, should distinguish between what they have derived
second-hand, and which is, therefore, to be taken with proper distrust, and
that which they have obtained directly at the fountain-head, which is alone
to be received as philosophically satisfactory. I am the more surprised at
the remarks of this author, as, from the title-page of his work, I notice
that he, at the time he was making his investigations, was a member of an,
"ethnological society."
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received in the prosecution of my researches from the followingnamed gentlemen, who have assisted me in various ways, but
chiefly by kindly interpreting for me, which their knowledge of
the Spanish enabled them to do, whenever I found it necessary
to call upon them : Chief Justice Joab Houghton; Sefior Vigil,
secretary of the province; Mr. Samuel Ellison, official translator
in the State department; Mr. James L. Collins, official interpreter
to Colonel Washington on the expedition; Assistant Surgeons
Lewis A. Edwards, Horace R. Wirtz, and John F. Hammond,
of the army; and Captain Henry L. Dodge and Lieutenant
Lorenzo Tores, of the Mexican volunteers.
I must also express my acknowledgments to Brevet Major
Henry L. Kendrick, who daily furnished me with the distances
from camp to camp indicated by the adometer which was attached
to a wheel of one of his gun-carriages.
To the Topographical Department I must also express my
obligations for the opportune receipt of the work entitled "A
collection of tables and formule useful in geodesy and practical
astronomy, by Captain Thomas J. Lee," of the corps, and
which forms "No. 3" of the "papers relating to the duties of
the Corps of Topographical Engineers." This work I found
exceedingly useful in the solution of the astronomical problems
and geodetic operations incidental to my duties ; and, containing, as it does, multum in parvo, and that in a comprehensive
as well as succinct form, I cannot but regard it, on account of
the facilities which it affords for the prompt and scientific solution
of the astronomical and geodetic questions to which our duties
are constantly giving rise, as a most valuable contribution to the
corps.
J. H. SIMPSON,
First Lieut. Corps Top. Eng.
COLONEL

JOHN J. ABERT,

Chief Corps of Top. Engineers, Washington, D. C.

JOURNAL.
F , NEW MEXICO, August 14, 1849.
TO-DAY the following orders were issued from headquarters:
SANTA

[ORDERS No. 32.]
HEADQUARTERS, 9TH MILITARY DEPARTMENT,

Santa Fé, New Mexico, August 14, 1839.

I. The colonel commanding intending to make a movement
against the Navajo Indians, the following troops will rendezvous
at Jémez, subject to further orders :
Four companies of the 3d infantry, under the command of
Brevet Lieutenant Colonel Alexander, 3d infantry; two companies of the 2d artillery, under command of Brevet Major
Kendrick, 2d artillery; Captain Ker's company, (K,) 2d dragoons; and Captain Chapman's mounted company of volunteers.
The infantry and artillery commands will move from Santa
Fé on the morning of the 16th instant ; and Captains Ker and
Chapman will move with their companies and be at Rmez on
the 19th instant. The artillery command will take one sixpounder gun and three mountain howitzers, in addition to their
other guns.
II. The quartermaster's department will provide pack mules
and packs for the transportation of the necessary baggage of the
command, and for thirty days' rations for five hundred men; and
the commissary department will furnish the necessary subsistence stores.
III. Lieutenant Simpson, Topographical Engineers, will accompany the expedition, making such a survey of the country
as the movements of the troops will permit.
IV. Assistant Surgeon Hammond will leave the general hos-
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pital in charge of a citizen physician, until the return of Assistant
Surgeon Edwards, and proceed with the command on the 16th
instant.
By order of Lieutenant Colonel Washington :
JOHN H. DICKERSON,
Lieutenant, and A. A. A. General.
In consequence of said orders, all the departments of the
service are busily engaged in preparing for the contemplated
movement.
Santa Fé, August 15.—To day, in consequence of information
having reached headquarters for the concentration of the Utahs
near Albiquiu, orders No. 32 have been so far modified that Captain Ker's company of dragoons, now stationed at Albuquerque,
and Captain Chapman's company of mounted volunteers, now
stationed at the Placer, instead of moving on Rmez, are to proceed to Albiquiu, and, in conjunction with Major Grier's company
of dragoons and Captain Valdez's company of mounted volunteers, the whole under the command of Brevet Lieutenant Colonel
Beall, effect, if possible, a peace with the Utahs in that quarter,
or, failing in this, prosecute a war against them. Effecting a
peace, Captains Ker and Chapman, with their companies, are
to join the main command under Colonel Washington at Chelly.
Not accomplishing a peace amicably, or by force of arms, Colonel
Washington will, after accomplishing his objects with the Navajos,
join the troops in the Utah country.
First camp, August 16.—The preparations being in a sufficient
state of forwardness, the portion of the troops referred to in
orders No. 32 stationed at Santa Fé took up the line of march
this morning, their destination being Jémez, via Santo Domingo.
These troops consist of two companies of the 2d artillery, (" B,"
commanded by Brevet Major John J. Peck; "D," by 2d Lieutenant J. II. Nones ; the battalion by Brevet Major II. L. Kendrick), and four companies of the 3d infantry, ("D," commanded
by Brevet Captain George Sykes ; "F," by 2d Lieutenant C.
B. Brower ; G," by 2d Lieutenant Andrew Jackson ; and "H,"
by first Lieutenant Colonel E. B. Alexander)—the whole aggregating (fifty-five of artillery, and one hundred and twenty of
infantry) an effective force of one hundred and seventy-five men,
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under the command of Brevet Lieutenant Colonel John M. Washington, 3d artillery, commandant of the 9th military department,
and Governor of New Mexico. The officers of the staff are 1st
Lieutenant J. IL Simpson, Corps Topographical Engineers ;
Brevet 1st Lieutenant James N. Ward, 3d infantry, acting assistant quartermaster and commissary; 2d Lieutenant John H.
Dickerson, 1st artillery, acting assistant adjutant general and
Assistant Surgeon J. F. Hammond. Lieutenant Simpson has
with him, to assist him in his duties, Mr. Edward M. Kern of
Philadelphia, and Mr. Thomas A. P. Champlin, of Buffalo. In
addition to the officers mentioned, James S. Calhoun, Esq., of
Georgia, Indian agent, goes out with a small party of assistants
to effect, in connection with the colonel commanding, a proper
treaty with the Navajos; and Mr. James L. Collins accompanies
Colonel Washington, as Spanish interpreter.
Wagon transportation is furnished to the troops as far as
Jémez, and then pack animals are to be resorted to.
The road taken by the artillery (see accompanying map, the
red line indicating the route pursued by the troops) was the
usual one to Santo Domingo, via Agua Fria, (a small collection
of ranchos—farms—six miles from Santa Fa,) and thence along
the Rio de Santa Fé, on its east side, to Sieneguilla, a distance
of 16.02 miles, where they encamped. The general course was
east of south.
The infantry and my own party, having taken a more eastern
route—that usually travelled by wagons to Algadones—after
having marched about the same distance, sixteen miles, are encamped two miles to the east of the artillery, on a small tributary
of the Rio de Santa Fé.
The face of the country to-day has been generally level—a
few arroyos (dry beds of streams) intersecting it at intervals,
and the famous Placer or Gold mountain, and the Sandia mountain, with some intermediate conical mounds, forming, to our
front, the chief features of the landscape. (See Plate 1.) Saving
a very narrow and interrupted margin bordering the Rio de Santa
Fé between Agua Fria and Santa Fé, and which was cultivated
in corn, the country has exhibited one extended barren waste,
with nought to diversify it but a few dwarf or brush cedars,
sparsely scattered.
At Sieneguilla—a village composed of one Roman Catholic
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church and a few scattered ranchos—good grass and water are
found, and sufficient fuel.
At this place, Captain Ker, with his command, has also encamped, on his way to Albiquiu. It was the intention of Colonel
Washington, after reaching Santo Domingo, to make a night
march upon the Utahs about Albiquiu, and thus, effecting a
junction with Lieutenant Colonel Beall's command, strike the
enemy a blow when he might be least expecting it ; but Captain
Ker's force being unexpectedly in advance of such a movement,
the project was abandoned.
Second camp, August 17.—The infantry, as also my own party, joined the artillery, in the canon* of the Rio de Santa Fe, just
after the latter had left their camp. The general course to-day
was slightly south of west, the road threading the canon of the
Rio de Santa F6 to its mouth, a distance of six miles ; thence
across the margin of the Rio Grande del Norte, seven miles, to the
Pueblo de Santo Domingo; and thence by ford across the Rio
Grande to our camping-ground, directly opposite Santo Domingo
—the whole march having been 14.85 miles. Through the canon,
the road, on account of rocks and boulders, and for a mile and a
half before reaching Santo Domingo, on account of sand hills,
was rough; the remaining portion level and good.
The canon of the Rio de Santa F6 we found quite interesting.
Varying in depth from one hundred to one hundred and fifty feet,
the Rio de Santa 1'6 trickling through it, its mésa (table) heights
on either side are crowned by overlying amygdaloidal trap.
This trap shows eminently, in particular localities, the blackening
scoriaceous effect of fire ; and in some places is to be seen underlying it an earthy formation of an ashy character, and in others
a reddish porphyritic rock in beds slightly dipping towards the
east. At the mouth of the canon, on its north side, is a welldefined ash-colored formation of an argillo-silicious character,
disposed in layers, and presenting, with striking and pleasing
effect, the appearance of the façade of a highly finished piece of
Grecian architecture. This object cannot fail to attract the
notice of the traveller.
Debouching from the canon, an extended plain—upon which
* The word callon is most generally applied to a deep and narrow valley
enclosed on either side by escarpments. It sometimes, however, means a
shallow valley.
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I saw some fifty head of cattle grazing—stretches westward
about six miles to the Rio Grande ; the Jémez mountains appear
on the further side of the river, quartering to your right; an
extended mésa shows itself also beyond the river to your front ;
and the Sandia mountain lifts itself high and sublime to your
left. Not a tree is to be seen until you can look down upon the
Rio Grande, and then the cottonwood is noticed sparsely skirting
its banks. The bed of the Rio Galisteo, which we crossed just
before entering Santo Domingo, indicated only here and there
that it was even moistened with water.
Santo Domingo, which lies directly on the Rio Grande, is a
pueblo or Indian town, containing about eight hundred inhabitants. It is laid out in streets running perpendicularly to the
Rio Grande. The houses are constructed of adobes, (blocks of
mud, of greater or less dimensions, sun-dried;) are two stories
in height, the upper one set retreatingly on the lower, so as to
make the superior covering or ceiling of the lower answer for a
terrace or platform for the upper ; and have roofs which are
nearly flat. These roofs are made first of transverse logs, which
pitch very slightly outward, and are sustained at their ends by
the side walls of the building ; on these, a layer of slabs or brush
is laid; a layer of bark or straw is then laid on these ; and covering the whole is a layer of mud of six or more inches in thickness. The height of the stories is about eight or nine feet.
The lower stories have very small windows, and no doors ; the
lights of the windows, wherever there were any, being of selenite
—the crystallized foliated form of gypsum. The mode of access
to the building is by exterior ladders, which may be seen leaning against every house.
In the west end of the town is an estaffa, or public building,
in which the people hold their religious and political meetings.
The structure, which is built of adobes, is circular in plan, about
nine feet in elevation, and thirty-five in diameter, and, with no
doors or windows laterally, has a small trap-door in the terrace
or flat roof by which admission is gained. Directly below the
opening, and detached from the wall, is a fire-place, in plan
thus,
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its height being about three feet—the opening referred to serving as a vent to the smoke.
The men, I notice, wear generally nothing but a shirt and a
breech-cloth ; the women, a dark-colored blanket, covering one
shoulder, and drawn under the other, a girdle confining the blanket about the waist, and the arms being left free and bare. This
appears to be their ordinary summer dress. The children run
naked.
At the house of the governor, I noticed a woman, probably his
wife, going through the process of baking a very thin species of
corn cake, called, according to Gregg, guayave. She was hovering over a fire, upon which lay a flat stone. Near her was a
bowl of thin corn paste, into which she thrust her fingers; allowing then the paste to drip sparingly upon the stone, with two or
three wipes from the palm of her hand she would spread it entirely and uniformly over the stone; this was no sooner done
than she peeled it off, as fit for use; and the process was again
and again repeated, until a sufficient quantity was obtained—the
necessarily rapid character of the process causing the perspiration to roll from her face in streams. The woman, noticing the
interest I took in the operation, handed me a sheet of the food
to eat. Like the Mexican tortilla, although I was excessively
hungry, it did not fail to leave at the stomach a slight sensation
of nausea. When folded and rolled together, it does not look
unlike (particularly that made from the blue corn) a "hornet's
nest"—a name by which it is sometimes called.
The Rio Grande, at the ford, is about three hundred yards
wide, is between three and four feet deep, and is full of bars.
Its bottom, in spots, is of quicksand character—two of the wagons stalling on this account.
The country passed over to-day, excepting a very limited area
upon the Rio Santa F6, at Sieneguilla, and for a breadth of
about a mile along the Rio Grande, is probably worthless for
cultivation, and of but very slight, if of any, value for grazing
purposes.
Our camping-ground, which is near some cornfields, is a fine
one—the Rio Grande, besides furnishing us with water to drink,
affording us a refreshing bath ; and the grass in the vicinity
being good, and wood sufficiently near.
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A series of astronomical observations make the latitude of this
camp 35° 30' 56"; its longitude, 106° 29' 45".
Third camp, Jémez, August 18.—Not being able last evening,
on account of the strong wind, to get satisfactory astronomical

observations, I obtained some this morning, before daylight.
Our route to-day, to Jémez, a distance of 26.60 miles, was
generally in a northwesterly direction, and, besides being exceedingly heavy on account of sand, and rough and uneven on
account of sand hills and arroyos, did not furnish us a drop of
water throughout its whole extent.
For the first nine miles, it was up a heavy sandy arroyo, at
the fourth mile of which there was a short steep hill to ascend,
and at the ninth a rather long and steep one—which surmounted,
brought us to a piece of table land of about three miles in breadth ;
whence could be seen, almost due west, about thirty-five miles
offs, the remarkable peak called Cerro de la Cabeza. This table
land traversed, we reached the brow of the valley of the Rio de
Jéraez, whence, looking down upon and across the valley, a confused mass of sedimentary hills and mdsa heights appeared to sight
—the escarpment walls of the mésa being generally of a welldefined stratified character, and of sensible dip towards the south.
To our right, and on our side of the Rio de Jdmez, were mésa
heights, crowned with amygdaloidal trap, apparently fifty feet
thick. From the brow of the valley down to the Rio de Jdmez,
the road is very heavy and rough, on account of sand hills and
arroyos.
Four miles from our last camp, I noticed on the route an outcrop of silicious limestone, containing, sparsely, some particles
of felspar. Near this spot, observing a plateau or mésa, from
two hundred to three hundred feet high, which promised a fine
view of the country we had been traversing, I ascended it, to
scan the landscape. As I anticipated, a noble view extended
itself before me. There lay, far off towards the northeast, the
Santa Fé mountains ; to the southeast, the Placer mountain and
Sandia mountain ; intervening between them, and just discoverable, lying beyond the gleaming waters of the Rio Grande, the
little town of Santo Domingo ; to the north and northwest,
stretching far away, were the Jdmez mountains ; to the south,
mésa formations, crowned with amygdaloidal trap ; and every
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where else, sparsely scattered over mountain and plain, the
dwarf cedar.
The Pueblo of J6rnez,. as its prefix indicates, is an Indian
town of probably between four and five hundred inhabitants, and,
like the Pueblo of Santo Domingo, is built upon two or three
parallel streets, the houses being of adobe construction, and
having second stories disposed retreatingly on the first, to which
access is had by ladders. I notice here, on the outskirts of the
village, the usual accompaniment of Mexican and pueblo towns,
the ragged-looking picketed goat enclosure—it giving to the
suburbs an unsightly appearance. About the premises are probably a dozen of acres covered with apricot and peach trees.
An infantry company of Mexican volunteers, under command of
Captain Henry L. Dodge, is stationed at this place. A sketch
of the pueblo and of some curiously shaped sandstone hills in the
vicinity, is given in Plate 3.
The Rio de Jémez, upon which the pueblo lies, is an affluent
of the Rio Grande ; varies from thirty to fifty feet in breadth ;
is of a rapid current ; and tends southwardly. Its bed is a commixture of red sand and gravel. Patches of good corn and wheat
skirt it here and there along its banks ; and the extent of cultivable land bordering it may be estimated at about a mile in
breadth. Its waters are palatable ; good grass is found along it,
and wood exists in the vicinity. Our encamping-ground, which
is just to the north of the town, has, therefore, all the requisites
to make it a good one.
The soil along the route to-day, excepting the narrow margin
along the Rio de Jémez already mentioned, is utterly worthless
for cultivation.
The latitude of this camp, by astronomical observation, is 35°
36' 7"; its longitude, 106° 51' 16".
Third camp, Jémez, August 19.—The wagon attached to
headquarters breaking down yesterday, on account of the rough
state of the road, it did not reach us early enough in the evening
to have our tents pitched. The consequence was that the colonel
commanding and his staff bivouacked for the night—a change
which we found quite agreeable.
The troops will remain here for a day or two, until the assistant
quartermaster, Captain Brent, can perfect his arrangements for
a change from wagon to pack-mule transportation, and also for
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the purpose of giving time for the concentration of the Pueblo
and Mexican force, which is to join us at this point.
This afternoon, a dance—called, in the language of the J4mez
Indians, You-pel-lay, or the green-corn dance—having been reported as being about to be enacted in the village, several persons from camp, (among them my assistant, Mr. E. M. Kern,
from whom I get my information,) went down to witness it. In
order the better to see the performances, they took up a position
on one of the houses in the principal streets. (See Plate No. 6.)
When the performers first appeared, all of whom were men, they
came in a line, slowly walking, and bending and stooping as they
approached. They were dressed in a kirt of blanket, the upper
potion of their bodies being naked, and painted dark red. Their
legs and arms, which were also bare, were variously striped with
red, white, and blue colors ; and around their arms, above the
elbow, they wore a green band, decked with sprigs of paton. A
necklace of the same description was worn around the neck.
Their heads were decorated with feathers. In one hand they
carried a dry gourd, containing some grains of corn, with which
they produced a rattling kind of music ; in the other, a string,
from which were hung several tortillas. At the knee were
fastened small shells of the ground turtle and antelope's feet
and dangling from the back, at the waist, depended a fox skin.
The musicians were habited in the common costume of the village, and made their music in a sitting posture. Their instruments consisted, each of half a gourd, placed before them, with
the convex side up ; upon this they placed, with the left hand,
a smooth stick, and with their right drew forward and backwards
upon it, in a sawing manner, a notched one. This produced a
sound much like that of grinding corn upon a mat ate, (a slightly
concave stone.)
The movements in the dance differed but slightly from those
of Indians generally.
The party were accompanied by three elders of the town,
whose business it was to make a short speech in front of the different houses, and, at particular times, join in the singing of
the rest of the party. Thus they went from house to house singing and dancing, the occupants of each awaiting their arrival in
front of their respective dwellings.
2
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My second assistant, Mr. R. H. Kern, brother to my first
assistant, Mr. E. M. Kern, joined me, from Taos, this afternoon.
Third camp, Jémez, August 20.—During the past night, we
had an unusually heavy rain, attended with sharp thunder and
lightning.
This morning, after breakfast, Major Kendrick, Assistant
Surgeons Edwards and Hammond, Mr. E. M. Kern, and myself left camp for Lot Ojos Calientes, (the Hot Springs,) said to
be twelve miles above, in the valley of the Rio de Jérnez. The
Lieutenant-Governor of J6mez accompanied us as guide. Our
course, which lay directly up the valley called the Caton of San
Diego, was slightly east of north. Soon after leaving camp, we
passed some red-colored argillaceous rocks, well stratified, the
dip of stratification on either side being anticlinal, and the gorge
which we threaded being coincident with the line of strike. An
upheave, therefore, must, in all probability, have taken place,
the resulting force of which was doubtless normal to the line of
strike. A sinking of the two series of stratification at the foot
of their respective slopes could indeed have caused the like
effect ; but, the first mode of accounting for the phenomenon
being the simplest, it is most reasonable to suppose it to have
occurred.
Two miles from camp, we came to a Mexican settlement,
which continued sparsely scattered along the river for about five
miles. The most populous portion of it, called Caftncito, we
found to be about three miles from camp, at the mouth of the
Colon de Guadalupe. Here I saw, within a hundred yards of the
village, a small gray wolf shying off very reluctantly from us.
For a distance of six or seven miles, the bottom of the Callon
de San Diego is pretty well cultivated—corn, wheat, and peppers being the chief product of the soil : the corn, which looked
well, greatly predominated.
Beyond the settlements, the ruins of old adobe buildings were
ever and anon to be seen, which, according to our guide, were
once inhabited by Mexicans, who had deserted them from fear
of the Navajos.
Nino miles up the carton we found an old copper-smelting furnace, which looked as if it had been abandoned for some considerable period. It is quite small, is built of stone, and has
arched ovens traversing each other at right angles, each oven
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being furnished with a stone grating. We picked up some fragments of copper ore (probably green malachite) which lay scattered around.
Twelve miles from Jémez, we came to Los Ojos Calientes.
Here, desiring to make some examinations, and it being our purpose to regale ourselves with the eatables we had brought with
us, we unsaddled our horses and turned them loose to graze.
On examination, we found the springs to be situated within
the compass of a few feet of each other, some of them boiling
up immediately from the bed of a small bifurcated branch of the
Rio de Jémez. The principal one, which is in the branch mentioned, issues from a small knoll or heap of boulder stones, which
seem to partake both of a calcareous and basaltic character,
the vent not being more than a foot above the bed from which
it springs. The volume of water which issues from it may be
estimated at about a gallon and a half per minute. This spring,
as well as all the other principal ones, show sa limited accumulation of a crystalline deposit about its mouth, which, on account of
its fine-grained character and hardness, may probably come under
the head of travertine. The complexion of the deposit is white,
with a shade of greenish yellow.
We put into the jagged cup or bowl of the fountain some eggs
and raw venison, both of which were cooked in about twenty
minutes. The time required to do this would doubtless have been
much less had the bowl been sufficiently concave to have admitted
a more perfect immersion of the articles, and the fixture of a cover,
by which the heat lost through evaporation could have been retained. As it was, upon an immersion by Major Kendrick of a
thermometer, Dr. Edwards assisting him, the highest point to
which the mercury would rise was 169°.
These springs are said, in diseases of a cutaneous or rheumatic
kind, to possess powers of a highly curative character ; and it is
doubtless on this account that the arbors which we noticed near
the main springs are placed over some basins, scooped out from
the ground, into which the hot water finds its way. A view of
these springs, with their accessory scenery, and among it the
tower of a distant ruined church, may be seen in Plate 14.
Observing, about a third of a mile above the springs, the ruins
just mentioned, we saddled up for the purpose of visiting them.
On reaching the spot, we found them to be the remains of an
old Roman Catholic church, in dimensions about fifty feet front
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by one hundred and twenty deep. The tower, which was octagonal in form, and which rose up from the middle of the rear
end of the building, was still standing, as were also the greater
portion of the walls of the main building. The height of the
tower I estimated at thirty feet. The thickness of the walls of
the main edifice at base measured six feet. A good view of
these ruins may be seen in Plate 15.
It getting late, we were obliged to hasten our return to campa drenching rain, which had in the mean time sprung up, adding
not a little to our alacrity. A spring, however, which we unexpectedly met with on our route, tempting us by its cool appearance, we could not resist the desire to alight and try its waters,
which we found not less grateful than they were unexpected.
The cottonwood, the cedar, and pine, the latter of dwarfish
growth, and all rather sparsely scattered, constitute the viva of
the valley. The wild currant we found growing in great luxuriance and perfection about the old church.
Third camp, Jimez, August 21.—This afternoon, Captain
Dodge, the brothers Kern, and myself visited the Roman Catholic church of the village—the governor of the town, Hosta, procuring for us the keys, and acting as cicerone. The church,
an adobe structure, some one hundred by twenty-eight feet in
plan, appeared very old, and was evidently wasting away under
the combined influence of neglect and moisture. The swallows,
as is to be noticed in the Roman Catholic church at Santa Fé,
seemed to be perfectly at home within it, and now, as in the
church mentioned, brought home to me the appositeness of those
beautiful remarks of the sweet psalmist of Israel to be found
in Psalms lxxxiv. 3. A pilaster and arch arrangement, with
crosses at intervals, characterized the side walls ; and a number
of paintings, all daubs, excepting the central one, the wall back
of the chancel. Hosta informed us that this central piece was
a representation of San Diego bearing the cross. At present
it is considerably defaced, but the touches of a genuine artist
are yet visible upon it. None but a true son of the muse could
have thrown into the countenance the expression of beautiful
sadness with which it is radiant. In addition to the objects of
garniture already mentioned, I noticed upon a projecting piece
of the side pulpit a human skull and some bones, and in a side
room, to which I could only peep in, some images and pictures.
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Finishing our examination at the church, we visited the est uffas
of the town, of which there are two. Both are one story high,
and, like the one noticed at Santo Domingo, have no doors or
windows laterally, and are only accessible from above, through
the flat roof. They differ from it, however, in being rectangular
—the one we measured being twenty by twenty-seven feet in the
clear, and seven and a half feet high. On the walls were representations of plants, birds, and animals—the turkey, the deer,
the wolf, the fox, and the dog, being plainly depicted ; none of
them, however, approaching to exactness, .except the deer, the
outline of which showed certainly a good eye for proportions.
For an exact picture of these, both as regards details of form
and color, and also as respects the dingy, smoky complexion of
the walls upon which they are painted, I refer the reader to Plates
7, 8, 9, 10, and 11.
Upon questioning Hosta in relation to the object of these
est uffas, he informed us that they were after the custom of Montezuma, and for that reason they were not allowed to give them
up. He also called them the churches of Montezuma. In the
spring, he says, they go there to chant to him to send them rain;
and in the fall they sing to him to obtain any good thing they
may want. He further remarked—(and I give what follows to
show the superstition of these people, for he narrated it as if he
thought it might be true)—.he further remarked, there was a
tradition among his people, that Montezuma, whenever in his
travels he stopped for the night, would make a house in one
hour ; and that he would plant corn one night, and the next
morning it would be fit to be plucked. He went on further to
inform us that they worshiped the sun, moon, and fire. The
moon he called the captain of the night. The sun, however,
when he rises, he remarked, puts away all the children of the
night, and therefore be is the great captain.
To the question of the object of the paintings upon the walls
of the estuffa, he said they were por bonito, (for ornament.)
The circles represent the sun and moon ; the semicircles, clouds ;
and the barbed, zigzag line, the forked, destructive lightning.
The emblem of good lightning he represented in pencil upon
my note-book as terminating more bluntly, thus :
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The two human figures with trumpets to their mouths, which
may be seen illustrated in Plate 9, here presents as the adjutants
of Montezuma, who are sounding a call to him for rain.
Before the conquest, he says, according to tradition, the Jénaez
Indians were fighting with all the other tribes—those of San
Felipe, Santa Anna, and Santo Domingo. At length a Spanish
priest appeared among them very mysteriously. This priest,
whenever he celebrated mass, made it a condition of his acceptance of them that they should every previous Saturday bring
him wood. And it was his habit, whenever he wanted anything,
such as skins or blankets, to take them. The people at length,
getting enraged at such treatment, determined to kill him. He,
hearing of it, however, disappeared as mysteriously as he had
come. They then looked for his tracks ; but, the snow having
covered them up, they concluded he must have gone down the
Oio Caliente! (one of the hot springs I have already described.)
He further told us that, when living upon the mésa between
the calions of Guadalupe and San Diego, there came another
padre (priest) among them, whom, whilst on his way to receive
the confessions of a sick man, they killed. That, upon another
occasion, whilst engaged in their dances, they were told that the
Spaniards were below; but they did not believe it, and continued
dancing. The consequence was that, one night, after a dance,
and when they had retired for the night, the Spaniards came
upon them with all their force, and they, having nothing but
their arrows and knives to defend themselves with, closed in with
one another, and began to throw each other over the precipice
of the mésa. Just at this time, there appeared in the direction
of the Canon de Guadalupe Nuestra Sefiora de Guadalupe, (our
Lady of Guadalupe,) and in the direction of the Cañon de San
Diego the saint of that name ! The Indians, noticing this, fled
—some to Sandia, some to Isleta, and some settled here at Jémez.
All, however, have since come to live at the last-mentioned place.
The Pecos Indians, be went on further to inform us, were the
only people that speak the same language they do; that, during
one of the revolutions of the country, when he was quite a youth,
this tribe, being very much harassed by the Spaniards, (Mexicans,) asked permission of the people of Jémez to come and live
among them. They not only granted them permission to do this,
but sent out persons to help them get in their crops, and bring
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them and their property to their new abode. When they arrived,
they gave them houses and fields. The old man and his daughter,
who at the time were tending the sacred fire at Pecos, the enemy,
he says, seized and beat—the daughter at length being carried
away captive, and the old man escaping by theway of Galisteo
to J6mez. This was the reason of the fire of Montezuma ceasing. He went on to state that the Pecos and Jémez Indians,
though they speak the same language, differ somewhat in their
religious customs. In relation, however, to Montezuma, the
different Pueblo Indians, although speaking different languages,
have the same belief. Yesterday, in getting some information
from a Jémez Indian, I asked him whether they now looked
upon God and the sun as the same being. He said they did.
The question was then put, whether they still worshiped the
sun, as God, with contrition of heart. His reply was, "Why
not? He governs the world!" From this Indian I also learned
that they worship the sun with most pleasure in the morning,
and that they have priests to administer their own religion, which
they like better than the Roman Catholic, which, he says, has
been forced upon them, and which they do not understand. He
said they were all the children of Montezuma, and a tradition
had been current among them that they were to be delivered by
a people who would come from the east ; that, in consequence of
the good treatment they were receiving from the Americans, they
were beginning to believe that that people had come; that General Kearny had told them they would believe this more and more,
because they would continue to be treated well by the Americans,
and they were finding it so.
From Hosta I learn that there are now living among his people only fifteen Pecos Indians, seven being male adults, seven
female, and one a little girl. One Pecos male adult, he says,
is living at Cuesta, one at Santo Domingo, and one in the Cafion
of Pecos. These eighteen, he states, are all that are now living
of his people.
For a portrait of Hosta, in his war costume, as also of his
wife, in her best attire, with some of her accessories characteristic of their mode of life, I would refer the reader to Plates 4
and 5. Hosta is one of the finest-looking and most intelligent
Pueblo Indians I have seen, and, on account of his vivacity and
off-hand graciousness, is quite a favorite among us. A profile
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sketch of Wash-u-hos-te, a Pecos Indian, will also be seen in
Plate 12.
Fourth camp, August 22.—The arrangement for transportation by pack mules being complete, and the Pueblo levies, 55 in
number, having joined us, the command having also been increased by Capt. Dodge's company of Mexican volunteer infantry,*
the whole force took up its line of march to-day for the CaAon
of Chelly.t At the same time, Brevet Lieutenant-Colonel Alexander, on account of indisposition, and Assistant Quartermaster
Brent, and Assistant-Surgeon Edwards, on account of the theatre of their duties being at that post, feturned to Santa F.
Our route lay directly down the valley of the Rio de Jémez, the
stream of which we crossed just above San Ysidro, a small Mexican settlement about three miles below Jémez. Three miles
more brought us to our present camping ground, where we find
good water, tolerable pasturage, and wood in the vicinity. The
valley, as far as San Ysidro, is hemmed in by secondary mountains, and within this extent is but slightly cultivated.
At San Ysidro I called to see Seiler Francisco Sandoval, the
proprietor of the copper furnace we saw two days since up the
Caiion de San Diego. He informs me that the mine near this
furnace was worked until about three years since ; that one man
could get from it ten arroba,st_ of rich ore per day, and that gold
was found in association with it. He further stated that he had
now cached (buried) near the furnace twenty-three arrobas of
pure copper.
Several times to-day, on the march, a beautiful humming-bird,
the first I have seen since I left the States, has been hovering
about me. The last time it paid me a visit, I was seated under
a tent, where it lit for a moment within a foot or two of my
person, and then disappeared not to be seen again.
The length of the march to-day has been only 5.78 miles—it
having been deemed prudent, on the first day's trial with the
packs, to go but a short distance.
Fifth camp, August 23.—The troops decamped at 8 o'clock
* Lieutenant Lorenzo Tores, a subaltern of the company, accompanied
the expedition.
t The orthography of this word I get from Sefior Donaciano Vigil,
secretary of the province, who informs me that it is of Indian origin. Its
pronunciation is clay-e.
An arroba is a weight of twenty-five pounds.
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this morning—a Mexican, by name Carravahal, whose residence
is at San Irsidro, accompanying them as guide. Our course
lay generally for the day, north of west, and for the first 14
miles directly up the Carion de Pefiasca—low mountains of a
ridgy, primary character skirting it on the right, and mésa
heights, of some 300 or 400 feet elevation, bordering it on the
left. The formation of these latter is generally an ash-colored
sandstone, alternating with a red argillaceous, friable rock. A
mile further, and we were upon the high land dividing the waters
of the Rio de Jémez from those of the Rio Puerco—an extensive
prospect of the valley of the latter, with the accessories of some
high isolated mountain peaks, bursting unexpectedly upon us from
this point. Among the peaks are to be noticed the Cerro de la
Cabeza, the summit of which was an object of interest on our
march from the Rio Grande to Jémez. This head mountain, I
perceived, resembled very much in contour, though much higher,
Cerro Tucumcarri, a prominent landmark about 160 miles east
of the Rio Grande, on the Fort Smith route. This mountain I
described in my report of that route as resembling very much
in shape the dome of the Capitol at Washington ; and Cerro de
la Cabeza, though not so good a representation, yet cannot fail
to suggest to the traveler a like resemblance.
The top of the high land referred to being reached, the road
commences descending towards the Rio Piterco, two miles further bringing us to the Rio de Chaeoli, a small affluent of the
Puerco, upon which we are encamped.
Two miles from our last camp, and directly on the route, are
several springs of a mineral character, the taste of the water
sensibly indicating the presence of soda, (probably sulphate of
soda,) nitre, and some ferruginous matter. One of these springs
has made for itself a basin of an elliptical shape, which is several feet in diameter, and raised about three feet above the argillaceous soil from which it flows. The incrustation about the
mouth of the spring appears to be of a calcareous character, and
colored with iron. These springs, on account of my having left
the road to examine a geological formation, I did not see ; and
for the information I have given I am indebted to Majors Kendrick and Peck.
In the vicinity of the springs, cropping out from the base of the
m6sa, forming the south wall of the cañon, I noticed large beds
of earthy gypsum, (sulphate of lime ;) and constituting the supe-
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nor strata of the m6sa was a formation, some eighty feet thick,
composed of an alternation of crystallized fibrous gypsum and
thin layers of argillaceous shale. At the foot of the escarpment
I picked up what appeared to be, from its taste and appearance,
common salt, (chloride of sodium.) I afterwards noticed, four
miles further on the route, another bed of gypsum.
About nine miles from our last camp, in the calion, thrown
together promiscuously, are some huge specimens of conglomerate boulders, one of them in magnitude probably not being
short of twenty-five by twenty-five feet, or containing over fifteen thousand cubic feet. And near our present camp, there is
to be seen cropping out of a side hill a red argillaceous rock, in
appearance very much like that from which the Indians living
on the head waters of the Mississippi make their pipes.
It is observable that the overlying amygdaloidal formation
which I have already, in my journal, noticed as beginning at
Sieneguilla, on the Rio de Santa Fé, and extending westward as
far as the valley of the Rio de J6rnez, has not been seen to-day
on either side of the route. The valley, then, of the Rio de
Jémez may be considered as the limit of this formation westward.
The march to-day has been 16.27 miles. The first half of the
road was tolerably good; the last half very rough—the tongue
of the six-pounder's limber having been broken on account of it.
Not a particle of cultivable soil did we meet with until we reached the valley of the Rio de Chacoli, where we find it rich and
mellow. The sylva has been generally the dwarf cedar, sparsely
scattered; and some pines were observable on the last portion of
the route.
Our camping-ground furnishes good grazing, tolerable water,
and a sufficiency of wood. The water, however, cannot be depended upon, except in the wet season.
There have joined us to-day some eighty Mexican mounted
militia. Our force, then, as now constituted, consists of fiftyfive men of the regular artillery, one hundred and twenty of the
regular infantry, fifty of Mexican volunteer infantry, fifty-five
of Pueblo or Indian mounted militia, and eighty of Mexican
mounted militia—in all aggregating, with the employés of the
quartermaster's and subsistence departments, about four hundred
men. The longitude of this camp, by observation, is 107° 3' 15".
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Sixth camp, August 24th.—We had some fine showers of rain
last evening and during the night.
Seven men belonging to the Mexican mounted militia are reported to have deserted last evening.
The troops resumed the march at 8 A. M., our course for the
day being generally northwest. One and a half miles from camp
we crossed the Rio de Chaco li, a running stream, four feet in
breadth and a few inches in depth, with banks six feet high,
which had to be cut down to give passage to the artillery. This
creek traversed, the route lay up a very shallow valley for about
three and a half miles, when we got on the brow of the immediate valley of the Rio Puerco—this valley being hemmed on its
west side by heights, with tableau tops and precipitous escarpment walls. The Rio Puerco, as far as visible, runs a course
west of south, and is slightly fringed with the cottonwood. Cerro
de la Cabeza and other mountain peaks to the south and west
show well from this point. Close by the route, on its right, just
before reaching the bed of the Puerco, is an old circular stone
corral (enclosure) about thirty feet in width, and three in height,
laid in mud mortar.
The Rio Puerco, which, from its great length upon the maps,
we had conjectured to be a flowing stream of some importance,
we found to contain water only here and there in pools—the
fluid being of a greenish, sickening color, and brackish to the
taste. The width of its bottom, which is a commixture of clay
and gravel, is about one hundred feet. Its banks, between twenty
and thirty feet high, are vertical, and had to be graded down to
allow the artillery and pack animals to cross them. The sixpounder had to be unlimbered and dragged up on the west side
by men at the prolonges. A mule, with one of the howitzers
packed on his back, in attempting to traverse the bed of the river,
lost his footing and capsized—the howitzer, on account of its great
weight, naturally seeking the lowest place, and the legs of the poor
animal correspondingly tending upwards. The sight, it may well
be conceived, partook both of the painful and ludicrous.
The valley of the Rio de Chacoli and that of the Puerco, both
of which, on account of the slight elevation of the dividing ridge,
may be considered as but one, and which embraces a breadth of
about six miles, is, to all appearances, quite a rich body of land,
and, if not ordinarily too dry, must be susceptible of productive
-
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cultivation. It differs from the other cultivable soil we have passed over, in being argillaceous, instead of feldspathic.
A mile beyond the Rio Puerco, we entered the Callon de la
Copa, (Cup Carion,) so called on account of the cup or vase-like
appearance of some of the sandstone rocks forming its walls.
(See sketch in Plate 16.) In the left hand or south escarpment
wall of the caFion may be seen some well-defined and beautiful
stratification, its dip being slightly from the valley of the Puerco,
or westward. The breadth of the carion is about one hundred
and fifty yards. Among the escarpment rocks, I noticed some
seams of a perfectly white saline pulverulent substance, which,
from its taste, I should judge to be soda. We also found, in the
same locality, in some crevices, and also attached to the rock, a
dark pitchy substance, agglutinated with the excrement of birds,
and of animals of the rat species.
Near these rocks are several deep and narrow arroyos, which
required to be worked to make them practicable for the passage
of the artillery.
About a half mile further, just as we emerged from the canon,
noticing on the right of the road what appeared to be bituminous
coal, I examined it, and found it to be veritably such, though of
an impure, slaty character. It exists in beds a foot thick, which
are, in some instances, overlaid by yellowish sandstone, and then
again by calcareous rock. I noticed, in some instances, superposing the coal, loose, disintegrated masses or fragments of what
appeared to be a species of jasper, the evidences of igneous influence being quite apparent from its baked and blackened aspect. The coal, when fractured, occasionally discovers resinous
particles of a beautiful iridescent character, the reflections being
those of the garnet.
Getting out of the Caision de la Copa, the country becomes
very much broken by low hills of a mound or inésa shape, some
of them, on account of the symmetry of their form, creating a
degree of interest.
From twelve to fifteen miles off, on our left, have appeared,
all day, a chain of pretty high mountains, some of them ridgy,
and some of mAa shape.
After a march of 13.27 miles, falling upon an insignificant
tributary of the Rio Puerco, which drains the valley called Canada de Piedra de Lumbre, we have encamped—the pasturage
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about our camp being but tolerable, the water (of a high clay
color) barely endurable, and fuel being found in the vicinity.
The water, however, can only be depended upon during the wet
season.
The face of the country to-day, as usual, has presented pine
and cedar, of a dwarf growth, very thinly scattered; and the
artemisia has been seen everywhere. The soil, excepting the
valley of the Rio Puerco, for purposes of cultivation, may be
considered as worthless. Astronomical observations put this
camp in latitude 35° 46' 13".
Seventh camp, August 25.—Three more of the Mexican mounted militia are reported to have deserted yesterday.
The troops took up the line of march at 7 A. M. Our general
course for the day has been about northwest. At the start our
route lay through a shallow valley—a succession of them, bounded by tableau or rounded hills, crossing each other in every direction, and causing the country to have a broken appearance.
A mile or two from camp, looking back, an imposing view of
Cerro de la Cabeza presented itself. There was nothing about
it to detract from its towering sublimity; and as the morning
sun threw its golden light upon its eastern slope, leaving all the
other portions in a softened twilight shade, I thought I had never
seen anything more beautiful, and at the same time grand. (See
Plate 17.)
Four miles on the route, to the left of the road, upon a little
hillock, another and more extensive view of the country bursts
upon you. To the south, some twenty miles off, lay an extensive range of mountains, of a m4sa and ridgy character ; intermingled with these, and diversifying the scene, were Cerro de
la Cabeza and half a dozen other peaks, one of them quite sharp;
to the east and northeast were still to be seen, stretching from
north to south, from forty to fifty miles off, the Jdmez mountains;
and everywhere else a broken country, made up of low swelling
hills, isolated cones, and mésa heights, sprinkled with pine and
cedar of a scrub growth, and with the artemisia, in connection
with an everywhere-prevailing dirty yellowish arenaceous soil,
completed the picture.
As we proceeded on, the country stretched out more prairielike and rolling, furnishing an extensive range of view on every
hand. Six miles from our last camp, we met some very dirty,
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clay-colored water, in pools, the permanency of which, however,
cannot be depended on. A mile and a half further, we traversed
about one-third of a mile of what appeared to be good argillaceous soil. Four miles from this, a very beautifully-shaped
tableau mound appears, ranging directly in front of our course.
After a march of thirteen and a half miles, coming upon an
arroyo containing some water of a highly-charged clay character
as scanty in quality as unpalatable to the taste, and the guide
who had been sent in advance not returning in time to give the
colonel commanding the information needed in respect to water
to make it prudent for him to go any further for the day, the
order was given to encamp.
The valley through which the arroyo runs is called the Gallon
de Tornjon; and I notice a few cottonwoods skirting the arroyo.
The pasturage about camp is but tolerable.
The soil to-day, excepting the very narrow belt already
alluded to, has been worthless. The road pretty good.
About sundown, Major Kendrick and myself took a stroll
about a mile from camp, in a northwest course, to a tableau
mound, where we found, horizontally disposed, an outcrop of
bituminous coal, of an indifferent character, on account of earthy
admixtures. Sandstone both over and underlies it. We also
saw an alternation of thin layers of fibrous gypsum and of
arenaceous rock overlying it in ;places.
The latitude of this camp, by astronomical observations, is
35° 50' 31"; its longitude, 107° 23' 45".
_Eighth camp, August 26.—The nights and mornings at the
last two camps have been quite cold. This is doubtless owing
to our great elevation. We have been ascending more or less
ever since we left the Rio Grande. Indeed, from the appearance
of the Jémez mountains and other indications, it is not at all
unlikely that the country we have been travelling over to-day is
considerably higher, atmospherically, than Santa Fé. But this
point, it is to be regretted, I cannot determine, for the want of
a barometer, with which it was impossible to supply myself on
setting out upon the expedition. Major Emory, in his report,
speaks of the absence of dew along the Rio Gila, and, on that
account, of his scarcely ever finding it necessary to wipe his
horizon-glass. I, on the contrary, find them so heavy in this
region as to make it necessary for me to wipe mine often.
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The troops decamped at 7 A. M.—the weather, as it generally
has been, being beautiful, clear, and pleasant. Our general
course during the day was northwest; and for the first seven
miles the route was gradually ascending.
Just after leaving camp, we passed, to the right of the road,
the beautifully-shaped mound referred to yesterday. Four
miles from camp, on the right of the road, is an oblong mound
or hill, about fifty feet high, exhibiting very strikingly the
gradual effect of igneous action upon matter, in proportion to
its proximity to the source of heat. Highly scoriaceous rocks
protruded here and there through argillaceous rocks, burnt to
different degrees of calcination; and a dirty yellowish friable
sandstone rock crops out all around from underneath the mass.
This is the first scoriaceous or lava rock I have noticed since I
left the valley of the Jémez. From the mound just adverted to,
Cerro de la Cabeza and the Jémez mountains could still be seen
to our rear.
A mile and a half further on the route we came to a locality
where coal crops out of the soil. Near this locality is a very
shallow depression or basin caused by the washing of the rains.
In this basin we found some beautiful specimens of petrified
wood—in two instances the trunks of the trees still standing
erect and in sitz2. One of these trunks was two feet high by
two in diameter, and the other three feet high by two and a half
in diameter. In another instance, a trunk of a tree, in its petrified state, had fallen over and split open, the parts lying together
as if they had but just been cleft with an axe. For a sketch of
two of these petrifactions, see Plates 18 and 19. Do not these
petrifactions show that this country was once better timbered
than it now is ? All the viva we now find—except the cottonwood occasionally to be seen on the water-courses—is a scrub
growth of cedar and pine.
Prescott, in his "History of the Conquest of Mexico," speaking of the absence of forest trees in southern Mexico at the
present period, remarks : "In the time of the Aztecs, the table
land was thickly covered with larch, oak, cypress and the other
forest trees—the extraordinary dimensions of some of which,
remaining to the present day, show that the curse of barrenness
in later times is chargeable more on man than nature."*
* Volume 1, page 9.
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If by this remark this favorite author means to say that the
curse of barrenness may be Chargeable to the wickedness of the
people who inhabit it, I can assent to it; but if, on the contrary,
his idea is that its inhabitants had caused it by their own spontaneous agency, (positive or negative,) either by acts of devastation or neglect of culture, I do not perceive that a sufficient
motive could be assigned to the former ; and the history of rich,
uncultivated lands in other portions of the world does not, in
my judgment, justify the belief of the latter. Surely He who,
as Revelation declares, and as the countries of the East, now in
connection with sacred and profane history, attest,* " turneth
rivers into a wilderness, and the water springs into dry ground;
a fruitful land into barrenness, for the wickedness of them that
dwell therein ;" He who " maketh the earth empty and waste ;"
who " turneth it upside down, and scattereth wide the inhabitants thereof,"—could also, in His sovereignty, not only have
cursed, and for a similar cause, the country in question with the
barrenness under which we see it languishing, but by this very
means have scattered abroad its inhabitants, as the ruins everywhere attest He has done. It is, however, a pleasing thought,
that IIe who inflicteth such judgments upon the land for the
wickedness of the people dwelling therein, also, for their righteousness, " turneth the wilderness into a standing water, and
dry ground into water springs ; and there maketh the hungry to
dwell, that they may prepare a city for habitation, and sow the
fields, and plant vineyards, which may yield fruits of increase."t
But to resume my journal:
* See Isaiah, chapter 24; also, Psalms, chapter 107, verses 33 and 34;
in which the Hebrew word, which in the text is rendered "barrenness,"
is also, according to the marginal reference, convertible into sa ltness; and
it is not a little remarkable that the cause of the barrenness of the soil in
Old as well as New Mexico, is, in a very considerable degree, if not mainly,
owing to this same condition of the earth—its saltness.
t Psalms, chapter 107, verses 35 and 37. See also, in this connection,
Major Emory's report from California, under date of August 20, 1849, to
the chief of the Corps of Topographical Engineers, from which I make
this extract : " A very remarkable circumstance has occurred in that portion
of the country between the mouth of the Gila river and the mountains
usually called the Desert,' sometimes the Jornado.' A river forty feet
wide and more than waist deep has appeared in the middle of the desert,
affording delicious water to drink, making an oasis at the most convenient
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Seven miles from our last camp, we reached the highest point
of the land dividing the tributaries of the Gulf of Mexico from
those of the Pacific. This land, on all the maps I have seen,
is represented as being either of a ridgy, primary character, or
of a mésa or tableau character, its lateral walls in the latter
case being represented steep and deep. On some maps, it is
designated as the Sierra de los Mimbres, in others as the
Sierra Madre. Our exploration shows that, instead of its exhibiting in traverse section the sharp angles of the primary
mountains, thus/, or the flat table-shaped aspect of the
mesa formation, thus /
, it presents more strictly the
outline of a formation, thus, the country interven_
ing between the far-distant escarpments being very considerably
convex.
The highest point of land just referred to reached, we commenced gradually descending its western slope—three miles
more bringing us to the Rio Chaco, a tributary of the Rio
San Juan; and five miles more to a point whence could be seen in
the distance, on a slight elevation, a conspicuous ruin, called, according to some of the Pueblo Indians with us, Pueblo de Montezuma; according to the Mexicans, Pueblo Colorado. Hosta calls it
Pueblo de Butomes; Sandoval, the friendly Navajo chief with
us, Pueblo G-rancie; and Carravahal, our Mexican guide, who
probably knows more about it than any one else, Pueblo Pintado.
After having marched 21.45 miles, coming to a spring of good
water in a ravine to the left of the road, about a mile from the
ruins, in the vicinity of which we found fuel and good grazing,
we encamped.
The superior rock to-day was argillo-arenaceous; the soil the
same; the route smooth and good. About a dozen hares, half
a dozen doves, and one curlew, are all the game I have seen
since I left Santa Fé. A wolf is seen occasionally. To-day I
saw four, two of them very large.
spot for the traveller." Surely, then, here is a literal verification of the
power of the Almighty to turn "a wilderness into a standing water, and
dry ground into water-springs."
And I will remark here, that I was informed last summer, by a citizen
of Santa Fé, who had then recently travelled the Spanish trail route, that
a river had broken out very singularly also upon that route.
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After partaking of some refreshment, I started off, with high
expectations—my assistants, the Messrs. Kern accompanying me
—to examine the ruins of Pueblo Pintado. We found them to
more than answer our expectations. (See sketch in Plate 20.)
Forming one structure, and built of tabular pieces of hard, finegrained, compact gray sandstone (a material entirely unknown
in the present architecture of New Mexico), to which the atmosphere has imparted a reddish tinge, the layers or beds being not
thicker than three inches, and sometimes as thin as one-fourth
of an inch, it discovers in the masonry a combination of science
and art which can only be referred to a higher stage of civilization
and refinement than is discoverable in the works of Mexicans or
Pueblos of the present day. Indeed, so beautifully diminutive
and true are the details of the structure as to cause it, at a little
distance, to have all the appearance of a magnificent piece of
mosaic work. (See Plate 41, drawing 1.)
In the outer face of the buildings there are no signs of mortar,
the intervals between the beds being chinked with stones of the
minutest thinness. The filling and backing are done in rubble
masonry, the mortar presenting no indications of the presence
of lime. The thickness of the main wall at base is within an
inch or two of three feet; higher up, it is less—diminishing every
story by retreating jogs on the inside, from bottom to top. Its
elevation, at its present highest point, is between twenty-five
and thirty feet, the series of floor beams indicating that there
must have been originally at least three stories. The ground-plan,
including the court, in exterior development, is about 403 feet.
On the ground floor, exclusive of the outbuildings, are fifty-four
apartments, some of them as small as five feet square, and the
largest about twelve by six feet. These rooms communicate with
each other by very small doors, some of them as contracted as
two and a half by two and a half feet ; and in the case of the inner suite, the doors communicating with the interior court are
as small as three and a half by two feet. The principal rooms,
or those most in use, were, on account of their having larger
doors and windows, most probably those of the second story.
The system of flooring seems to have been large unhewn beams,
six inches in diameter, laid transversely from wall to wall, and
then a number of smaller ones, about three inches in diameter,
laid across them. What was placed on these does not appear, but
most probably it was brush, bark, or slabs, covered with a layer
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of mud mortar. (See Plate 41, drawing 5.) The beams show no
signs of the saw or axe ; on the contrary, they appear to have
been hacked off by means of some very imperfect instrument. On
the west face of the structure, the windows, which are only in
the second story, are three feet two inches by two feet two
inches. On the north side, they are only in the second and third
stories, and are as small as fourteen by fourteen inches. At
different points about the premises were three circular apartments
sunk in the ground, the walls being of masonry. These apartments the Pueblo Indians call estuffas, or places where the
people held their political and religious meetings.
The site of the ruins is a knoll some twenty or thirty feet above
the surrounding plain ; the Rio Chaco coursing by it, two or
three hundred yards distant, and no wood being visible within
the circuit of a mile.
The quarry, from which the material was obtained to build the
structure, seems to have been just back of our camp.
Hosta says this pueblo was built by Montezuma and his
people, when they were on their way from the north towards
the south ; that, after living here and in the vicinity for a while,
they dispersed, some of them going east and settling on the Rio
Grande, and others south into Old Mexico.
The captain of the Mexican mounted militia informs me that
twenty of his men have deserted since they joined us on the
23d. The latitude of this camp is found to be 35 0 56' 27";
its longitude, 107° 46'.
Ninth camp, August 27.—Not finishing our examinations at
the ruins of Pueblo Pintado yesterday afternoon, we again
visited them early this morning. On digging about the base of
the exterior wall, we find that, for at least two feet (the depth
our time would permit us to go), the same kind of masonry
obtains below as above, except that it appears more compact.
We could find no signs of the genuine arch about the premises ;
the lintels of the doors and windows being generally either a
number of pieces of wood laid horizontally side by side ; a single
stone slab laid in this manner; or occasionally a series of smaller
ones so placed horizontally upon each other that, whilst presenting the form of a sharp angle, in vertical longitudinal section,
they would support the weight of the fabric above. (See this
last indicated in Plate 41, drawing 4.) Fragments of pottery
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lay scattered around, the colors showing taste in their selection
and in the style of their arrangement, and being still quite
bright. (See Plate 22.) We would gladly, had time permitted,
have remained longer to dig among the rubbish of the past : but
the troops having already got some miles in advance of us, we
were reluctantly obliged to quit.
Two miles over a slightly rolling country, our general course
being still northwest, brought us to the commencement of the
Canon de Chaco, its width here being about two hundred yards.
Friable sandstone rocks, massive above, stratified below, constitute its enclosing walls. Four miles further, on the right side
of the canon, is a habitation excavated in the rocks, its front
wall being of stone and mud masonry. The height of the
apartment is four feet; dimensions in plan, fourteen by fourteen
feet ; and size of doorway, two by two feet. Alongside of it is
another small apartment, also excavated in the rocks.
Bituminous coal again makes its appearance, nine miles from
our last camp, cropping out from sandstone rocks. A mile further, on the left-hand side of the road, is a stone and mortar
enclosure, elliptical in shape, sixteen by eight feet in plan, and
having two equal compartments. About a mile further are to
be seen a number of very large sandstone boulders, which have
tumbled from the rocks above, some of them containing probably
as much as fifteen thousand cubic feet. In some instances, I
noticed rocks of the same kind in sita, and just ready to tumble
down. On several of these boulders were found a number of
hieroglyphics—for a representation of which, see Plates 23,
24, and 25.
Thirteen miles from our last camp, we came to another old
ruin, called by Carravahal Pueblo Weje-gi ; built, like Pueblo
Pintado, of very thin, tabular pieces of compact sandstone. The
circuit of the structure, including the court, was near seven
hundred feet. The number of apartments on the ground floor,
judging from what was distinguishable, was probably ninety-nine.
Tho highest present elevation of the exterior wall is about
twenty-five feet. The great mass of rubbish below, however,
shows that it must have been higher. For a sketch of these
ruins in combination with the magnificent amorphous rocks of
the north wall of the carton back of them, see Plate 26; and for
their ground-plan, see Plate 27.
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The view from these ruins, both up and down the callon, is
fine. Rocks piled upon rocks present themselves on either side,
and in such order as to give the idea of two parallel architectural façades, converging at either extremity, at a remote d4tance. Another and more splendid view burst upon us as we
turned an angle of the colon, just before reaching camp. The
chief object in the landscape was linsa Fachada, a circular
mound, with tableau top, rising abruptly, midway in the calion,
to a height of from three hundred to four hundred feet. The
combination of this striking and beautiful object with the clear
sky beyond, against which it was relieved, in connection with
lesser mounds at its base ; the serried tents of the command
the busy scene of moving men and animals in the vicinity, and
the curling smoke from the camp fires, made up a picture which
it has been seldom my lot to witness.
The distance travelled to-day was 14.86 miles. The road was
tolerably good. Scrub cedars, very thinly scattered, were to be
seen on the heights ; and the artemisia characterized the flora.
Some patches of good gramma grass could occasionally be seen
along the Rio Chaco. The country, as usual, on account, doubtless, of constant drought, presented one wide expanse of barren
waste. Frequently, since we left the Puerco, the soil has given
indications of containing all the earthy elements of fertility, but
the refreshing shower has been wanting to make it productive.
The Rio Chaco, near our camp, has a width of eight feet, and a
depth of one and a half. Its waters, which are of a rich clay
color, can only be relied upon with certainty during the wet
season.
August 28.—This morning, the route of the command deviating from the Callon of Chaco, in which were represented to be
some more ruins of an interesting character, I obtained permission from the colonel commanding to visit them ; it being my
intention to join the command upon the Chaco, which it was
said the troops would strike again before halting for the night.
I took with me Mr. R. H. Kern, and the guide, Carravahal, seven
mounted Mexicans accompanying us as an escort. Mr. E. M.
Kern was directed to continue with the troops, and keep up the
topography of the route.
Proceeding down the cafion one and a half miles (its general
course northwest by west), we came to an old ruined structure,
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called by Carravahal Pueblo Una Vida. The circuit of this
pueblo we found on measurement to be nine hundred and ninetyfour feet. The structure has been built, like those I have already
4scribed, of very thin, tabular, fine-grained sandstone, the
highest present elevation of the main walls being about fifteen
feet. Two stories are now discoverable, but the mass of debris
at the base of the walls certainly shows that there must originally have been more. The remains of four circular estuffas
are still apparent. For a view of these ruins, with the beautiful
Mésa Faehada in the distance, see Plate 28; and for a view of
the plan of the pueblo, so far as it was distinguishable, see
Plate 29.
A mile further down the carion, we came to another pueblo
in ruins, called by Carravahal Hungo .Pavie, which he interprets
Crooked Nose. These ruins show the same nicety in the details
of their masonry as those I have already described. The
ground-plan (for which see Plate 30) shows an extent of exterior
development of eight hundred and seventy-two feet, and a number of rooms upon the ground floor equal to seventy-two. The
structure shows the existence of but one circular est uffa, and
this is placed in the body of the north portion of the building,
midway from either extremity. This estuffa differs from the
others we have seen, in having a number of interior counterforts.
The main walls of the building are at base two and three-quarter feet through, and at this time show a height of about thirty
feet. The ends of the floor beams, which are still visible, plainly showing that there was originally, at least, a vertical series of
four floors, there must then also have been originally, at least, a
series of four stories of rooms ; and as the debris at the base of
the walls is very great, it is reasonable to infer that there may
have been even more. The floor beams, which are round, in
transverse section, and eleven inches in diameter, as well as the
windows, which are as small as twelve by thirteen inches, have
been arranged horizontally, with great precision and regularity.
Pottery, as usual, was found scattered about the premises ;
specimens of which are illustrated in Plate 32.
Continuing down the calion one and three quarter miles
further, we came to another extensive structure in ruins, the
name of which, according to the guide, is Pueblo Chettro Kettle;
or, as he interprets it, the Rain Pueblo. These ruins have an
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extent of exterior circuit, inclusive of the court, of about thirteen
hundred feet. The material of which the structure has been
made, as also the style of the masonry, is the same as that of
the ruined pueblos I have already described—the stone a sandstone, and the beams pine and cedar. The number of stories at
present discoverable is four—there having been originally a series
of windows (four and a half by three and a half feet) in the first
story, which are now walled up. The number of rooms on the
first floor, all of which were distinguishable, excepting those in
the west wing, must have been as many as one hundred and
twenty-four. (See ground-plan of structure in Plate 88.) The
circular estuffas, of which there are six in number, have a greater
depth than any we have seen, and differ from them also in exhibiting more stories ; one of them showing certainly two, and
possibly three, the lowest one appearing to be almost covered up
with debris. In the northwest corner of these ruins, we found a.
room in an almost perfect state of preservation, a sketch of
which can be seen in Plate 34. This room is fourteen by seven
and a half feet in plan, and ten feet in elevation. It has an
outside doorway, three and a half feet high by two and a quarter
wide, and one at its west end, leading into the adjoining room,
two feet wide, and at present, on account of rubbish, only two
and a half feet high. The stone walls still have their plaster
upon them, in a tolerable state of preservation. On the south
wall is a recess, or niche, three feet two inches high by four feet
five inches wide by four feet deep. Its position and size naturally
suggested the idea that it might have been a fireplace ; but if
so, the smoke must have returned to the room, as there was no
chimney outlet for it. In addition to this largo recess, there
were three smaller ones in the same wall. The ceiling showed
two main beams, laid transversely ; on these, crosswise, were a
number of smaller ones in juxtaposition, the ends being tied
together by a species of wooden fibre, and the interstices chinked
in with small stones ; on these again, transversely, in close contact, was a kind of lathing, of the odor and appearance of
cedar ; all in a good state of preservation. Depending from the
beams were several short pieces of rope ; a specimen of which I
got. The floor of the room is covered with rubbish. A large
quantity of pottery lay strewed about the ruins.
Two hundred yards further down the canon, in its north wall,
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are to be seen, about twelve feet from the ground, upon the
same level, and within a number of feet of each other, three horizontal perforations, each about two feet in diameter, and having
smaller ones between them, on the same line of level. Besides
these perforations, there were other small ones arranged in a
vertical line from the ground to one of the larger ones. What
the object of these perforations may have been, it is diffiqult to
divine, unless, indeed, back of the larger ones, and extending
from one to the other, is an excavation which may answer as a
hiding-place ; the small orifices on the same level serving for
light and ventilation, and those extending from the ground to
one of the large ones as means of ascent, thus :—
Elevation on A B, or face of wall.
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Horizontal section on C D, or plan of excavation.
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And this conjecture agrees with the statement made by one of
the Mexicans with me, that it was a casa, (house.) It is to be
regretted, however, that the want of the proper appliances to
insert in the holes as steps for ascent, together with the necessity of hurrying on to the other labors of the day, did not permit
us to satisfy our minds upon this point. Below the perforations
on the face of the rock were a number of hieroglyphics, which
are represented in part in Plate 35, some fragments of the drawings having become lost.
Two or three hundred yards down the carion, we met another
old pueblo in ruins, called Pueblo Bonito. For a distant view of
these ruins, and the magnificent rocks back of them, see Plate 36;
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and for a view of its ground-plan, see Plate 37. This pueblo,
though not so beautiful in the arrangement of the details of its
masonry as Pueblo Pintado, is yet superior to it in point of
preservation. The circuit of its walls is about thirteen hundred
feet. Its present elevation shows that it has had at least four
stories of apartments. The number of rooms on the ground
floor at present discernible is one hundred and thirty-nine. In
this enumeration, however, are not included the apartments which
are not distinguishable in the east portion of the pueblo, and which
would probably swell the number to about two hundred. There,
then, having been at least four stories of rooms, and supposing
the horizontal depth of the edifice to have been uniform from
bottom to top, or, in other words, not of a retreating terrace
form on the court side, it is not unreasonable to infer that the
original number of rooms was as many as eight hundred. But,
as the latter supposition (as will be shown presently) is probably
the most tenable, there must be a reduction from this number of
one range of rooms for every story after the first ; and this would
lessen the number to six hundred and forty-one. The number
of estuffas is four ; the largest being sixty feet in diameter,
showing two stories in height, and having a present depth of
twelve feet. All these estuffas are, as in the case of the others
I have seen, cylindrical in shape, and nicely walled up with thin
tabular stone. Among the ruins are several rooms in a very
good state of preservation ; one of them (near the northwest
corner of the north range) being walled up with alternate beds of
large and small stones, the regularity of the combination producing a very pleasing effect. (See drawing No. 2, Plate 41.)
The ceiling of this room (see Plate 38) is also more tasty than
any we have seen—the transverse beams being smaller and more
numerous, and the longitudinal pieces which rest upon them only
about an inch in diameter, and beautifully regular. These latter
have somewhat the appearance of barked willow. The room
has a doorway at each end and one at the side, each of them
leading into adjacent apartments. The light is let in by a
window, two feet by eight inches, on the north side. There was
among the ruins another room, which, on account of the lateness
of the hour and the consequent despatch of our examination,
escaped our scrutiny. This room having been represented by
Assistant-Surgeon J. F. Hammond and Mr. J. L. Collins (both
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of whom started from camp with us) as being more perfect in its
details than any of the others we had visited, and as indicating
the use of smooth plank in the flooring, I requested the former
to furnish me with a description of it. This description (thanks
to the courtesy of the doctor) will be found in the Appendix
"C." (For a view of the pottery found about these ruins, see
Plate 40.)
Besides the ruins of the main structure, there were some others
lying just to the northeast of the pueblo, along the wall of the
carton.
A few hundred yards further down the caiion, we fell in with
another pueblo in ruins, called by the guide Pueblo del Arroyo,
the circuit of which was about one hundred feet. The day, however, being far gone, and the camp of the command doubtless
many miles in advance of us, we were obliged reluctantly to
forego the critical examination of these ruins which we would
have been pleased to give them.
About a quarter of a mile further, we came to another small
ruined edifice ; and half a mile further, to still another; the style
and construction of each being the sanie as of those already described, except that the stones of the walls were a little larger.
All the ruins we have seen to-day, up to this point, have been
on the north side of the canon, and within a few feet of its escarpment wall ; the sandstone rocks composing it being magnificently amorphous, and running up to a height of about one hundred
feet. Two miles further down the cation, but on its left or south
bank, we came to another pueblo in ruins, called by the guide
Pueblo de Pegasea Blanca ; the circuit of which I ascertained
to be, approximately, one thousand seven hundred feet. This
is the largest pueblo in plan we have seen, and differs from
others in the arrangement of the stones composing its walls.
The walls of the other pueblos were all of one uniform character in the several beds composing it; but in this there is a
regular alternation of large and small stones, the effect of which
is both unique and beautiful. The largest stones, which are
about one foot in length, and one half a foot in thickness,
form but a single bed ; and then, alternating with these, are
three or four beds of very small stones, each about an inch in
thickness. (See drawing No. 2, Plate 41, for an illustration of
this style of masonry.) The general plan of the structure also
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differs from the others in approximating the form of the circle.
The number of rooms at present discoverable upon the first floor
is one hundred and twelve ; and the existing walls show that
there have been at least three stories of apartments. The
number of circular estuffas we counted was seven.
The question now arises, as we have seen all the ruins in this
quarter, what was the form of these buildings?-1 mean as regards the continuity or non-continuity of its front and rear walls.
Were these walls one plane surface from bottom to top, as in the
United States, or were they interrupted each story by a terrace,
as is the case with the modern pueblo buildings in New Mexico?
The front or exterior walls were evidently one plane surface
from bottom to top ; because, whenever we found them in their
integrity, which we did for as many as four stories in height, we
always noticed them to be uninterruptedly plane.
The rear walls, however, were, in no instance that I recollect
of, found to extend higher than the commencement of the second
story ; and the partition walls were, if my memory is not at fault,
correspondingly step-like in their respective altitudes. The idea,
then, at once unfolds itself, that in elevation the inner wall must
have been a series of retreating surfaces, or, what would make
this necessary, each story on the inner or court side must have
been terraced. This idea also gathers strength from the fact
that we saw no indications of any internal mode of ascent from
story to story, and therefore that some exterior mode must have
been resorted to ; such as, probably, ladders, which the terrace
form of the several stories would make very convenient. Again,
the terrace form of the stories would best conduce to light and
ventilation for the interior ranges of apartments. The idea,
then, which Mr. R. H. Kern was the first to suggest—that these
pueblos were terraced on their inner or court side—is not without strong grounds of probability ; and it is in consonance with
this idea that, in his restoration of the Pueblo Hung() Pavie,
(see Plate 31,) he has given it the form exhibited in the drawing.*
It is a curious fact that in no single instance did we find in
these ruins either a chimney or a fireplace; unless, indeed, the
* Unwittingly, Mr. Kern has fallen one story short of the number the
ruins exhibited. In their restored state, four stories should appear.
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recesses described as existing in some of the rooms were used
as fireplaces, which their slight height, as well as deprivation of
chimney flues, would scarcely authorize. Neither were there
any indications of the use of iron about the premises.
In regard to the position of the several structures in respect to
the four true cardinal points of the heavens, it deviated in every
instance more or less from them ; but in no instance was the
variation from the magnetic cardinal points more than five
degrees, except in the case of the Pueblo Una Vida, where it
was as great as fifteen degrees east. The magnetic variation of
the needle from the true pole being, at these localities, about
thirteen and a half degrees east ; the deviation from the four
true cardinal points, in the case of the Pueblo Una Vida, would
then be as much as twenty-eight and a half degrees. In the
case, however, of all the other pueblos, it was but a very few
degrees.
In regard to the origin of these remains, there is nothing that
I can learn conclusive in relation to it. Hosta, one of the most
intelligent Pueblo Indians I have seen, says, as I have before
remarked, that they were built by Montezuma and his people,
when on their way from the north to the region of the Rio
Grande and to Old Mexico. Sandoval, a very intelligent Navajo chief, also says they were built by Montezuma ; but further
states that the Navajos and all the other Indians were once but
one people, and lived in the vicinity of the Silver mountain ;
that this mountain is about one hundred miles north of the Chaco
ruins ; that the Pueblo Indians separated from them, (the Navajos,) and built towns on the Rio Grande and its tributaries ;
but that "their house continues to be the hut made of bushes."
Nothing more satisfactory than this have I been able to get from
either Indians or Mexicans.
On Colton's map of North America, however, I notice that
Humboldt is made to locate the residence of the Aztecs, in the
twelfth century, between the thirty-sixth and thirty-seventh
parallels of north latitude, and the one hundred and ninth and
one hundred and twelfth meridians of west longitude; but upon
what ground the great explorer has based this hypothesis, I
know not, for I have not his works at hand to consult. This
thing, however, is certain. The ruins I have described were
found upon the Rio Chaco. They are evidently, from the simi-
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larity of their style and mode of construction, of a common
origin. They discover in the materials of which they are composed, as well as in the grandeur of their design and superiority
of their workmanship, a condition of architectural excellence
beyond the power of the Indians or New Mexicans of the present
day to exhibit. And they are all situated between the thirtysixth and thirty-seventh parallels of north latitude, and near the
one hundred and eighth degree of west longitude. It is, then,
not at all improbable that they are the identical ruins to which
Ilumboldt has referred.
But it may be said, " It is true these remains discover a race
of men superior to the natives of New Mexico of the present
day ; but where are the evidences of the very high stage of
civilization to which the Aztecs are said by historians to have
attained in Anahuac ? Where are the evidences of a mechanical knowledge equal to that which must have been exercised in
the construction of the temple of Xochicalco ; the palaces of
Tezcotzinco ; and the colossal calendar stone in the capital ?"
But, waiving the question whether these remains are not of Toltec, rather than of Aztec origin ; or of an origin yet more remote ;
is it at all an impossible thing that a people who could show the
ingenuity and skill which the ruins of Chaco attest, could also,
self-instructed, by the time of the Spanish conquest, or within
the space of three centuries, (the interval between the twelfth
and fifteenth centuries,) have made such advances in the mechanic arts as to be equal to the work in question ? And still
further; is it not very likely that, as history bases the advanced
state of the arts among the Aztecs of Anahuac more upon the
superior attainments of their predecessors, the Toltecs, and their
contemporaries, the Tezcucans,1 than upon their own spontaneous, self-instructed efforts ; is it not very likely, I say, that,
under such favorable auspices, the Aztecs could have attained
to the degree of proficiency ascribed to them ? The foregoing
facts and reflections, it is true, do not with certainty fix an Aztec
origin to the ruins of the Chaco; but they go to show that, as
far as is known, there is nothing to invalidate the hypothesis, but,
on the contrary, a great deal to make it probable.
-

* Prescott's Conquest of Mexico, vol. 1, pp. 142, 182-185; vol. 2, Ap.,
part i., note 73.
t Ibid., vol. 3, pp. 215, 216, 414.
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Gregg, in his excellent work upon New Mexico, entitled
"Commerce of the Prairies,"* speaking of one of the Chaco
ruins, Pueblo Bonito, remarks, (most probably from information
derived from others,) that it resembles so much those of Casas
Grandes as to make it probable that they were originally built
by the same people ; and, as he seems to adopt the idea of the
historian Clavigero, that these latter are of Aztec origin, the
inference is that he also attributes the former to the same source.
Wislizenus, on the contrary, in his interesting "Memoir of a
Tour to Northern Mexico in 1846 and 1847," t says, (he professes only to speak from report,) that the ruins of Casas Grandes
are "built of adobes and wood squared," and have "a gallery of
wood and staircase from the outside." If, then, the information
derived by Wislizenus be correct, these ruins cannot be said to
resemble those of the Chaco, for the latter are built entirely of
stone, and, besides, do not discover the slightest evidences of ever
having had exterior "galleries" or staircases. It is most probable, then, that they are not both of the same, or of Aztec
origin. But as, with Mr. Gallatin, I am inclined to doubt the
Aztec origin of the former, or those of Casas Grandes; so am
I equally strong in the opinion that those of the latter, the Chaco
ruins, are of that origin.
Major Emory also, in his letter to Mr. Gallatin, (to be found in
Appendix No.1 of his "Reconnaissance in New Mexico,") speaking of the ruins on the Rio Gila, says: "My own impression is,
that the many ruins we saw on the Gila might well be attributed
to Indians of the races we saw in New Mexico, and on the Gila
itself. I mean by the last, the Phnos, who might easily have lost
the art of building adobe or mud houses." It would then seem to be
very probable that not only were the ruins of the Chaco of Aztec
origin ; but, as far as has been at present discovered, it is not
at all unlikely that they, instead of those on or near the Gila,
constituted the last resting-place of this people before entering
upon the conquest of Anahuac.
The great historian Robertson, it is said, has stated, (I have
not his works near me to verify the fact,) that "there is not, in
all the extent of New Spain, any monument or vestige of a building more ancient than the conquest ; that the temple of Cholula
-

* Vol. 1, pp. 283-285.

t Page 59.
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is nothing but a mound of solid earth, without any facing, or
any steps, covered with grass and shrubs ; and that the houses
of the people of Mexico are mere huts, built with turf or branches
of trees, like those of the rudest Indians."* However applicable
this may be to the ancient remains said to have been found in
New Spain—and I have no reason, from my reading, to believe
it so—it certainly cannot be predicated of those discovered on
the Rio Chaco.
But to proceed with the journal of our route : The last ruins
passed, we obtained, from the same eminence on which they are
situated, a fine view of the Tunecha mountains, situated some
forty miles off, to the west; their apparent range being very
nearly perpendicular to our course, and the waters of the Chaco
(glittering under the rays of an opposite and declining sun) coursing their way, as far as they could be seen, towards them. Already
it was 5 o'clock P. M., and no signs of the camp of the troops
were visible. Thirteen miles more were made by us—the darkness of the night having come upon us—and still the camp was
not in view. Just at this moment, a strange horse neighed
directly in front of us. I felt assured that we had at last
reached the camp. An exclamation of joy from me was the
natural consequence; and I cried out loud enough to get a response from it, if such it was. All, howeve'r, was as silent as
death. The thought then flashed upon me, we have perchance
got into a Navajo snare, and I prepared my firearms accordingly.
The sergeant, however, soon ascertained that the horse was an
American one, and had a lariat (a long halter) upon him. This
at once gave me the idea that the camp, if not just at hand, could
not be far off. I therefore again gave the word, "Forward."
We had, however, not gone more than fifty paces, before I heard
a voice calling out, within but a few yards of me, " Simpson !
Simpson ! come over here." Over an intermediate stream I
went, and whom should I find stretched out for a night's repose
but Doctor Hammond! It appears that the doctor and Mr. Collins, both of whom had preceded us from the ruins in search of the
camp, had, up to this point, not fallen in with it; and the former,
believing that it would be better to wait where lie was for the
troops,. and the latter that it was preferable to strike off south
* See Museum of Foreign Literature and Science, Philadelphia, vol.
7, page 166.
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from the river in search of them, they had both acted correspondingly; the doctor spreading out his horse-blanket and overcoat as a pallet for the night; and Mr. Collins taking off with
him the two or three Pueblo Indians they had had in company
with them. Of course, this accidental meeting was congratulatory on both sides: and particularly fortunate was it for the doctor that be was awake to hail us as we were passing ; for, had
it been otherwise, his horse, which one of the escort was taking
away with him, would have been found missing in the morning,
and he, consequently, in rather a helpless plight.
Judging, from the information given me by the guide, that the
country admitted of the troops striking the Chaco about two
miles lower down, (which, it will be recollected, I was told before
leaving camp they would do before encamping,) the doctor consenting to accompany us, we pushed on that distance ; but only
to be again disappointed. The consequence was that we were
obliged to come to a halt and bivouac for the night. Not anticipating anything of this kind when we left the troops, neither
Mr. Kern, the doctor, nor myself had brought with us any provisions or bedding. The Mexicans, however, kindly shared their
atole (a sort of thin mush) with us; and, clubbing our horse-blankets
and overcoats together, our saddles serving as pillows, we prepared
for ourselves a tolerably comfortable bed.
The whole distance travelled to-day was about twenty-three
miles ; and, considering the amount of labor we accomplished at
the ruins, we look upon our day's work as being considerable.
The soil in the Cahon de Chaco, though now very arid, seems
to possess the elements of fertility; and, probably, when the
ruined pueblos along it were instinct with life, it was cultivated.
The water of the Rio Chaco has been gradually increasing in
volume in proportion as we descended it. The flora and sylva
have been, as usual, the artemisia and a stunted growth of cedar,
the latter here and there sparsely disposed on the table-lands.
Eleventh camp, August 29.—All had a good night of it, notwithstanding our untoward circumstances. The Mexicans again,
from their little stock, furnished us with a sufficiency to cause us
to feel that we had had a breakfast. Believing that we were in
advance of the troops, and that, therefore, they would meet us,
I determined to wait for them where we were. In the mean time,
I examined the geological structure of the rocks forming the en-
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closing walls of the carion. Beginning at the base and proceeding upwards, I found, first, a bed of impure bituminous coal five
feet thick; next, a stratum of argillaceous earth twelve feet thick ;
next, two feet of argillaceous rock of a reddish ferruginous aspect,
presenting evidences of induration by heat ; and last, forming
the crowning rock of the whole, an amorphous yellow sandstone,
interstratified with gray argillaceous shale, of about two feet in
thickness. Upon the talus of the escarpment, I picked up also
some fragments of selenite. The formation just described has
characterized the country generally ever since we left the Rio
Puereo.
Between 10 and 11 o'clock A. M., Carravahal, who had gone
with my reconnoitering glass up the neighboring mésa height to
look out for the command, giving a shout, we were at once convinced that some person or persons were approaching. And,
sure enough, not many minutes elapsed before we noticed Mr.
Collins coming down the caton with a party of fifteen Indians.
He had come to look us up, and supply us with something to eat.
Last night, after a hard ride, he had fallen in with the main
camp, some ten miles south from the river. Sandoval, the
Navajo guide with the command, it appeared, had either honestly changed his mind about striking the Rio Chaco, or his intentions had unwittingly been misinterpreted ; or he had had in view
something sinister. But, be this as it may, we again started off
to find the troops at their next camp; our course continuing to
be, for the first ten miles, as yesterday, northwest by west, and
immediately down the caion. Having proceeded five and a half
miles, we passed a mound, which, the Indians perceiving, they
rushed towards in a mass, to provide themselves with some of
the red paint, which crops out near its summit. It was not many
minutes before they came dashing upon us again, their faces
totally coated with paint, and with them a Mexican, having, not
only his face, but the sleeves of his shirt, of a deep red color;
and soon after I noticed, not only this fellow's entire clothing,
but even his mule's head, of this barbarous complexion; the object being, doubtless, to give him the ferocious, bloody look
which, in his soul, probably, he felt he could testify in no other
way. About this locality were some fresh foot tracks visible,
supposed to be those of Navajo spies who had been dogging us.
A mile further, we came to a hemispherical mound, fifteen feet
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high, and of about fifty feet base. At the base, coal crops out.
Immediately above is a blue rock, apparently argillo-calcareous,
two feet thick, blackened as if by fire. Above this, and forming
the chief covering, is a grayish-white pulverulent mass, intermingled with fragments of red argillaceous rock, also showing
marks of heat; and immediately at the apex, or summit, are fragments of the same kind of rock, highly scoriaceous. Is it not
reasonable to presume that here has been a slight upheave from
below, attended with fusion ; indeed, a volcano on a small scale?
Leaving the canon at a point about ten miles from our place
of bivouac, we struck a general course south of west; the country
for the next ten miles being a barren waste of broken hills and
arid plains, and some of the hills being so steep as to require us
to lead our horses clown them, and even then at the risk of their
limbs; the soil of the plains presenting very much the levity and
color of ashes, and looking, if possible, more under a curse than
the generality of that we have passed over. This distance
traversed, we got in the midst of a most singular profusion and
confusion of deep, rugged ravines, and high sandstone rocks, of
almost every shape and character imaginable. Here were at
once to be seen domes, pillars, turrets, pinnacles, spires, castles,
vases, tables, pitched roofs, and a number of other objects of a
well-defined figurative character, specimens of two of which will
be seen in Plate 42. The base of these formations is an argillaceous, friable rock.
At length, reaching the brow of the Tanecha valley, much to
our joy, we could see in a direction south of west the camp of the
troops, some seven or eight miles off; the tents appearing at
times like white specks, and cheering us by the peaceful blue
smoke with which they were canopied. The intermediate plain,
of an ash-colored, herbless, forbidding character, rapidly traversed, it was not long before we were entering camp, much to
the gratification of our comrades, who, it appeared, had felt no
little anxiety on our account ; and greatly to our own satisfaction.
Our day's travel has been about twenty-nine miles. The
water at this camp, of highly alkaline character, is obtained from
dug pits. Wood of a shrub or bush character is used for fuel.
There being no grass near, fodder is obtained from the green
cornfields of the Navajos in the vicinity.
Mr. E. M. Kern having been directed, on my diverging from
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the route of the troops, to keep up the topography of the country through which they would pass, the following is his journal
for the two days we have been separated : —
" Tenth camp, August 28.—Raised camp at 7 o'clock. General course west. About nine miles from our camp of last night,
on our left, about three miles distant, appeared the ruins of an
old pueblo. The mésa that formed the left side of the Cañon
de Chaco turns off square opposite the M6sa Fachada, and runs
in a southerly direction, leaving on our left a plain, slightly
broken by gulleys and isolated hills.
"The road to-day has been very interesting on account of
the curious sandstone formations, having much the appearance
of a large ruined city. These places rendered the road somewhat difficult. Camped to-night at some pools of water, sufficient for the camp. Petrified wood along the river. Made
24.50 miles.
"Eleventh camp, August 29.—Moved at 7 o'clock. The
artillery, at about three-fourths of a mile, turned a short distance
to the left, to avoid a bad ascent of the m4sa. The country of
the same character as of yesterday, but road better. A few
uninteresting ruins of old houses in the rocks. Broken bluffs
on the right. Camped at some Indian wells. Made 14.60 miles.
No vegetation to speak of for the past two days."
Astronomical observations give for the latitude of this camp
36° 04' 35"; for the longitude, 108° 39' 30".
Twelfth camp, August 30.—Several Navajo men and women
were yesterday afternoon and this morning in our last camp.
They said the troops had come over sooner than they had expected; that their people were yet living on their cornfields near
by ; and that they had collected some fifteen horses and mules,
and a number of sheep, to deliver up, according to the requirements which the colonel commanding had made of them, through
Brevet Major Grier, some weeks previous, at Jémez ; that they
would conform to the treaty which Colonel Nuby had made with
them ; did not want to fight, &c.
The women I noticed wore blankets, leggins, and moccasons;
the blankets being confined about the waist by a girdle. They
bestrode their horses d la mode des hommes. One of them, on
horseback, had a child at her breast, confined on its back to a
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board ; the upper portion canopied by a frame of willow-work,
to protect its head from the weather.
The troops decamped this morning at seven ; their course,
which was up the valley of the Tunecha, being generally about
northwest. Having proceeded five and a half miles, a most
splendid view of the peaks of the Ojos Calientes (Warm Springs)
presented itself to our front. This view may be seen in Plate
43; several Navajos, in costume, being exhibited in the foreground, gazing at the troops in the distance beyond. These
splendid peaks first appeared to view yesterday, from the brow
of the Tunecha valley. Two miles further, another body of
Navajos appeared in front of us, about a mile distant, who, as
we approached, discovered themselves to be mounted. Soon the
Pueblo Indians, who were in the advance, were scampering off to
commingle with them ; and, dressed as they all were in their
costumes, they formed quite an interesting and formidable group.
Several of the Navajos, I noticed, wore helmet-shaped caps,
which were in same instances heightened in picturesque effect
by being set off with a bunch of eagles' feathers.
One of them, I observed, had hair approaching to red, and
looked, as was observed by several, very much like a white man
painted. Another man, who was quite old, and of very large
frame, had a grave and contemplative countenance, not unlike,
as many of the officers remarked, (I hope the comparison will
be pardoned,) that of General Washington. Some of them were
almost naked ; one of them entirely so, excepting his breechcloth ; his whole person at the same time looking ghastly, on
account of a kind of whitewash with which it was covered.
Colonel Washington and his staff having remained among the
group sufficiently long to enable the main body of the troops to
come up, the word was given by him "Tell Sandoval to direct
these people to go forward!" Soon, I could see the whole body
of Indians (Pueblos and Navajos) moving in a cloud of dust in
advance of us. A dark, portentous cloud was hovering at the
time over the Tunecha mountains beyond, the forked lightning
ever and anon darting vividly athwart it ; the beautiful peaks
of the Ojos Calientes lay quartering to the right ; and in rear
could be seen the main command ; first the packs, then the infantry, and last the artillery, (which, on account of some obstacle, had for the moment got behind,) coming forward.
,
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Fifteen miles on our route, we came to a hill, about fifty feet
high, up which the artillery was drawn with some difficulty. Six
miles further brought us to the Rio Tunecha, (a primary or
secondary tributary of the San Juan,) upon which we are now
encamped.
The peaks of the Ojos Calientes, as we approached them today, appeared very much like ships under full sail ; two of them
looking very rakish, and the other more upright, as if moved by
a gentle breeze.
We passed along the route some very extensive and luxuriant
cornfields ; the plant looking finer than any I have seen in this
country ; and what makes it more remarkable, at least in this
part of the world, is, there were no evidences of a resort having been had to irrigation. The soil was arenaceous and light
the ears of the plant springing low down from the stalk, and
looking sometimes as if they came directly from the soil. Colonel Washington informs me that the latter is probably owing
to the deep planting, which the Navajos practice more than other
Indians. They plant as deep as a foot or a foot and a half, and
he has been assured that they never fail in their crops. This
kind of planting, however, I suppose, can only be successful in
light, porous soils.
The water in the Rio Tunecha we find amply sufficient and
good, and doubtless its constancy may be relied on. The pasture along the stream, however, is but scant, and therefore the
cornfields of the Navajos in the vicinity have to be drawn upon.
It having been represented that the Navajos would resist the
troops in cutting the corn, Captain Dodge, with a command, was
sent to enforce the order.
This afternoon, several of the head men of the Navajo tribe
have been in camp, and had a talk with Colonel Washington and
the Indian agent, Mr. Calhoun ; the object of these gentlemen
being to inform them that the troops were there in accordance
with the determination made known to them some weeks since
at Jéinez ; that, if they did not comply with the treaty made
with them by Colonel Nuby, which would require that they
should give up all Mexican captives, all murderers of Mexicans
who had secreted themselves among them, and all Mexican stock
they had driven off since the establishment of the government
of the United States over them, the United States would send
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among them a body of troops to enforce it. The result of the
conference was, that the chiefs present promised to send word
out to all the other chiefs, who, they said, would be in camp tomorrow at noon, to hold a council with the United States, and
have matters settled.
The latitude of this camp, by observation, is 36 0 12' 59";
the longitude, 108° 50' 45".
Thirteenth camp, August 31.—To-day, about noon, at our
last camp, three Navajo chiefs appeared in council—Narbona,
José Largo, and Archulette ; when something like the following
colloquy took place; the interpreter, Mr. Conkling of Santa Fé,
delivering the several points seriatim, as they were expressed
by Colonel Washington and Mr. Calhoun :—
Colonel Washington. Tell them ihat I wish them to go to
Chelly, so that a treaty may be made with the whole nation.
Tell them the treaty I wish to make with them is to establish
the conditions they promised yesterday to comply with.
Tell them the treaty I propose to make with them will be
based upon the demands I have already made ; and the object,
in addition, will be a permanent peace.
Mr. Calhoun. Tell them they are lawfully in the jurisdiction
of the United States, and they must respect that jurisdiction.
Interpreter. They say they understand it.
Mr. Calhoun. Tell them that, after the treaty is made, their
friends will be the friends of the United States, and their enemies the enemies of the United States.
Tell them, when any difficulty occurs between them and any
other nation, by appealing to the United States they may get
redress.
Are they willing to be at peace with all the friends of the
United States ?
Interpreter. They say they are willing.
Mr. Calhoun. Tell them that, by the treaty which it is proposed to make with them, all trade between themselves and other
nations will be recognized as under regulations to be prescribed
by the United States.
Colonel Washington. And the object of this is to prevent their
being imposed upon by bad men.
Interpreter. They understand it, and are content.
JIr. Calhoun. Tell them, if any wrong is done them by a
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citizen of the United States, or by a Mexican, he or they shall
be punished by the United States as if the wrong had been done
by a citizen of the United States, and on a citizen of the United
States.
Interpreter. They say they understand it, and it is all right.
Mr. Calhoun. That the people of the United States shall go
in and out of their country without molestation, under such regulations as shall be prescribed by the United States.
Interpreter. They say, very well.
111r. Calhoun. Tell them that, by this treaty, the government
of the United States is to be recognized as having the right
to establish military posts in their country wherever they may
think it necessary, in order to the protection of them and their
rights.
That the government of the United States claims the right to
have their boundaries fixed and marked, so as to prevent any
misunderstanding on this point between them and their neighbors.
Interpreter. They say they are very glad.
Hr. Calhoun. For and in consideration of all this, and a
faithful performance of the treaty, the government of the United
States will, from time to time, make them presents, such as axes,
hoes, and other farming utensils, blankets, &c.
Interpreter. They say it is all right.
The several points of the proposed treaty having been explained to the chiefs to their satisfaction, Narbona, the head
chief, and José Largo, both very aged—the former about eighty,
and the latter about seventy—voluntarily signed powers of attorney, by which full authority was granted to Armijo and Pedro
José, two younger chiefs, to act for them at Chelly in the proposed council, in the same manner and to the same extent as
they would do were they present.
The council breaking up, Sandoval harangued some two or
three hundred Navajos, ranged before him on horseback ; the
object, as it occurred to me, being to explain to them the views
and purposes of the government of the United States. Sandoval himself being habited in his gorgeously colored dress, and.
all the Navajos as gorgeously decked in red, blue, and white, with
rifle erect in hand, the spectacle was very imposing. But soon
I perceived there was likely to be some more serious work than
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mere talking. It appears it had been ascertained, very satisfactorily, that there was then among the horses in the possession of
the Navajos present, one which belonged to a Mexican, a member
of Colonel Washington's command. The colonel, particularly
as the possessor of it acknowledged it to be stolen, demanded
its immediate restoration. The Navajos demurred. He then told
them that, unless they restored it immediately, they would be
fired into. They replied that the man in whose possession the
horse was had fled. Colonel Washington then directed Lieutenant Tores to seize one in reprisal. The Navajos, immediately perceiving it, scampered off at the top of their speed.
The guard present were then ordered to fire upon them ; the result of which was, that their head chief, Narbona, was shot dead
on the spot, and six others (as the Navajos subsequently told us)
were mortally wounded. Major Peck also threw among them,
very handsomely—much to their terror, when they were afar
off, and thought they could with safety relax their flight—a
couple of round shot. (See Plate 44, for a sketch of Narbona,
taken just before his death—the scourge of the Mexicans, doubtless, for the last half century.)
These people evidently gave signs of being tricky and unreliable, and probably never will be chastened into perfect
subjection until troops are stationed immediately among them.
They had, previous to the affray, during the day, brought in
about one hundred head of sheep, and four horses and mules ;
and immediately after it, some thirty or forty more head of sheep
were driven in by the troops.
It is to be regretted that, in the hurry-skurry movement of
the enemy, some of the pack animals, which were at the time
ready to accompany the troops to the next camping-ground,
should have been frightened off.
Immediately after the affair alluded to, at about 5 P. M., the
command resumed the line of march. We had not proceeded
more than a mile before a Navajo appeared ahead of us, as if
anxious to hold a parley. Mr. Conkling was sent forward
to see what he wanted. He said he wished to talk to the
commanding officer. Colonel Washington told him to come
forward. He did so ; and, with tears in his eyes, (I do not know
how easily these fellows may cry,) he said he did not wish to
live any longer among these people ; that he wanted peace ; that
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he was related to Sandoval, and wished to convey his mother
to Sandoval's people,* among whom he desired to live. The
colonel told him to go home and keep the peace ; that he was
at liberty to convey away his mother.
Our march this afternoon was only 4.32 miles. The soil of
the valley we have been threading for the last two days, it occurs to me, is (a great deal of it) good, and could doubtless be
cultivated much more extensively than it is.
General character of the country traversed east of the Sierra de
Tunecha.
And now, as we shall commence the ascent to-morrow of the
Sierra de Tunecha, which traversed, according to the report of
one of the guides, is to introduce us into a more fertile region,
the opportunity seems to be a favorable one for summing up, in
one general view, the several characteristics of the country we
have been passing through since we left Santa F.
The geological features of the country have been, from Santa
Fé to the Rio Jémez, an intermixture of primary and secondary
mountains, ad mésa or table-heights, the latter for the most
part being overlaid with amygdaloidal trap. From the valley
of the Rio de Jémez to where we now are, (or to the Sierra de
Tunecha,) the formation is entirely of a secondary character; the
superior rocks being generally finely (in contradistinction to
coarse-grained) argillo-arenaccous—in a few localities exposing
out-crops of massive gypsum, selenitic gypsum being found pervading, but sparingly, and bituminous coal, but of an impure, slaty
character, characterizing almost continuously this whole section.
And commensurate with this section, arroyos, cartons, mésas, with
their well-defined crests and escarpments ; plateau and hemispherical mounds, intermitting dirty, clay-colored rills, dignified
with the name of rios, (rivers ;) and an all-pervading dull, yellow,
dirty, buff-colored soil, have, in their respective magnitudes and •
relations, characterized the face of the landscape.
In regard to the fertility or productive qualities of the soil
for the whole area traversed this side of Santa Fé, saving the
* Sandoval is the recognized chief of a small number of friendly Navajos
living near Ceboletta, on the head-waters of the San dosé„ (See map.)
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inconsiderable exceptions which have from time to time been
noted in my journal, the country is one extended naked, barren
waste, sparsely covered with cedar and pine of a scrub growth,
and thickly sprinkled with the wild sage, or artemisia, the color
of the domestic sage suggesting, very appropriately, the dead,
lifeless color of the wild.
Our camp for the night is on a very small rill of good water,
in the vicinity of some cornfields, whence, on account of the
absence of pasture, we are obliged to draw our forage.
A party of Mexicans and Pueblo Indians which, under the
command of Major Kendrick, assisted by Captain Dodge, left
camp this morning to reconnoitre the pass of the Tunecha mountains, is still out; and some fears are entertained lest, on account
of its being ignorant of the affray this afternoon, it may be surprised, and possibly be taken, at a disadvantage. Sandoval
and a party of Mexicans started off this evening to meet it and
direct it to camp.
Fourteenth camp, September 1.— Major Kendrick got in
with a portion of his party late last evening, the horses of the
Pueblo Indians being too much broken down to permit them to
return with him. We all have some apprehension lest their
ignorance of our present relations with the Navajos may unwittingly lead them to give the enemy an advantage over them.
Major Kendrick reports that the Navajo guide who accompanied him was called aside on the way by another Navajo, and
doubtless informed of the affair of yesterday. Ile thinks he
must have been made acquainted with it; for on two occasions he
endeavored to lead him and his command aside, to give battle to a
bear, which, he said, another Navajo had at bay, aside of the
route. The Major, however, was not to be diverted from his
course, and probably it is very well he was not, for, the guide
making his escape soon after, the chances were that his object
was to lead them into an ambush.
The Major knew nothing of the commencement of hostilities
till he arrived in camp. And, what liked to have proved a very
serious affair, he and his party, last night, whilst approaching
the camp, were fired upon by the Mexican picket-guard. Captain Dodge was so near one of these valiant fellows as to become
unhorsed by his animal suddenly starting aside from the flash
of the fellow's musket; and, what was still more unacceptable,
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a ball came whizzing by him nearer than he had ever had one
before; and, to cap the climax, he afterwards learned that the
shot had been made by one of his own company, who happened
to be on guard! A soldier was also thrown from his horse by
the same cause ; and the guide, Carravahal, had his arm grazed
by a ball. This vigilant Mexican guard, it seems, had mistaken
the major and his party for a body of the enemy! Twice last
evening they gave a false alarm !
The troops decamped at 7 A. M. ; our course west of south,
and the route commencing the ascent of the Tunecha mountains.
One mile and a half from camp, we came to a very steep hill,
probably about seventy or eighty feet high. The artillery, to
overcome this, had to be unlimbered, and all hands were required
at the prolonges. The slope of the hill approaching quite nearly
the vertical, it would seem that no obstacle, no matter how steep,
can obstruct the passage or artillery, where, with adequate
human power, and sufficiently strong bricoles, there is present
in the officers commanding (as there was here) the necessary
energy to secure success. A mile further we crossed an arroyo
coming in from the mountain, from the banks of which bituminous coal, apparently of an excellent quality, exists in beds of
from two to three feet in thickness, with argillaceous shale intervening.
About ten o'clock, the command was cheered with the sight
of Hosta and Sandoval, returning with the Pueblo Indians, who
had not been able to get into camp last night. They were received with cheers, and Hosta—the handsome, magnanimous
Hosta, apparently unconscious of anything distinguishing about
him—was greeted with a most cordial welcome. (See him, in
his war costume, in Plate 4.) They reported that three of their
mules had been stolen by the enemy ; but no attack had been
made upon them.
Scarcely had the Pueblos joined us, before a couple of the
enemies showed themselves, a great distance off, to our front;
and, in the peculiar, far-reaching tone of the Swiss mountain
peasant, in which the Navajos seem to be proficients, made
known to us that they wished to have a talk with Sandoval.
Sandoval, with Mr. Collins, approaching them, one of them said
it was to be regretted that, for so trifling a thing as a horse, so
much damage had been done ; that by it they had lost one of
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their greatest warriors (Narbona); that the people wanted peace,
and that they would come in to-day or to-morrow to obtain it.
He further remarked that, in the affair of yesterday, he had had
a relative shot in the thigh, who might probably die from the
wound.
The road to-day up the slope of the Sierra de Tunecha has
been very rocky. A few Navajo huts have been seen. These
huts are of conical shape, about eight feet high, eighteen feet in
diameter at base, and constructed of poles, which, laid against
each other at the apex, are spread out to the required diameter
at the base, the whole being covered with bark or brush and
mud. Yellow pine, about eighty feet high, and twelve feet in
circumference at the trunk, as also some scrub oak—the first we
have seen—grow along the route.
Flankers were thrown out to-day on either side, to flush any
way-layers that might be along the route. Our day's march has
been about ten miles. Our encampment is near a pond of excellent water, margined with fine grass ; and, being shaded by
some noble pines, and a very pretty wide-spreading oak adding
its variety to the landscape, the combination makes up the most
refreshing picture we have seen during the expedition.
This camp is found to be in latitude 36° 7' 42"; in longitude,

108° 54' 15".
Fifteenth camp, September 2.—A sentinel fired during the
night at an Indian, as he says, prowling about camp on horseback. The troops resumed the march at 7 A. M.; the Oneral
course west of south. Three miles on the route, we passed on
our right a fine pond of water, bordered by a margin of good
grass. A mile further brought us to a small streamlet, which,
taking its rise in the pass of the mountain, flows eastwardly,
doubtless to join the Rio de Tunecha. At this stream the
troops were commanded to halt, in order to make the proper
preparations for a successful passage through the gorge or gate
of the mountain.
Major Kendrick, who, day before yesterday, with a party,
had reconnoitered the pass, having represented it as being very
difficult, both on account of the obstacles in the way to the passage of artillery and the commanding heights on either side of
it, it was believed that here, if anywhere, the enemy would, in a
body, make a stand to dispute our advance. The artillery were
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accordingly placed in a position to cover the passage of our
troops; and forty Pueblos, under their elected chief Ow-te-wa,
(see Plate 13)—Captain Dodge voluntarily offering to lead them
—were pushed forward in advance, with directions to scale and
take post on the heights to the right of the defile. I had noticed
with my reconnoitering glass several of the enemy upon the
heights, to the left of the defile; and it was not at all improbable that they were strongly posted on the still more commanding heights on the right. The Pueblo Indians having gallantly
gained the heights, and met no enemy, a preconcerted signal
(the firing of a rifle) was given, to inform the commanding colonel
of the fact. The infantry were then ordered to move forward,
a portion of them being at the same time directed to scour the
more accessible heights commanding the pass on the left. Soon
after, the whole command was put in motion; the packs in the
centre, and the artillery bringing up the rear.
The pass at the most dangerous point we found extraordinarily
formidable. On the north side is a wall of trap, capped with
sandstone, running perpendicularly up from the bottom of the
defile to a height of about six hundred feet ; and in addition to
this, there are two others, but further removed. On the left
side is another height, running up from the defile, with an
accessible slope, to a height of probably about three hundred
feet. The width of the pass at this point is probably not more
than fifty feet, and barely furnishes a passage-way (a sideling
one at this) for the artillery. This, the most difficult portion of
the pass, is probably about three hundred yards long. Colonel
Washington informs me it is the most formidable defile he has ever
seen. The artillery were three hours in getting through it. In
honor of the colonel commanding, I have, on my map, called it
Pass Washington. (See Plate 45 for a view of it, looking back.)
The narrow portion of the pass got through, it immediately
expands into one of about a quarter of a mile in breadth, and
which, for this country, is of extraordinary beauty. The soil
here is of a very rich quality. The pines are tall and large, the
grass luxuriant, and the surface of the ground, which is sweetly
undulating, is covered with a profusion of the most beautiful
and delicate flowers; the wild rose, the first I have seen during
the expedition, being among them. A stream of pure wholesome
water, trickling along through this scene, westward, adds its
-
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beauty to the picture. It is in the midst of a landscape like
this, about three-fourths of a mile from the narrowest portion
of the gorge, we are encamped.
The rocks about the pass are at base a dark-green trap overlaid by sandstone. A late work, entitled " Doniphan's Expedition," represents the Sierra de Tunecha as "the grandest of
mountains, consisting of large masses of granite piled on granite,
and penetrating into the region of clouds and permanent snews."*
In crossing the ridge, we discovered no granite ; and neither
remotely, when observing the heights from the plains, nor
when near by them, could we perceive the slightest indications

of snow.
It is observable that troops attempting to pass the defile from
the east side of the mountain will find a subordinate eminence,
to the west of the point where it was stated the battery was established to cover the movement, upon which a battery could be
placed which would be in effective range of the heights commanding the pass on either side.
Captain Dodge informs me that, before the Pueblos reached
the heights they were ordered to scale, they halted on the way
to receive from their chiefs some medicine from the medicinebags which each of them carried about his person. This they
rubbed upon their heart, as they said, to make it big and brave ;
and they also rubbed it on other parts of their bodies, and upon
their rifles, for the same purpose.
The distance marched to-day is estimated at six miles. For
the past two days, on account of the roughness of the route and
consequent fear of damage, the adometer has been detached from
the wheel of the six-pounder. It was quite apparent that the
route we have come is practicable for wagons only as far as the
east base of these mountains.
A very pretty stone, between the jasper and chalcedony, has
been found strewed over the ground at this and our last encampment. A grizzly bear, it is reported, has been seen near our
present camp. The whole command has been in the most buoyant spirits ever since we commenced the ascent of the Sierra de
Tunecha ; the air, the water, and the scenery all doubtlessly
contributing their joint influence.

•
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Sixteenth camp, September 3.—Carravahal representing that
there yet remained a very narrow and difficult defile to pass through
before we should be entirely extricated from the natural defiles
of the route, I was ordered this morning by the colonel commanding in advance, (thirty Pueblos and Lieutenant Tores accompanying me,) to reconnoitre. After getting about half a
mile from the camp, we entered a gorge, which, for about a mile,
we found very narrow, and commanded by heights on either side.
These heights, however, are easily accessible, and can be swept
by troops thrown out as flankers. The very narrowest portion
of the gorge extends only for about one-third of a mile. The
artillery were detained here, on account of obstacles, three-quarters of an hour, and also slightly in crossing the Rio Negro,
which they did twice subsequently. This stream, which is the
one spoken of as passing through our camp of yesterday, and
taking its rise in the pass, is a beautiful mountain brook, and,
coursing generally south of west, probably runs into the Callon
de Chelly.
The gorge we found to-day, as yesterday, surpassingly beautiful. Primary mountain heights extend on either hand for the
first three miles, and then the secondary commence. Four miles
further, the gorge expands indefinitely to the right and left, the
greatest elevation of the heights on either side being probably
about eight hundred feet. •
The soil of the valley of the Rio Negro is exceedingly rich.
Among the viva, I noticed towering pines and firs ; also the
oak, the aspen, and the willow ; and bordering the stream was
a great variety of shrubbery, the hop vine, loaded with its fruit,
being intertwined among them. Flowers of rich profusion, and
of every hue and delicacy, were also constantly before the eye—
upwards of ninety varieties having been picked up since we entered the gorge yesterday. Indeed, we are all in hopes that,
yesterday and to-day, we have been having an earnest of what
we may yet behold in this part of the world—a rich, well-timbered, and sufficiently-watered country, a thing I have not seen
since I left the confines of the United .States.
Our march to-day is estimated at twelve miles, and we are
encamped upon the Sieneguilla Chicita, (Little Meadow,) near
the Rio Negro, a locality which furnishes good water and grass ;
and near at hand is an abundance of the artemisia, which answers
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very well for fuel. For a view of the Sieneguilla from the west
face of the mountain, see Plate 46. Its soil is very rich.
Carravahal informs me that the Governor of New Mexico, some
years since, attempted to make his way into the Navajo country
through the pass we have been threading, and was driven back.
Gregg also, in his " Commerce of the Prairies," probably
refers to the same pass in the following passage : —
"Towards the close of 1835, a volunteer corps, which most
of the leading men in New Mexico joined, was raised for the purpose of carrying war into the territory of the Navajos. The
latter, hearing of their approach, and anxious no doubt to save
them the trouble of so long a journey, mustered a select band of
their warriors, who went forth to intercept the invaders in a
mountain pass, where they lay concealed in an ambuscade. The
valiant corps, utterly unconscious of the reception that awaited
them, soon came jogging along, in scattered groups, indulging
in every kind of boisterous mirth ; when the war-whoop, loud
and shrill, followed by several shots, threw them all into a state
of speechless consternation. Some tumbled off their horses with
fright ; others fired their muskets at random ; a terrific panic
had seized everybody ; and some minutes elapsed before they
could recover their senses sufficiently to betake themselves to
their heels. Two or three persons were killed in this ridiculous
engagement—the most conspicuous of whom was a Captain Hin6fos, who commanded the regular troops."*
Hosta, to-day, has been treating us again with some more
of his traditionary lore. The French (so he says) once attempted
to subdue the aboriginal Mexicans, and failed. The Spaniards
then came, and succeeded. The latter began to brag of their
guns, by which they had accomplished the conquest. Montezuma, hearing of it, said they had no reason to do this, for he
could bring a bigger gun than they could. "Why, what can
your gun do ?" remarked he to the Spaniards. "It can make a
hole through a tree," was the reply. "Well," says Montezuma,
"mine can split a tree from top to bottom. Now, show me what
yours can do." So the Spaniards shot at a tree and made a
hole in it. Montezuma, seeing this, then called down his thunder
from the clouds and shivered it from top to bottom !
• Pages 288, 289.
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A series of astronomical observations make the latitude of this
camp 36° 2' 7"; its longitude, 109° 5' 45".
Seventeenth camp, September 4.—The weather, during the
nights, ever since we left the Puerco, has been quite cold ; during
the day, on the contrary, it has been generally pleasantly warm
—occasionally very warm.
Four Navajos had a talk with Sandoval outside the line of
sentinels this morning. Subsequently, four more came to the
conference. They all, however, being unimportant men, nothing
came out of it.
Our route to-day, more winding than usual, has been generally west of north. The distance marched was 13.43 miles. For
the first half of the distance, the Sierra Rayada was immediately on our left; and throughout the whole of it, the Sierra de
Sieneguilla was immediately on our right. These mountains are
of a basaltic trap character, in some instances resembling very
much the palisades on the Hudson River. This trap is apparently the effect of protrusion, rather than of' overflow, and is more
irregular in its outlines than that I have already noticed as
characterizing the country west of the Rio de J6mez.
At about six miles from our last camp, immediately on the
right of the road, I observed a well-marked dike of trap rock, its
course being north pf east and it leaning slightly towards the
north. It exhibits itself in an outcrop of detached blades, some
of them being from thirty to forty feet above the plain, and
about three feet thick. (See sketch in Plate 47.) The soil from
which it projects is of a reddish, argillaceous character. This
outcrop, it is obvious, must have been the effect of protrusion
from below, and at a time when there were rocks against it to
prevent an overflow; and these adjacent formations must since
have been either decomposed or have sunk.
About half a mile further, we crossed a shallow stream of very
good water, running southwestwardly, good grazing being apparent along it. Seven and a half miles from our last camp, we
passed on our left a very rich field of wheat, the stalks averaging five and a half feet high, the heads very full, and the grains
plump and large. A mile and a half further, another streamlet
comes in from the northeast and crosses the route. I noticed,
also, in the vicinity of this stream, some good grazing.
Ten miles from our last camp, we met a very steep, rocky ascent
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of about fifty feet in altitude, where the men had to assist at
the guns. A mile further brought us to the Sieneguilla de
Juanita, (Little John's Meadow,) the soil of which, of considerable area, and of a rich mellow calcareo-argillaceous character,
looks as if it might produce well. Ligneous petrifactions, and
carbonate of lime, in lamellar pieces, of a satin aspect, in fracture,
probably the result of tufaceous deposit, lie scattered over the
surface. I noticed, also, a great deal of horse ordure lying
about; it indicating that the Sieneguilla is a favorite resort for
these animals. Running through the Sieneguilla, in a southerly
direction, and probably into the Carion de Chelly, is the Rio de
Juanita, a stream of a sandy bottom, fifty feet wide, and of a
few inches in depth, upon which we are encamped. The water
of this stream, which is probably constant, is good ; and the
neighborhood furnishes proper grass and fuel.
The sylva, to-day, has been the large yellow pine and the
pinon—willows fringing, in places, the streams. Signs of large
droves of sheep have been noticed. Prairie dog towns, and rattlesnakes, their concomitants, though not so common as on the great
plains intermediate between the United States and this country,
are occasionally to be met with. Just before reaching camp, we
crossed a well-beaten Navajo trail, running north and south.
It is very interesting to see the picket-guard, composed entirely of Pueblos, gathered around the commanding officer's tent
every evening, to receive from him their instructions for the
night. llabited as they are, with their blankets thrown around
them, their white turbans (assumed to distinguish them from the
enemy, who generally wear red) encircling their heads, their
rifles lying in their arms, or their bows and quivers slung to
their backs, their attitude that of respectful attention, they present a group of a very interesting character. These people possess a great deal of native ease and dignity; and in their calm,
reflective countenances, I think I can perceive a latent energy
and power, which it requires only a proper political and social
condition to develop and make useful.
Some more Navajos (uninfluential men) have had a talk this
afternoon with Sandoval, outside the line of sentinels. The word
is, as usual, that they want peace; but the official persons, the
chiefs, not presenting themselves to obtain it, the colonel commanding is determined to push on to Chelly, the heart of their
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country, and dictate the terms there. Besides, according to his
original design, he is anxious to meet Captain Ker, who, with
his command, from information obtained from a chief at the last
council, he is disposed to think must have pushed on to that
place.
The resulting latitude of this camp, from a series of observations, is 36° 10' 36"; the longitude, 109° 12' 15".
Eighteenth camp, September 5.—This morning, a party, composed of Colonel Washington, Mr. Calhoun, Mr. Collins, Major
Kendrick, Lieutenant Dickerson, the two brothers Kern, and
myself, visited the head of the renowned Carion of Chelly, lying
southwest about five miles distant from our last camp. This
carion has been for a long time of distinguished reputation among
the Mexicans, on account of its great depth and impregnability
—the latter being not more due to its inaccessibility than to the
fort which it is said to contain. This fort, according to Carravahal, is so high as to require fifteen ladders to scale it; seven
of which, as he says, on one occasion, he ascended; but, not
being permitted to go higher, he did not see the top of it.
On reaching the canon, we found it to more than meet our
expectations—so deep did it appear, so precipitous its rocks, and
so beautiful and regular the stratification. Its probable depth
I estimate at about eight hundred feet. At its bottom a stream
of water could be seen winding its way along it, the great depth
causing it to appear like a mere riband. (See sketch in Plate 48.)
As far as time would permit an examination, for a depth of
about three hundred feet—I could descend no further, on account
of the wall becoming vertical—the formation appeared to be

sandstone, horizontally stratified with drift conglomerate. At
this depth, I found protruding horizontally from the wall, its end
only sticking out, a petrified tree of about a foot in diameter, a
fragment of which I broke off as a specimen. How did this tree
get there ? I also picked up at this point, upon the shelf on which
I was standing, a species of iron ore, probably red hematite.
The colonel commanding returning to camp, after a cursory look
at the canon, in order to put the troops in motion for the day's
march, I had not the time necessary to make the full examination which I would have liked. I saw, however, enough to assure
me that this carion is not more worthy of the attention of the
lover of nature than it is of the mineralogist and geologist. The
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whole party returned to camp greatly pleased with this offset
excursion, and promise themselves still greater delight when, on
their reaching the mouth of the carion, they will have more time
to examine it.
In consequence of the excursion this morning, the troops did
not move till about 9. Our course for the day was generally
west of north. Two and a half miles from our last camp, we
passed on our right a cylindrical mass of trap rock protruding
from the summit of the mountain ridge, the outcrop being probably as much as one hundred and fifty feet high. This singular
landmark was seen yesterday before reaching camp. Two and
a half miles further can be seen, also, immediately on the right
of the road, a dike of trap rock ranging very nearly east and
west, its eastern terminus of the form of a semi-conical abutment, about five hundred feet in protrusion from the plain below.
A portion of this dike is perfectly columnar in its details.
Five and a half miles on our route, we reached the brow of a
valley running generally north and south, it being apparently
hemmed in at the north, nearest to us, by a range of secondary
mountains, and further off by mésa heights. The former are of
rounded form, and on account of their white ground being
sprinkled with the evergreen cedar, have a motley aspect. The
latter present a beautiful façade-like appearance, and are of
a deep red color. The intervening valley, on account of the
copse-like character of its sylva, in contrast with the barren
wastes which we traversed on the east side of the Tunecha ridge,
was very refreshing to us.
Having marched 7.39 miles, we came to the creek upon which
we are encamped. This creek is a clear stream of good water,
ten feet wide by half a foot deep, coursing west of south, over
a clean and pebbly bottom, and presenting here and there rapids
and cascades as delightful to the eye as they are rare in the
country. Upon its margin we find a sufficiency of grass for our
animals.
The road to-day has been generally good, there having been
but two steep hills, which detained the artillery but a short
while. The soil has been of an argillaceous character, and in
the valleys always appeared to be fertile ; the timber, which has
been pine and cedar, of a large growth ; a few large oaks were
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also seen. The artemisia, as usual, has been the chief, and
almost the only plant, especially upon the uplands.
Twenty-five Mexicans were sent out this afternoon to examine,
with Carravahal, the river ahead for a few miles. They had
not proceeded, however, more than a mile, when, seeing three or
four of the enemy, their hearts failed them, and they returned
to camp. Some Pueblos were then added to the party, and the
whole put under the charge of Lieutenant Tores. The party
returned at about dusk, and report the road good for eight miles,
excepting one steep hill, which, however, Lieutenant T. thinks
practicable.
Nineteenth camp, Chelly, September 6.—The troops decamped at 6 this morning—an hour earlier than usual, on account of
an anticipated long march Without water. Our route, though
curving considerably towards the north, has been generally a
little south of west.
At the respective distances of six and a half, twelve, thirteen,
thirteen and a half, sixteen and a half, sixteen and three-quarters, and eighteen miles, we crossed some deep rocky arroyos,
the first detaining the artillery three-quarters of an hour, the
fourth three-quarters of an hour, and the last an hour. The
artillery to-day have been obliged to work harder than they
have done any day since they started on the expedition. They,
however, appear to be equal to any emergency, and, though
detained, at times, necessarily, on account of difficulties, they
are always sure to be getting along in duo time. The infantry,
under Captain Sykes, from the commencement of the march,
have constantly preserved a compact, effective form, and have
ever appeared as a unit, to be wielded by their leaders with
precision and power.
The country to-day has been rolling—almost, indeed, broken
belts and clusters of trees, and sometim es solitary ones, diversifying its face. Pi:non, yellow pine, and cedar have been the
sylva—acres of the latter occasionally being dead ; the cause
not obvious. The artemisia has been the chief flora. The
cactus, which hitherto has been seen but seldom, to-day was
more prevalent.
When two miles on our route, looking back, a fine view presented itself, made up of mountains, beautifully variant in outline ; prominent peaks here and there in the background; and,
-
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intermediate between them and myself, the troops—horsemen,
footmen, and artillery—their arms glittering under the glancing
rays of a morning sun, and a cloud of dust betokening their
approach.
A mile and a half further, some beautiful red bastion-like
rocks appeared, two miles distant, on our right, capped with
a whitish amorphous formation. Fifteen miles from our last
camp, on our right, we noticed two very singular mésa formations, one of them looking like a high, square fort, and discovering, by the daylight which could be seen through it, the appearance of a tunnel running horizontally through and through.
Though not expecting to find water along the way, thirteen and
a half miles from our last camp we met some, in deep pools, in a
rocky arroyo which we crossed. Here may be seen some singular-shaped basins and arches, all the effect of the erosive influence of water upon sandstone formation.
Innumerable signs of stock, principally of sheep, have been
seen along the route ; and the road we have been travelling looks
as if it might be one of the great thoroughfares of the nation.
One of the pack animals to-day falling too far in the rear of
the main body of' the command, the soldier in charge, seeing a
Navajo near, and at the same time a dust in rear, as if made by
a host of the enemy approaching, thought that discretion was
the better part of valor, and, leaving his pack, fled. The force
in rear, however, proving to be the Mexican cavalry, and Lieutenant Dickerson happening at the time to be with them, he
directed a chase after the Navajo, who by this time had got
possession of the pack animal, and was appropriating the contents of its pack to himself. Lieutenant Dickerson informs me
that he got five distinct shots at the fellow with his revolver,
and, though he was not able to bring him to a surrender, was,
nevertheless, successful in causing him to leave the animal and
his pack.
It was somewhat exciting to observe, as we approached the
valley of Chair", the huts of the enemy, one after another,
springing up into smoke and flame, and their owners scampering
off in flight.
Just after dark, after crossing an extensive down or sand drift,
we reached our camping-ground, in the valley of Chelly; and,
much to our disappointment, after a hard day's march of 26.45
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miles, we are obliged to spend the night without water. The
cornfields among which we are encamped furnish, however, an
abundance of forage for the animals, and fine roasting-ears for
the men; but the great beverage of the soldier in his marchescoffee—will, in most instances, have to be dispensed with.
Nineteenth camp, Chellg, September 7.—The fires of our camp
were all, yesterday, at dark, from motives of military expediency,
extinguished—a phenomenon which doubtless was not without
its moral effect upon the enemy, who are hovering around us.
This morning a couple of Navajos—one of them 'a chief—were
brought into camp by Sandoval, both of them embracing Colonel Washington and Mr. Calhoun, apparently, with a great deal
of good-will. The chief, whose name is Mariano Martinezhabited as he was in a sky-blue-blanket greatcoat, apparently
of American manufacture, and not unlike my own ; a tarpaulin
hat, of rather narrow brim, and semispherical crown ; buckskin
leggins and moccasons ; bow and quiver slung about him ; a
pouch and knife at his side ; and possessing a sombre cast of
countenance, which seemed to indicate energy and perseverance
combined—appeared like a man who had naturally risen up by
virtue of the energy of his character, and, from the effects of a
marauding life upon a civilized community, had become impressed with the Jacobin look which he at the time discovered.
(See a sketch of this chief in Plate 49.) The conversation which
passed between these chiefs and the colonel commanding was as
follows:—
Colonel Washington. Who is this man ? (referring to Martinez.)
Interpreter. He is the principal chief of the Navajos.
Colonel Washington. Tell him, when a chief wishes to talk
with me, by making known his intentions by a white flag, he
will be conducted safely into camp ; but that everybody else
must keep a mile off, or else be liable to be shot.
Are he and his people desirous of peace ?
Interpreter. He says they are.
Colonel Washington. Tell them, if they are, they can easily
obtain it by complying with the terms of the treaty which they
have made, and that the sooner they do comply with them the
better it will be for them, as less of their property will be wasted
and destroyed.
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Interpreter. His reply is, that they will bring in all they have
stolen, and comply with the treaty.
Colonel Washington. Mr. Collins, where is the list of the
property to be restored under the treaty ?
Mr. Collins. Here it is, sir.
Colonel Washington. Add to it that which has been stolen
from us on the march.
Mr. Collins. Here it is, sir, with the additions made.
Colonel Washington. Tell the chief the stolen property which
the nation is required to restore is 1,070 head of sheep, 34 head
of mules, 19 head of horses, and 78 head of cattle.
Interpreter. The cattle, the chief says, he knows nothing
about ; the Apaches must have stolen them.
Colonel Washington. Tell him that, if this should afterwards
prove to be true, the cattle will be paid for.
Interpreter. He says, if he cannot bring in the same cattle,
he will bring in others to supply their place.
Colonel Washington. When can the chiefs collect here to
make a treaty with me ?
Interpreter. He says the day after to-morrow.
Colonel Washington. Tell him that will do; and that, when
the treaty is made with them, all the property the troops have
taken, they will be compensated for. And there was one more
thing he would say : that, if they now entered into a treaty with
him in good faith, it would result in blessings upon him and his
people ; but, if they did not, it would result in their destruction.
Interpreter. The chief replies that his people will do all he
has promised.
Colonel Washington. Tell him the talk is good.
The conference ended, the chief and his attendant, d la mode
Mexicaine, again embraced Colonel Washington and Mr. Calhoun very impressively, and apparently with much endearment.
To-day, by digging several pits five feet deep in the arroyo
of the valley, a sufficient supply of good water has been obtained
for the camp.
The latitude of this camp, by a series of astronomical observations, is found to be 36° 9' 4"; its longitude, 109° 42' 30".
_Nineteenth camp, Chellg, September 8.—Early this morning,
a Mexican captive, of about 30 years of age, came into camp
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to see the colonel commanding. He represented that he was
stolen by the Navajos seventeen years ago, and that he did not
now wish to be restored to his people again. Indeed, he did
not as much as ask about his friends, who, I am informed, are
now living at Santa Fé—from the vicinity of which he was
stolen, whilst tending sheep. He is a very active, intelligentlooking fellow, and speaks like a native-born Navajo—having
all their characteristics, in dress, conversation, and manners.
Agreeably to the orders of the colonel commanding, I left
camp at 7i o'clock this morning to make a reconnaissance of
the renowned Canon of Chelly. In addition to my assistants,
the two Kerns and Mr. Champlin, there were in company an
escort of about 60 men—Brevet Major Kendrick being in command, assisted by Captain Dodge. Lieutenants Ward, Dickerson, Jackson, and Brown, as also Assistant Surgeon Hammond
and Mr. Collins, accompanied the party. Our course for nearly
two miles, as far as the mouth of the canon, was east of south,
and up the valley of Chelly. The soil of this valley, which is
generally very sandy, is in spots quite fertile—on an average,
a belt of probably half a mile in breadth being planted in corn.
The cane, also, I noticed growing very luxuriantly in places.
The whole breadth of this valley is about three miles.
Reaching the mouth of the Canon of Chelly, we turned to
the left to go up it. Its escarpment walls at the mouth we
found low. Its bottom, which in places is as little as one
hundred and fifty feet wide, though generally as wide as three
or four hundred feet, is a heavy sand. The escarpment walls,
which are a red amorphous sandstone, are rather friable, and
show imperfect seams of stratification ; the dip being slight, and
towards the west.
Proceeding up the cagon, the walls gradually attain a higher
altitude, till, at about three miles from the mouth, they begin
to assume a stupendous appearance. Almost perfectly vertical,
they look as if they had been chiselled by the hand of art ; and
occasionally cirrous marks, apparently the effect of the rotary
attrition of contiguous masses, could be seen on their faces.
At the point mentioned, we followed up a left-hand branch of
the canon; this branch being from one hundred and fifty to two
hundred yards wide, and the enclosing walls continuing stupen-
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dous. Two or three patches of corn, intermingled with melons,
pumpkins, and squashes, were met with on the way.
Half a mile up this branch, we turned to the right, up a
secondary branch, the width of which was rather narrow. This
branch shows rocks, probably as high as three hundred feet, almost perfectly vertical, and in some instances not discovering a
seam in their faces from top to bottom. About half a mi l 9. up
this branch, in the right-hand escarpment wall, is a hemispherical cave, canopied by some stupendous rocks; a small, cool, acceptable spring being sheltered by it. A few yards further, this
branch terminates in an almost vertical wall, affording no pathway for the ascent or descent of troops. At the head of this
branch, I noticed two or three hackberry-trees, and also the
stramonium, the first plant of the kind we have seen.
Retracing our steps to the primary branch we had left, we
followed it up to its head, which we found but two or three hundred yards above the fork, the side walls still continuing stupendous, and some fine caves being visible here and there within
them. I also noticed here some small habitations, made up of
natural overhanging rock, and artificial walls, laid in stone and
mortar; the latter forming the front portion of the dwelling.
Having got as far up the lateral branches as we could go, and
not yet having seen the famous fort, we began to believe that, in
all probability, it would turn out to be a fable. But still, we did
not know what the main calion might yet unfold, and so we returned to explore it above the point or fork at which we had left it.
Starting from this point, our general course lay about southeast
by east. Half a mile further, or three and a half miles from the
mouth of the canon, ,on its left escarpment, I noticed a shelving place where troops (but not pack animals) could ascend and
descend. Less than a mile further, I observed, upon a shelf in
the left-hand wall, some fifty feet above the bottom of the canon
—unapproachable except by ladders, the wall below being very
nearly vertical—a small pueblo ruin, of a style of structure similar, to all appearances, to that found in the ruins on the Chaco.
I also noticed in it a circular wall, which, in all probability, has
been an estuffa,. The width of the canon at this point is probably from two to three hundred yards wide, the bottom continuing sandy and level. And, what appears to be singular, the
sides of the lateral walls are not only as vertical as natural walls
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can well be conceived to be, but they are perfectly free from a
talus of debris, the usual concomitant of rocks of this description. Does not this point to a crack or natural fissure as having
given origin to the cañon, rather than to aqueous agents, which,
at least at the present period, show an utter inadequacy as a
producing cause?
About five miles from the mouth, we passed another collection
of uninhabited houses, perched on a shelf in the left-hand wall.
Near this place, in the bed of the cañon, I noticed the ordinary
Navajo hut, (a conical lodge,) and close by it a peach orchard.
A mile further, observing several Navajos, high above us, on the
verge of the north wall, shouting and gesticulating as if they
were very glad to see us, what was our astonishment when they
commenced tripping down the almost vertical wall before them
as nimbly and dexterously as minuet dancers! Indeed, the
force of gravity, and their descent upon a steep inclined plane,
made such a kind of performance absolutely necessary to insure
their equilibrium. All seemed to allow that this was one of the
most wonderful feats they had ever witnessed.
Seven miles from the mouth, we fell in with some considerable
pueblo ruins. These ruins are on the left or north side of the
carton, a portion of them being situated at the foot of the escarpment wall, and the other portion upon a shelf in the wall immediately back of the other portion, some fifty feet above the
bed of the carton. The wall in front of this latter portion being
vertical, access to it could only have been obtained by means of
ladders. The front of these ruins measures one hundred and
forty-five feet, and their depth forty-five. The style of structure
is similar to that of the pueblos found on the Chaco; the building material being of small, thin sandstones, from two to four
inches thick, imbedded in mud mortar, and chinked in the façade
with smaller stones. The present height of its walls is about
eighteen feet. Its rooms are exceedingly small, and the windows only a foot square. One circular estuffa was all that was
visible. For a sketch of these ruins, with the stupendous rocks
in rear and overhanging them, see Plate 53; and for a sketch
of the pottery picked up about them, see Plate 54.
Half a mile above these ruins, in a re-entering angle of the
cation, on its left side, are a peach orchard and some Navajo
lodges. Proceeding still further up the carton, the walls, which
yet preserve their red sandstone character, hut which have in-
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creased in the magnificence of their proportions, at intervals
present façades hundreds of feet in length, and three or four
hundred in height, and which are beautifully smooth and vertical. These walls look as if they had been erected by the hand
of art—the blocks of stone composing them not unfrequently discovering a length in the wall of hundreds of feet, and a thickness of as much as ten feet, and laid with as much precision,
and showing as handsome and well-pointed and regular horizontal joints, as can be seen in the custom-house of the city of New
York.
About eight miles from the mouth of the cafion, a small rill,
which below this point had lost itself in the sandy bottom of the
canon, appears above ground; and about five hundred yards
further, on the right-hand side, is a lateral cation, in which we
saw another peach orchard.
Having ascended the cation nine and a half miles, the horses
of the Pueblos in company with us not being strong enough for
a further exploration, there being no prospect of our seeing the
much talked of presidio or fort of the Navajos, which had all
along been represented to us as being near the mouth of the
caiion, and the reconnaissance having already been conducted
further than Colonel Washington had anticipated would be found
necessary, the expedition returned to camp, highly delighted
with what they had seen. We found, however, the further we
ascended it, the greater became the altitude of its enclosing
walls; this altitude, at our point of returning, being (as I ascertained by an indirect measurement) five hundred and two feet.
The length of the carion is probably about twenty-five miles. Its
average width, as far as we ascended it, may be estimated at
two hundred yards. For a view of the caiion, as seen from the
lateral branch eight miles above its mouth, see Plate 55.
Both in going up and returning through the canon, groups of
Navajos and single persons were seen high above our heads, gazing upon us from its walls. A fellow upon horseback, relieved
as he was sharply against the sky, and scanning us from his
elevation, appeared particularly picturesque. Whenever we met
them in the canon, they appeared very friendly ; the principal
chief, Martinez, joining and accompanying us in our exploration;
and the proprietors of the peach orchards bringing out blanketloads of the fruit (at best but of ordinary quality) for distribution
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among the troops. Indeed, the chief admonished his people, as
they stood gazing upon us from the heights above, to go to their
homes and give us no trouble.
I noticed the cross, the usual emblem of the Roman Catholic
faith, stuck up but in one instance in the cation; and this is the
only one I have seen in the Navajo country.
Should it ever be necessary to send troops up this cation, no
obstruction would be found to prevent the passage of artillery
along its bottom. And should it at the same time, which is not
at all unlikely, be necessary that a force should skirt the heights
above to drive off assailants from that quarter, the south bank
should be preferred, because less interrupted by lateral branch
cations.
The mystery of the Cation of Chelly is now, in all probability
solved. This cation is, indeed, a wonderful exhibition of nature,
and will always command the admiration of its votaries, as it
will the attention of geologists. But the hitherto-entertained
notion that it contained a high insulated plateau fort near its
mouth, to which the Navajos resorted in times of danger, is exploded. That they may have had heights upon the side walls
of the cation, to scale which would require a series of fourteen
ladders, is indeed probable; for it would require more than this
number to surmount the height we measured.
I did expect, in ascending the cation, to find that the Navajos
had other and better habitations than the conical pole, brush,
and mud lodgè which, up to this time, we had only seen. But
none other than these, excepting ruined ones, the origin of which
they say they know nothing about, did we notice. Indeed, a
Mexican who is a member of the command, and who was a captive among them, says they have no other habitation. In the
summer, he informs us, they live wherever the cornfields and
stock are. In the winter, they take to the mountains, where
they can get plenty of wood. As yet, we have not met a single
village of them ; it appearing to be their habit to live scatteringly,
wherever they can find a spot to plant corn or graze stock. The
necessity of living more densely, probably, has not heretofore
existed, from the feeling which they doubtless have had, up to
this period, that the inaccessibility of their country was a sufficient barrier to the intrusion of an enemy.
It seems anomalous to me that a nation living in such misera-
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bly constructed mud lodges should, at the same time, be capable
of making, probably, the best blankets in the world!
Gregg, in introducing his remarks relative to their skill in
this kind of manufacture, holds the following language:—
" They (the Navajos) reside in the main range of the Cordilleras, one hundred and fifty to two hundred miles west of Santa
Fé, on the waters of Rio Colorado of California, not far from
the region, according to historians, from whence the Aztecs emigrated to Mexico ; and there are many reasons to suppose them
direct descendants from the remnant, which remained in the
north, of this celebrated nation of antiquity. Although they
live in rude jacales, somewhat resembling the wigwams of the
Pawnees, yet, from time immemorial, they have excelled all others
in their original manufactures; and, as well as the Moquies, they
are still distinguished for some exquisite styles of cotton textures,
and display considerable ingenuity in embroidering with feathers,
the skins of animals, according to their primitive practice. They
now, also, manufacture a singular species of blanket, known as
the Sarape Navajo, which is of so close and dense a texture that
it will frequently hold water almost equal to gum-elastic cloth.
It is therefore highly prized for protection against the rains.
Some of the finer qualities are often sold among the Mexicans
as high as fifty or sixty dollars each."*
As regards the hypothesis which Gregg advances in the above,
that the Navajos are the direct descendants of the Aztecs, it is
possible they may be. But if, as is likely, and as Gregg also
supposes, this ancient people once inhabited the pueblos, now in
ruins, on the Chaco, how is it that they have retrograded in civilization in respect to their habitations, when they have preserved
it in their manufactures?
I know of but two ways to account for it. Either the Navajos
are descended from a cognate stock, prior to that which built
the Chaco pueblos, which stock lived, as the Navajos do now, in
lodges—and this agrees with the tradition given by Sandoval ;t
or, in process of time, the cultivable and pastoral portion of the
country becoming more and more reduced in area, and scattered
in locality, the people of necessity became correspondingly scattered and locomotive, and thus gradually adopted the habitation
* Commerce of the Prairies, vol. 1, pages 285 and 286.
Ante, August 28.—Discussion of the origin of the Chaco ruins.
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most suitable for such a state of things—the lodge they now inhabit.
In regard to the manufacture of cotton fabrics, in which, according to Gregg, they excel, we observed no evidences at all of
this species of manufacture among them, nor any signs of the
domestic culture of the plant from which, rather than from a foreign source, they would be most likely to draw the raw material.*
In regard to the manufacture of plumage, or feather-work,
they certainly display a greater fondness for decorations of this
sort than any Indians we have seen ; but, though they exhibit
taste in the selection and disposition of this kind of ornament
about their persons, I saw no exhibition of it in the way of embroidery.
In respect to the population of the Navajo nation, it has been
impossible for me to arrive at anything like an approximation of
it. Indeed, if the few we have seen bear a proper proportion to
the whole number contained in the country, the extent of this
population has been greatly exaggerated. But I prefer to believe that, as a nation, they live much scattered, and that those
through whose precincts we have passed have studiously avoided
us. All things considered, then, I would estimate the population from eight thousand to ten thousand souls: this last number
is Gregg's estimate.
As regards their stock, so far as I could observe, and from
what the reclaimed Mexican captive before referred to has told
me, I should say that it consisted mainly of sheep and horses;
mules and cattle forming but an inconsiderable portion of it.
We have as yet, however, not fallen upon a drove of either of
these animals; which the Mexican explains by saying that they
have, the better to conceal them from the troops, been driven
to the mountains. Innumerable signs of sheep, however, have
been seen by us. The horses, though generally better than
those to be seen among the New Mexicans, and capable of long
and rapid journeys under the saddle, are not, in my judgment,
near so fine as what I have seen among the Comanches; and in
* Since writing the above, on inquiry, I learn from Seilor Vigil that
the Navajos (he has been in their country) formerly manufactured a few
cotton fabrics from the raw material, which they were in the habit of importing from Santa F6 and other places ; but that this species of manufac_
ture has now almost, if not entirely, ceased.
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all these cases they are far inferior to our own, in point of bulk
and power.
Nineteenth camp, Chelly, September 9.—To-day, the two chiefs,
Mariano Martinez and Chapaton, the latter the chief of the San
Juan Navajos—(see his portrait in Plate 50) have been in, on
V the part of the nation, to deliver up some of the captives, stock,
and other property required to be delivered according to the
treaty made by Colonel Nuby ; and also to enter into a more
comprehensive and complete treaty. A large portion of this
property not being immediately available, as they said, on account of the distance whence it had to be brought, the colonel
commanding, with their consent, appointed a limited period—
thirty days—in which all that yet remained outstanding was to
be delivered up at Jémez. The murderer of a citizen of Jémez
was, as soon as he could be apprehended, to be turned over to
the governor at Santa F.
The parties then entered into a treaty, by which the government of the United States assumed the paternal control it has
been in the habit of exercising over the tribes of Indians within
or bordering upon its domain ; and the Navajo nation, on its
part, through its head chiefs, Martinez and Chapaton, who represented that what they did was binding on the whole nation,
gave their full and unequivocal assent to all its terms. Particular care was taken, both by the colonel commanding and the
Indian commissioner, to make the chiefs comprehend the full
import of the treaty to which they were invited to give their
assent. And, to be certain that all was done that could be done
to insure this, each and every officer present was appealed to, to
know whether he considered the treaty had been sufficiently explained ; to which they all, without exception, responded in the
affirmative.
All that could be accomplished by the expedition, then, may
be considered as having been accomplished. A full and complete treaty has been made with the Navajos, by which they
have put themselves under the jurisdiction and control of the
government of the United States, in the same manner and to the
same extent as the tribes bordering the United States. The portion of the captives and stolen property near enough to be made
available have been given up, and the remainder has been promised to be restored within'a determinate period. Add to this, what
is of no inconsiderable value, the troops have been enabled to
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penetrate into the very heart of their country ; and thus a geographical knowledge has been obtained, which cannot but be of
the highest value in any future military demonstration it may
be necessary to make.
It is true the Navajos may fail to comply with the terms of
the treaty. But, whether they comply or not, the fact still remains the same, that a treaty covering the whole ground of their
fealty, (the former covered but a few points,) as well in the general as the particular, was necessary, in order to satisfy the
public mind, as well as testify to the whole world that, should
any future coercion become necessary, it would be but a just
retribution, and, in a manner, their own act.
In the afternoon, after the treaty was concluded, quite a
number of Navajo warriors, at least a hundred, came within the
vicinity of the camp to trade with the troops, seemingly happy
that so peaceful a termination had been given to affairs. They
were generally armed with bows and lances, and carried also
shields. Very few of them had rifles. In some instances they
were very handsomely dressed, an appendage of eagle feathers to
their helmet-shaped cap adding not a little to the picturesqueness of their appearance. (For a sketch of a Navajo in costume,
see Plate 52.)
Their principal articles of traffic consisted of blankets of their
peculiar and superior handiwork, dressed skins, and peaches.
The blankets, though not purchasable with money, as it is not
used as a tender among them, were sold, in some instances, for
the most trifling article of ornament or clothing ; it being their
manner, if they saw anything about your dress which they fancied, and wanted to buy, to point to it, and then to the article
for which they were willing to barter it.
There was a Mogui Indian present at the council this morning
as a spectator ; and a more intelligent, frank-hearted looking
fellow, I have seldom beheld. (See a sketch of him in Plate 51.)
Indeed, it occurred to me that he had all the air and manner of a
well-bred, vivacious American gentleman ; and the only thing
Indian in his appearance was his complexion. His people, whom
he represents as living three days' travel from this place, have
the reputation of being quite intelligent and orderly ; it being one
of the articles of their political as well as religious creed that
they are at liberty under no circumstances to take human life
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and in regard to infidelity on the part of their women, their
laws are said to be very stringent. These people, I am informed, herd stock, grow corn, and live in pueblos, of which there
are, according to the Moqui present at this time, but three. It
is reported that, originally they had a greater number of towns ;
but, one or more of them becoming guilty of shedding human
blood, they were on that account exscinded. Does not this article
of their creed, if true, point to a civilized origin ? At all events,
there is nothing in the features, manners, and general appearance of the Moqui I have seen to belie such an hypothesis, but,
on the contrary, a great deal to make it probable.*
Martinez, the principal Navajo chief, brought in a beautiful
mule this morning to present to the colonel commanding. The
colonel, however, with the remark that it was neither customary
nor proper on the part of public officers to receive such presents,
graciously declined it.
There having been various contradictory reports among us
relative to other American troops having visited Chelly besides
Colonel Washington's command, I to-day inquired of Martinez
whether such was the fact. His reply was, that the first American troops that had visited Chelly were those at present there.
The climate of this valley we find much milder during the
night than that we have heretofore experienced since leaving
Jém ez.

Twentieth camp, September 10.—Colonel Washington learning
yesterday from Chapaton that Captain Ker was not on his way
to meet him at this place, as he was led at Tunecha, through
information from a chief, to believe might be the case ; and a
report having been received that the Apaches had within a few
days made an attack upon the friendly Pueblo Indians of Zurii,
and killed a number of them ; the programme of operations has
accordingly been altered ; and our destination is now Santa Fé,
* It is proper, however, to state that Senor Vigil, who has twice visited
these people, says he knows nothing of this peculiar article of their faith.
He knows, however, that, though they are a docile people, they once were
in a defensive war with the Navajos, against whom they used the bow and
arrow. I suspect, when the exact truth is known with regard to these
people, it will be found that, though inclined to a state of peace, they are
not so disinclined to war as not, under coercive circumstances, to stand up,
even at the risk of bloodshed, to defend their lives and property.
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by the way of Zuni; the object being to afford this people all
the necessary aid which their reported situation demands.
The troops accordingly took up their line of march from
Chelly at 7 A. M., the general course for the day being southeast. For the first two miles our route lay up the valley of
Chelly, and then turned more eastwardly ; it at this point commencing the ascent of a species of mésa, or rather upland.
Three miles further, the road approximates within a few yards
of the Canon of Chelly. To this point the road is exceedingly
rocky and hilly; but these hills can in all probability be avoided
by continuing up the valley of Chelly as far as opposite the point
mentioned, and then turning to the left up the mésa. (See map.)
The country at the point referred to begins to be rolling ; scrub
pine and a species of spruce, thickly interspersed, constituting
the sylva. Four miles further, a protrusion of trap rock, looking
for all the world like the square tower of a church, with windows,
could be seen, bearing northeast, some twelve miles off. Eighteen miles from our last camp, we commenced the ascent of the
Sierra de Laguna, the slope of which wagons would find some
difficulty in overcoming, unless one more easy could be found—
a thing not at all improbable—or some labor be expended. The
ascent we found to be two miles long—which accomplished, we
were on a plateau ; a mile more bringing us to our camp-ground
for the night, where we find an abundance of wood, a sufficiency
of pasturage, but no water.
The soil to-day has been principally of an arid, argillaceous
character; the scrub pine and cedar characterizing this portion
of the route. Since commencing the ascent of the Sierra de
Laguna, scrub oak and yellow pine of a large growth have been
the sylva. Cacti have been frequently seen. We crossed a
number of heavy Navajo trails ; and signs of large droves of
sheep were observable. The day's march has been 20.50 miles.
Twenty-first camp, September 11.—The troops raised camp at
a quarter after 6 A. M., and followed, as yesterday, a well-beaten
trail ; the general course for the day continuing about southeast.
Having proceeded two and a half miles, one of the guards sent
in advance yesterday to find water, returning and informing the
colonel commanding that there was some in a caSion to the left,
about five miles off, a detour to the northeast was made by the
troops in order to reach it. This calion is said to be a branch
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of the Cailon de Chelly ; and its banks were so steep as to make
it necessary for the animals to be disburdened of their packs to
enable them to reach the water at its bottom. The supply we
found ample, and it doubtless is constant.
After halting for about an hour, the troops resumed the march,
the remaining portion of the day's route continuing slightly

more southwardly.
For the first fourteen and a half miles the country is a pine
barren, resembling very much in appearance, and in the arenaceous character of its soil, the pine barrens of Florida, excepting
that the former is more compact. For the remaining portion of
the route, it is a rolling prairie, variegated with copses of pilion;
the soil being of a reddish color, argillaceous in character and
doubtless fertile, if sufficiently watered. Five miles before reaching our present camp, a mésa escarpment comes in from the left,
and skirts the road on that side for the balance of the way. The
walls of this ru6sa are probably from three to four hundred feet
in height. Just before reaching camp, a most singular-looking
column appears on the left of the road ; resembling, when viewed
near by, a vase ; when remotely, a statue. It is of sandstone
formation, and has an altitude of from thirty to forty feet. (See
sketch in Plate 56.)
Our camp for the night is more pleasant than usual—a small
pond or lake, bordered by a margin of green luxuriant grass,
being directly in front of us, to gladden our sight ; and the
beautiful stratified walls of the Caiioncito Bonito, down which
we are to turn to-morrow, adding its beauty to the scene.
Some ducks, I notice, are constantly hovering around this spot.
The road to-day has been good. The distance marched is
24.83 miles. Several showers of rain have passed around us.
Astronomical observations put this camp in longitude 109°
15' 30".
Twenty-second camp, September 12.—Failing, on account of
hazy
atmosphere, to get my usual astronomical observations
a
last evening, I succeeded, after the exercise of a great deal of
patience, to get a few barely tolerable ones after midnight.
The command left this excellent camp-ground at 7 A. M.;
its general course for the day being a trifle west of south. Immediately on resuming the march, we turned short to the left,
or eastwardly, to thread the Caiioncito Bonito, (Beautiful Little
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Callon.) This calion, which is about a quarter of a mile in length,
is, on account of its high enclosing walls, and the well-defined
character of their stratification, beautiful. The walls, which
are nearly vertical, are probably from three to four hundred
feet high. The formation is a red friable sandstone ; the stratification, which discloses a dip of about ten degrees towards the
east, as also the line of cleavage, being very distinctly marked.
The width of the calion is about one hundred feet, a small stream
finding its way through its bottom. This cation differs from that
of Chelly, in the face of its walls not being so smooth ; in not
presenting as large unstratified masses ; and having a talus of
debris at the foot of the walls.
This calon passed through, the route turned almost due south ;
following, for the remaining portion of the day, a succession of
wide, shallow, fertile valleys, which are generally bordered on
their eastern side by escarpment walls of a white and red sandstone formation.
Just after we debouched from the Cafioneito Bonito, a most
singular prospect of detached turret-like rocks appeared skirting
the valley just referred to on its eastern side. And down the
valley, in a more southerly direction, a trap dyke of a striking
character presented itself, a short distance to our front. For a
sketch of this view, see Plate 57. This dyke, on examination,
I found to present a most interesting exhibition of igneous action
and vertical protrusion. Its height above the plain is some three
or four hundred feet ; its breadth, one hundred and fifty ; and
its length, about two hundred yards. Its strike is nearly due
east. Here can be seen, in the same formation, rocks that have
been once perfectly fused, and then cooled under pressure, the
effect being to make them more dense ; rocks that have been
fused, and then cooled under the pressure only of the atmosphere,
the effect being to make them scoriaceous ; and rocks that look
as if they had not been fused, but merely baked. I noticed also
here, in a sort of cave, a large mass of the same kind of black,
agglutinated, pitchy substance I have already described as having been seen, August 24, in the rocks of the Cafion, de la Copa.
It was here, as there, intermingled with bits of straw, &c. These
are the only trap rocks we have seen near our route since we
left our eighteenth camp.
About nine miles from our last camp, on the route, is Siene-
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guilla de Maria, where we found some very cold water, and

grass of an excellent quality. The supply of water here is probably perennial. Three miles further, some very singular whitish
abutment rocks, probably of sandstone, are to be seen on the
left, jutting out from among rocks of a sandstone character and
red color. The difference in the complexion and shape of the
former of these rocks indicates a superior hardness, in the formation of which there are prominences. Four miles further, just
to the right of the road, appears a beautiful exhibition of horizontal stratification, terminating in one of a bent, semicircular
character—the strata (red sandstone) in the last case being concentric, like the coatings of an onion, and disclosing themselves
both by a side and end view. Eighteen miles from our last
camp, we crossed a rough, bad place, where some little labor
would be required to make it practicable for wagons. Two miles
further, immediately on the left of the road, are two enormous
hemispherical masses of solid sandstone rock; the radius of one
of them being about one hundred feet.
After a march of 23.02 miles reaching a babbling streamlet of
excellent water, which heads in a spring not far distant, and
the vicinity affording fine pasturage and plenty of fuel, we encamped.
The soil to-day along the route has been of an argillaceous
character, and looks as if it might produce well. As usual, pine
and cedar, of rather a scrub growth, have constituted the timber.
A deer was killed by a soldier this morning, after running the
gauntlet of numerous shots from the command—myself, among
the number, throwing away a pistol shot. This is the first deer
which has been killed by any of the party. The scarcity of this
kind of game may therefore readily be inferred. Indeed, a more
wretched country for game of every kind I have never seen than
that we have been traversing since we left Santa Fé. A rattlesnake was also killed to-day, and a wildcat is reported to have
been seen. I noticed to-day, for the first time on the march, a
flock of blackbirds. I have also seen, along the route, a species
of swallow different from anything of the kind I have ever before
met with. It is peculiar in being, a large portion of it, both on
its back and its belly, white. It probably is a bank swallow.
It is reported that there is a wagon route from Caftoneito Bonito to the Pueblo of Jémez; but as I have no certain knowledge
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of its existence, and none at all of its location, I cannot even
trace it generally on my map.
The longitude of this camp, by observation, is found to be 109°

18' 30".
Twenty-third camp, September 13.—In consequence of a settled, steady rain, nearly all last night—a thing uncommon in
this country—the troops did not raise camp to-day till about
noon. Our route to-day has been a little east of south, through
a narrow valley, skirted on the left by a red sandstone escarpment, and on the right by a height, sloping gently towards the
valley.
Two miles on the way, to the right of the road, a caVion comes
in from the southwest, exhibiting some red sandstone rocks,
beautifully stratified in curves; very similar to those of the cycloid reversed.
Just before reaching camp, we noticed to the left of the road
a singular combination of swelling buttresses, vertical piers, and
caves, and surmounting the whole a natural sandstone formation
having very much the appearance of a tankard. The cover, as
well as the handle, was perfect in outline—the latter appearing
not a little like the embodiment of William Penn. (See sketch
in Plate 58.)
A few hundred yards from this, in the direction of our progress, a beautiful view opened upon us, made up of finely stratified and variegated rocks, and a refreshing green valley interspersed with copses of cedar.
The soil to-day has been argillaceous, and looks productive.
The sylva has been large yellow pine, cedar of a medium size,
and a few scrub oaks. The artemisia has been very common.
Limestone boulders have been seen to-day for the first time since
we left the valley of the Rio de Jémez. Fragments of pottery
are found about our present encampment, as they have been
about others ; and, what seems strange, and has occurred at other
points, is, that you not unfrequently find it in localities where
you would not suppose anybody would ever think of having a
habitation.
Our encampment to-night appears peculiarly beautiful. The
heavens are deeply blue; the stars shine resplendently bright ;
the bivouac fires mark well the form and extent of the camp ;
and peacefully ascending can be seen the blue smoke—the whole
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forming, in combination with the general cheerfulness which
pervades all nature, both animate and inanimate, a most pleasing
picture. Indeed, this cheerfulness has been a general characteristic of our encampments ever since we began the march.
The water near our camp, which is in small pools, can only
be relied on after showers. The grazing is good and wood abundant.
Some cutting of cedars along the route to-day would probably
be required to make it practicable for wagons.
Twenty-fourth camp, September 14.—The march was resumed
at 7 o'clock A. M., the course for the day being abouf southeast.
Two miles on the route, we crossed an arroyo, coming in from
the north, and coursing through a valley half a mile wide, this
valley being skirted on either side by mésa heights of red sandstone. The arroyo, I noticed, had a few cotton trees bordering
it. Five miles more brought us to a steep hill, about eighty feet
high—ascending which, we got out of the valley we had been
traversing since we left camp. Wagons, to overcome this hill,
would require a slope of easier ascent than the one we followed;
and this could be attained by making a road, half excavation
and half embankment, along the side of the hill, or, what is very
probable, by finding a natural grade at some other locality.
Three miles further, another very steep hill, of about one hundred feet in altitude, was surmounted. Here, as at the other
hill, a better locality could doubtless be found for a wagon road,
or this one be made practicable, as suggested in relation to the
other. The asçent of this hill accomplished, we again descended
and crossed another valley, and then a succession of shallow
ones, until we reached a cane-brake pond, where, finding a bare
sufficiency of water and some good grass, we encamped. The
taste of the water, as well as its discoloring effect upon the soil
through which it oozes, shows it to be decidedly of a chalybeate
character.
Fragments of painted pottery' were seen to-day for miles
strewed along the road.
The soil for the first two-thirds of the route has been argillaceous and fertile ; the last third was arenaceous and arid. The
vira has been pilon, yellow pine, and cedar. Artemisia, as
usual, has been very common. Nodules of compact limestone
are found on the road eight miles from our last camp, in an ar-
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gillaceous soil. More labor would be required on the route today to make it practicable for wagons than upon any portion
since we left Chelly ; but still it can be done without a very considerable expenditure of labor. Our march to-day, though but 12.08 miles, has been, on account of the heat, more exhausting to the men than any day's
march we have had.
I find this camp, by astronomical observation, to be in latitude 35° 11' 56", and longitude 109° 6' 45".
Twenty-fifth camp, September 15.—The troops decamped at
7 o'clock A. M., the general course for the day being, as yesterday, about southeast. They immediately commenced ascending a hill, which would require a little labor to make it practicable for wagons. Having proceeded four and a half miles, we
reached the brow of a long gradual slope, whence an extended
prospect of distant mountains, mountain peaks, mhas, and valleys burst upon us, some of these peaks being probably as much
as one hundred miles off. Three and a half miles further, we
crossed an arroyo, which would require some little labor to make
it traversable by wagons. Half a mile further, an old rubble
stone wall, without mortar, of an inferior character, we passed
on our left. Two miles further, a couple of mésa mounds, with
a very singular-looking pinnacle standing isolated between them,
were also to be seen on the left.
Thirteen miles from our last camp, we entered the valley of
the Rio del Pescado, (or, as some call the stream, the Rio de
Zuni,) which we find extensively cultivated in corn. There are
indications also of there having been an abundant harvest of
wheat. The Pueblo of Zuni, when first seen about three miles
off, appeared like a low ridge of brownish rocks—not a tree being
visible (a general characteristic of Mexican and pueblo towns)
to relieve the nakedness of its appearance. We had not more
than begun to get sight of the pueblo, when we noticed a body of
Indians approaching us from it. This party purported to be a
deputation, headed by the governor (cacique) and alcalde, which
had come out for the purpose of escorting the Governor of New
Mexico (Colonel Washington) into town. Their reception of the
governor and his suite was very cordial. The alcalde, I noticed,
was habited in the undress frock of the officers of the array,
garnished with the white metallic button.
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After proceeding in company about a mile, we were unexpectedly saluted, at a preconcerted signal from a chief, with an exhibition of a sham fight, in which men, young and old, and boys
entered with great spirit. Guns were fired, dust was thrown in
the air, men on foot and on horseback could be seen running
hurry-skurry hither and thither, the war-whoop was yelled, and
altogether quite an exciting scene was exhibited. Just as we
reached the town, quite an interesting scene occurred. All the
male inhabitants of the place, including gray-headed old men,
the middle-aged, and the youthful portion of the population,
came out to see the governor and shake hands with him. It was
particularly interesting to see the juvenile portion of the community engaged in this refined act of courtesy. The governor
and suite were then conducted to the casa (house) of the governor
of the pueblo, where bread, in every variety of form, (loaf, tortilla, and guayave,) watermelons, muskmelons, and peaches, were
laid in profusion before us.
Governor Washington took this occasion to make known to
the chief men of the pueblo the cause of his coming among them,
(the report, now found to be false, of the Apaches having killed
some of their people,) and expressed to them the great satisfaction he felt in seeing their people in so flourishing a condition.
He also represented to them the care which the government of
the United States had for their welfare. The talk over, the
governor and his suite, after bidding their hospitable entertainers
adios, continued their journey a couple of miles further to the
camp for the night.
Zufii is a pueblo or Indian town situated on the Rio de Zufti.
This river, at the town, has a bed of about one hundred and
fifty yards wide; the stream, however, at the time we saw it,
only showed a breadth of about six feet, and a depth of a few
inches. It is represented as running into the Colorado of the
West. The town, like Santo Domingo, is built terrace-shaped
—each story, of which there are generally three, being smaller,
laterally, so that one story answers in part for the platform
of the one above it. It, however, is far more compact than
Santo Domingo—its streets being narrow, and in places presenting the appearance of tunnels, or covered ways, on account of
the houses extending at these places over them. The houses
are generally built of stone, plastered with mud. It has a Roman
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Catholic church, in dimensions about one hundred feet by twentyseven, built of adobes. A miserable painting of Nuestra Seitora
de Guadalupe, and a couple of statues, garnish the walls back of
the chancel. The walls elsewhere are perfectly bare. This is
by far the best built and neatest-looking pueblo I have yet seen,
though, as usual, the ragged picketed sheep and goat pens detract
not a little from its appearance. The population of the place,
based upon the number the governor has given roe of persons
capable of bearing arms, I estimate at 2,000. But, judging from
the size of the town, and the number of its inhabitants I saw, I
should not place it above 1,200. Gregg, I notice, puts it at between 1,000 and 1,500.* And the author of Doniphan's Expedition (page 195) states that it is upwards of 6,000.
These people seem further advanced in the arts of civilization
than any Indians I have seen. They have large herds of sheep
and horses, and extensively cultivate the soil. Being far off
from any mercantile population, they will sell nothing for money,
but dispose of their commodities entirely in barter. Some of
our command thought, from their apparent closeness in business
transactions, they were the most contracted people they had
met. But to my mind, in view of the treatment which they represent themselves to have received from a party of California
emigrants which had but a week or two previously passed through
their town, their conduct discovered only a proper degree of
caution—a caution founded on the principles of self-conservation,
and which it was wise only to allow to be removed in proportion
as they discovered us to be different from that party ; or, in other
words, more worthy of their confidence.
In Doniphan's Expedition, (pages 194, 195, 196,) I notice that
this pueblo is represented as having been discovered by that expedition; and the author, after calling it "one of the most extraordinary cities in the world," adds, "that perhaps it is the
only one now known resembling those of the ancient Aztecs."
As regards the fact of its remaining undiscovered until the
expedition of Colonel Doniphan brought it to light, I have only
to remark, that the archives of the State Department of New
Mexico show, from 1692, the year when these people were reconquered by the governor and captain-general of the State,
* Commerce of the Prairies, note, page 2G9.
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Curro Diego de Bargas Zapata, until the present time, they
have been a recognized and loyal portion of said territory.*
And as respects its claim to be regarded as "one of the most
extraordinary cities in the world," and as undoubtedly resembling, and as probably being the only one now known to resemble,
the cities of the ancient Aztecs, the only marked difference I
can perceive between it and the pueblos I have visited in New
Mexico is, that the town is rather more compactly built, and its
streets at some points have the houses built over them. In the
habits and dress of the people, so far as they exhibited themselves to us, excepting that they appeared to be somewhat more
advanced in refinement, I could observe no difference between
them and the other pueblos. So that one pueblo seems to have
as good a claim to the Aztec descent, as far as appears to be
known, as another. And who can say positively, or even with
any satisfactory basis of hypothecation, that any of them are
descended from that remarkable people?
* For the following extract from the official journal of Don Diego de
Bargas Zapata, now filed among the archives of the State Department at
Santa F6, I am indebted to Mr. Samuel Ellison, the official interpreter for
that department. As it fixes the date of the conquering of Zuhi by New

Mexico, and discovers incidentally the previous Spanish Roman Catholic
rule which obtained over the pueblo, it will not be without interest. The
literal translation furnished me by Mr. Ellison, I have freely turned into
the following :—
" Tuesday, 11th November, 1692: I, the said governor and captain-general, on this day entered the Pueblo of Zufii, and received the submission
of its people. On the same day, the Reverend Fathers Corbera and Banoso
baptized two hundred and ninety-four children, male and female. This
concluded, I was conducted to a room, and shown an altar, on which were
burning two large tallow candles. Removing a piece of ornament, I found
the following articles of religious worship : two brass images of Christ,
four inches in length, set in wooden crosses ; also another image of Christ,
eighteen inches long ; a portrait of John the Baptist, beautifully executed ;
one consecrated vase, gilded with gold ; a small box with two plates of
glass, in which the host is exposed to public view ; four chalices, all of silver, and of different patterns ; one ancient mass-book, very well preserved;
one confession-book, in the Spanish and Mexican language, &c., &c.
D. DIEGO DE BARGAS ZAPATA,
ROQUE MACBRED,
LUGAN PONCE DE LION,
JUAN DE Dios,
MARTIN DE ALDAY,

CUERO DE GODOY.

JUAN PAIZ HURTADA,

"Before me :

ALONZO RAIL DE AGUILAR,
Secretary of State and of War."
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It is true that these people, as did the Aztecs, possess the art
of taming birds ; and some might reason from this that they are
probably, on that account, from the same stock. But the people
of the Pueblo of Tesuque also possess the same art. And Abert
says it is an art common to the "Pueblos" generally.* The
Tesuques then, as also all the other Pueblos, on the ground mentioned, (taming of birds,) have equal claims to the same descent.
But the languages of the Tesuques and the Zulus, as will be seen
by referring to Appendix B., are radically different. They cannot then have descended from a common stock. In other words,
they cannot both be of Aztec origin, though both resemble the
Aztecs in the practice mentioned. And so with all the other
Pueblos. The different languages they speak are all resolvable
(see Appendix B.) into six distinct tongues. If, then, either of
them is to be regarded as of the Aztec descent, on the ground
stated, all the others, on the ground of a radical difference of
language, must be thrown out of the pale of that descent. And
yet they all alike practice the same Aztec art.
The idea has also been entertained that the people of Zufii
"live in houses scooped from the solid rock." The description
of their habitations which I have already given will show this to
be a fallacy.
The Governor of Zulu paid us a visit this evening ; and a very
interesting man we found him to be—about six feet high, athletic in structure, uncommonly graceful and energetic in action,
fluent in language, and intelligent. In fact, he actually charmed
me with his elocution. From him, I learned that his people, a
long time ago, lived on a high mésa directly in front of our camp,
the ruins of which, he says, are still visible; (see a sketch of
Zulu, with the mésa referred to in the background, in Plate 59;)
that, according to tradition, the cause of their quitting it for
their present location was as follows: The waters of the valley
on one occasion came up higher and higher until at last they
threatened to sweep them all away in the flood. Seeing this, they
resorted to this expedient to save themselves: they let down into
the waters, from the mésa, a man and a woman who had never
known each other, and the result was their immediate subsidence.

* Report of Lieut. J. W. Alert, of his Examination of New Mexico,
1846-1847, October 20.
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But why they should go down from a mésa height into a valley,
to protect themselves from another possible rise of water, is not
apparent ! I, however, give the narration just as it was interpreted to me by the official interpreter. The waters, the chief
said, came from the Rio Grande and other rivers, and spouted
up all around. If this rise of water is not altogether a fable,
I know no other way to account for it than by supposing it to
have been the result of an earthquake. He further represents
that they came originally from the setting sun. To the question, whence the origin of the Albinos among them, he replied
that they were all of pure Zuili blood, (and I have since learned
from him, at Santa Fé, that there are but seven of them among
his people.) In regard to the ruins on the Chaco, he says he has
seen them, but knows nothing of their origin.
Two Navajos came into camp this afternoon and delivered up
a captive Mexican boy. They represent they are from Chusca,
and that their people are collecting the stolen property for the
purpose of surrendering it, agreeably to treaty.
The services of the Pueblo Indians being no longer required,
they were this evening, after a complimentary notice of their
conduct by the colonel commanding, discharged.
The soil to-day along the route, for the first eight miles, was
arenaceous; for the balance of the way, it was argillo-arenaceous.
For the first ten miles, the sylva was cedar and piiion ; for the
balance of the way, there was no wood to speak of. The distance
marched was 17.45 miles. The road was heavy, but, with some
little labor upon the arroyos, can be made practicable for wagons.
Just before reaching Zufii, we passed the dead body of an
Indian lying perfectly exposed upon the ground. We afterwards learned from the governor of the pueblo that the body
was that of a Navajo prisoner, whom they had killed five days
since, by direction of a California emigrant. Competent authority, surely.
Twenty-sixth camp, September 16.--I left this morning in advance of the troops, to visit the ruins of Old Zufii spoken of by
the governor of the pueblo last evening. To reach the mésa on
which they are represented to be situated, I passed a large number of cornfields. On reaching the foot of' the mésa, I found the
ascent so difficult as not to be able, with the time I had at my disposa], to reach its summit. I therefore struck off diagonally to
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meet the command, which I noticed had, in the mean time, at
the usual hour, 7 A. M., resumed its march. I paused, however, sufficiently long near the mésa to contemplate the figure of
a woman seated high up upon a pedestal, from which, with face
turned towards the probable locality of the ruins, she presented
the appearance of one overcome with grief at the sad picture
which lay before her. The formation was probably of sandstone ;
and it is not at all unlikely that the narrative made by the governor last evening had a great deal to do with the conceit.
The route to-day, which has been slightly north of east, up
the valley of the Rio de Zuni, after getting a mile and a half
from camp, passed between a couple of low mesas, capped with
amygdaloidal trap—that on the left being surmounted with the
remains of some old but comparatively recent buildings and corral
enclosures. These structures have been built of basaltic boulders, coarsely held together with mud mortar. The circuit of
the pueblo, in plan, is about five hundred by one hundred feet.
I noticed here, for the first time on the march, a beautiful exhibition of lava, which had been fixed in its wavy, undulating
state by sudden refrigeration. This locality is the commencement, eastward, of the evidences of a basaltic, if not of a comparatively recent volcanic overflow ; and on that account was
regarded by me with considerable interest. The thickness of
the overflow was as much as thirty feet above the soil, and
seemed also to extend below it.
A mile and a half further, we crossed the Rio de Zurii—its
bed at this point being about thirty feet wide, and very miry.
We then threaded a cafion of about three hundred yards in
breadth, bounded by misa walls of sandstone.
Twelve miles from our last camp, we passed, on our left, the
ruins of another old pueblo, the plan of which was about three
hundred by four hundred feet. The houses, I noticed, were
continuous in structure, originally two stories in height ; had
been built of flat stones, cemented by mud mortar ; and were
arranged on the sides of a rectangle, thus making a large interior
court. In the centre of the court, I noticed what appeared to have
been a square estuffa, eighteen by twelve feet in plan, and ten feet
in height—its flat roof, or azotea, still remaining quite perfect.
The floor joists of the houses could still be seen protruding from
the walls, in a very good state of preservation ; and fireplaces
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and chimneys were yet apparent. This pueblo, like those on
the Chaco, ranges about north and south, but in the details of
its masonry it is far inferior ; and in the style of its architecture it resembles not a little that of the Mexicans of the present
day. Indeed, the evidences are that it is of a comparatively
modern origin. The court-yard, I noticed, had been recently
partitioned off into corrals for stock. Fragments of pottery, as
usual, lay scattered around. In Doniphan's Expedition, pages
197, 198, I read as follows : "On the head-waters of the Piscao,
and high up in the mountain, Colonel Doniphan relates that he
came to the ruins of an ancient city. Near the ruins are immense beds of vitreous deposit and blackened scori, presenting
the appearance of an immense molten lake in the valleys, and
other volcanic remains, with chasms and apertures opening down
through this stratum of lava to an unknown depth. This vitreous
surface, with its sharp asperities, was exceedingly severe on the
feet of the mules and horses, wearing them to the quick in a
short time. The figure of the city was that of an exact square,
set north and south, so that its four sides corresponded with the
four cardinal points. In the centre was a large square, or plaza,
which, from its appearance, might have been used for military
parade-grounds, and for corralling stock in the night time."
Query ? As the ruins I have just described are the only ones
we saw on the head-waters of the Pescado (which we followed up
to its source) approaching the form of a square, are they not the
same as those referred to in the above extract ? But we saw
nothing of the " extensive molten lake in the valleys, with
chasms and apertures opening down through lava to an unknown
depth," spoken of as being near the ruins ; neither did our animals have their hoofs "worn to the quick in a short time," by
travelling over any vitreous surfaces.*
But to proceed with my journal : There are about the ruins
just adverted to some fine springs ; and the waters of the Rio
del Peseado course directly by it, clear and bubbling. The soil
in the vicinity exhibits signs of recent cultivation, and appearances indicate that the valley in this quarter was once yet more
* Some fifty miles east of this locality, on our route to Laguna, we met

acres of lava, and extensive fissures ; but this was on the head-waters of
the Rio San Jose, a tributary of the Rio Puerco. I never heard, however,
that our animals suffered from sore feet.
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extensively cultivated. Two miles further brought us to a couple
of noble springs, bubbling up, pure and cold, from the foot of
some basaltic rocks. These springs seem to be the main sources
of the Rio del Pescado, (Rio de Zufii,) and are called Los Ojos
del Pescado. Near these springs we are encamped.
Within a few yards of us are several heaps of pueblo ruins.
Two of them, on examination, I found to be of elliptical shape,
and approximating a thousand feet in circuit. The buildings seem
to have been chiefly built on the periphery of the ellipsis, leaving
a large interior court ; but their style and the details of their
construction, except that they were built of stone and mud mortar, are not distinguishable in the general mass. The areas of
each are now so overgrown with bushes, and so much commingled
with mother earth, as, except upon critical examination, to be
scarcely distinguishable from natural mounds. The usual quantum of pottery lies scattered around.
The Governor of Zufii, who is again on a visit to us, informs us
that the ruins I have just described, as also those seen a couple
of miles back, are the remains of pueblos which his people formerly inhabited. He has brought to Colonel Washington a finished
specimen of the wicker-ware which, both among the Navajos and
the Zuiiis, I have noticed, in the shape of large bowls and vases.
This species of vegetable ware is of so closely-compacted a texture
as to hold water, and is superior to anything of the kind I have
ever seen in the States. The Zuni give the Coyotero Indians the
credit of making them.
The day's march has been 13.71 miles. The route, which has
been a gradual ascent, excepting for an inconsiderable portion of it, among some basaltic rocks, and at the crossing of the Rio
de Zufii—neither of these places presenting, however, any formidable impediments—is excellent for wagons. The soil of the
valley, which is of an argillo-arenaceous character, is exceedingly
fertile. Scrub cedars have dotted the hills, and the artemisia
the valleys.
We have met to-day, as we did yesterday, a number of Zuni
Indians carrying bags of wheat upon horses and burros (asses)
to their pueblo. These people seem to have discovered the
principle of industrial accumulation, and therefore of social
progress, more than any Indians I have seen.

7
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My astronomical observations place this camp in latitude 35°
5' 12", and longitude 108° 41' 45".

Bivouac, Inscription Rock, September 17.—The incidents of
to-day have been peculiarly interesting, as the narration of them
in their natural order will show:—
The troops resumed their march at 7 A. M., the course for the
day being generally nearly due east, and, for the first three or
four miles, up the valley of the Rio de Zuni. This distance
travelled, an extended and beautiful view of handsomely-rounded
blue hills or mountain peaks presents itself to the front; low,
distant hills being seen on the right, and a champaign country
intermediate.
A couple of miles further, meeting in the road Mr. Lewis, who
was waiting for me to offer his services as guide to a rock upon
the face of which were, according to his repeated assertions, half
an acre of inscriptions, many of them very beautiful, and upon
its summit some ruins of a very extraordinary character, I at
once fell in with the project, and obtained from the colonel commanding the necessary permission. Taking with me one of my
assistants, Mr. R. II. Kern, ever zealous in an enterprise of this'
kind; the faithful Bird, an employé who had been with me ever
since I left Fort Smith—Mr. Lewis being the guide—and a single
pack animal, loaded with a few articles of bedding, a few cooking utensils, and some provisions—we diverged from the command, (see map,) with the expectation of not again meeting it
until we should reach the Pueblo of Laguna, from seventy to
eighty miles distant. There were many in the command who
were inclined to the belief that Lewis's representations were all
gammon. In regard to the extent of the inscriptions, I could not
but believe so too ; but, as respects the fact of there being some
tolerable basis for so grandiloquent a description, I could not,
reasoning upon general principles of human nature, reject it.
Mr. Lewis had been a trader among the Navajos, and, according to his statement, had seen these inscriptions in his journeyings to and from their country. And now he was ready to
conduct me to the spot. How could I doubt his sincerity ? I
could not; and my faith was rewarded by the result.
Bearing off slightly to the right from the route of the troops,
we traversed for eight miles a country varied, in places, by low
mésas, blackened along their crests by outcrops of basalt, and
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on our left by fantastic white and red sandstone rocks, some of
them looking like steamboats, and others presenting very much
the appearance of façades of heavy Egyptian architecture. This
distance traversed, we came to a quadrangular mass of sandstone
rock, of a pearly whitish aspect, from two hundred to two hundred
and fifty feet in height, and strikingly peculiar on account of its
massive character and the Egyptian style of its natural buttresses and domes. Skirting this stupendous mass of rock, on
its left or north side, for about a mile, the guide, just as we had
reached its eastern terminus, was noticed to leave us, and ascend
a low mound or ramp at its base, the better, as it appeared, to
scan the face of the rock, which he had scarcely reached before he
cried out to us to come up. We immediately went up, and, sure
enough, here were inscriptions, and some of them very beautiful;
and although, with those which we afterwards examined on the
south face of the rock, there could not be said to be half an acre
of them, yet the hyperbole was not near so extravagant as I expected to find it. The fact then being certain that here were
indeed inscriptions of interest, if not of value, one of them dating
as far back as 1606, all of them very ancient, and several of them
very deeply as well as beautifully engraven, I gave directions for
a halt—Bird at once proceeding to get up a meal, and Mr. Kern
and myself to the work of making fac-similes of the inscriptions.
These inscriptions are, a part of them, on the north face of
the rock, (see Plate 60,) and a part on the south face, (see
Plate 61.) Fac-similes of those on the north face, drawn to a
given scale, will be found in Plates 65, 66-1, 66-2, 67-1,
67-2, 67-3, and 68, the order of enumeration being that of
their relative position from east to west, and the . strength or
weakness of the letters in the drawing, as well as the complexion
of the rock, being an imitation of them as we found them on the
rock. Fac-similes of the inscriptions on the south face will be
found in Plates 69, 70, 71, 72, 73, and 74.
It will be noticed that the greater portion of these inscriptions
are in Spanish, with some little sprinkling of what appeared to
be an attempt at Latin, and the remainder in hieroglyphics,
doubtless of Indian origin.
The face of the rock, wherever these inscriptions are found,
is of a fair plain surface, and vertical in position. The inscriptions, in most instances, have been engraved by persons stand-
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ing at the base of the rock, and are, therefore, generally not
higher than a man's head.
The labor of copying the inscriptions having employed us from
about noon till near sunset, and there yet being more than enough
to keep us at work for the balance of the day, we suspended
copying the remainder till the morrow, in order that before dark
we might visit the "wonderful ruins" Lewis had assured us we
would find on the summit of the rock. So, taking him as our
guide, we went around to the south face of the wall, along which
we continued until we came to an angle, thus :—
Plan of Rock.
7P7E

szs

ser

irz.rerih7t,c7r.r
(

where, canopied by some magnificent rocks, and shaded by a few
pine trees, the whole forming an exquisite picture, (see sketch in
Plate 62,) we found a cool and capacious spring—an accessory
not more grateful to the lover of the beautiful tha,n refreshing to
the way-worn traveller. Continuing along the east face of the
rear projection or spur of the rock a few yards further, we came
to an accessible escarpment, up which we commenced our ascent,
the guide taking off his shoes to enable him to accomplish it
safely. After slipping several times, with some little apprehension of an absolute slide off, and a pause to take breath, we at
last reached the summit, to be regaled with a most extensive and
pleasing prospect. On the north and east lay stretching from
northwest to southeast the Sierra de Zufii, richly covered with
pine and cedar; to the south could be seen gracefully-swelling
mounds and distant peaks, beautifully blue on account of remoteness; to the west appeared the horizontal outline of mésa heights,
with here and there a break, denoting an intervening cafion
or valley; and lying between all these objects and my point of
view was a circuit of prairie, beautifully tasty on account of solitary and clustered trees, or sombrously dark on account of low
m6sa and oblong ridges covered with cedars.

Pl. 62.
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This extensive scene sufficiently scanned, we proceeded to examine the ruins which the guide, true to his word, pointed out
immediately before us. These ruins present, in plan, a rectangle
two hundred and six by three hundred and seven feet, the sides
conforming to the four caidinal points. The apartments seem
to have been chiefly upon the contour of the rectangle, the heaps
of rubbish within the court indicating that here there had been
some also. (See ground plan in Plate 63.) There appear to
have been two ranges of rooms on the north side, and two on
the west. The other two sides are in so ruinous a condition as
to make the partition-walls indistinguishable. On the north side
was found traceable a room seven feet four inches by eight and
a half feet ; and on the east side, one eight and a half by seven
feet. There was one circular estuffa apparent, thirty-one feet in
diameter, just in rear of the middle of the north face. The main
walls, which, except for a length of about twenty feet, were indistinguishable, appear from this remnant to have been originally
well laid—the facing exposing a compact tabular sandstone varying from three to eight inches in thickness, and the backing a
rubble kind of masonry, cemented with mud mortar. (See
facing depicted in drawing No. 3, Plate 41.) The style of the
masonry, though next, as far as our observation has extended,
to that of the pueblos of Chaco, in the beauty of its details, is
far inferior. Here, as usual, immense quantities of broken pottery lay scattered around, and of patterns different from any
we have hitherto seen. (See Plate 64.) Indeed, it seems to me
that, to have caused so much broken pottery, there must have
been, at some time or other, a regular sacking of the place ; and
this, also, may account for this singular phenomenon being a
characteristic of the ancient ruins generally in this country.
At all events, we see nothing of this kind around the inhabited
pueblos of the present day, in which pottery is still much used
and I can see no reason why, if their inhabitants were of their
own accord to desert them, they should go to work and destroy
the vessels made of this kind of material.
To the north of west, about three hundred yards distant, a
deep canon intervening, (see plan of rock, &c., above,) on the
summit of the same massive rock upon which the inscriptions are
found, we could see another ruined pueblo, in plan and size
apparently similar to that I have just described. These ruins,
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on account of the intervening chasm, and want of time, we were
not enabled to visit.
What could have possessed the occupants of these villages to
perch themselves so high up, and in such inaccessible localities,
I cannot conceive, unless it were, as it probably was, from motives
of security and defence.
The idea has been generally entertained, and I notice Gregg
gives currency to it, that a portion of the ruins of this country
are "at a great distance from any water, so that the inhabitants
must have entirely depended upon rain, as is the case with the
Pueblo of Acoma at the present day."*
Near all the ruins I have yet seen in this country, I have most
generally found water ; and in those cases where there was none,
the dry bed of a stream, in convenient proximity, gave sufficient
evidence that even here, in times past, there was a supply.
Besides, there are at the present day Mexican ruins to which
the inhabitants now point as having been deserted not many
years ago on account of the creeks near them failing. Such, for
instance, is the Mexican village called Rito, (which we subsequently passed,) on the San Jose—its Roman Catholic church
and other buildings conclusively attesting that it had been deserted not many years back.
As regards the inhabitants of Acoma at the present day relying, as Gregg states, for water upon the rains, his information
must have been from report ; for Abert expressly tells us the
contrary. His language is (he is speaking of Acoina and its
vicinage): " We had encamped by the side of some holes that
the Indians had dug ; these, they said, yielded a constant supply
of water; and between our camp and the city there was some
water that ran along the bed of a stream for a few yards, when
it disappeared beneath the sand. This furnished the inhabitants
with drinking water."t Besides, I doubt very much if in this
country the water that could be collected from rains by any
artificial process would'be near sufficient to answer the wants of
the people. I doubt it, for the reason that the chief sources of
supply to the streams appear not to be from the rains—few and.
scant—which fall upon the plains, but from the rains which are
produced by, and break, upon the mountains.
* Commerce of the Prairies, vol. 1, p. 284.
Lieutenant Abert's Report on New Mexico, 184e-47, October 21.
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But to continue my journal. The shades of evening falling
upon us in our labors, we were constrained to retrace our way
down to the plain; and it was not long before we were at the base
of the rock, hovering over a bivouac fire, eating our suppers, and
talking over the events of the day—the grim visage of the
stupendous mass behind us occasionally fastening our attention
by the sublimity of its appearance in the dim twilight.
Twenty-eighth camp, Ojo del Gallo, September 18.—The excitement of yesterday's discovery, together with rather a hard
pallet, and the howling of the wolves, prevented my having as
comfortable a night's rest as I would have liked. Often did I
gaze, in my restlessness, au ciel, to witness the culmination of
that beautiful constellation, Orion, the precursor, at this season
of the year, of the approach of day ; and as often did I find
myself obliged to exercise that most difficult of virtues, patience
—the sure key, with the proper application of subordinate means,
to success.
The dawn of day at 3 o'clock appearing, we got up, for the
purpose of hastening breakfast, in order that, by daylight, we
might be ready to continue our labors upon the inscriptions. Besides, finding that, to reach the rock yesterday, our divergence
from the route of the troops had been but about three miles, and
being anxious to join the command to-night, in order that I might
keep up the proper succession of astronomical positions, (my instruments being with the troops,) I felt desirous to hasten our
work, so that I might effect the object.
Our breakfast over, the day opening beautifully, and the
feathered race regaling us—an unusual treat—with their gay
twittering, we hastened to the work of finishing the fac-similes.
These completed, and Mr. Kern having engraved as follows upon
the rock: "Lt. J. IL Simpson, IL S. A., and R. II. Kern, artist,
visited and copied these inscriptions, September 17, 1849," we
found ourselves ready by 8 o'clock to commence our journey to
overtake the command.
A large number of the hieroglyphics, (on the south side of the
rock,) and many names and dates, are evidently—from the in
some cases faint, and in others interrupted or broken, appearance
of the inscriptions—gone ; and for this cause, as well as from an
occasional failure in the perfect engravement of a letter, and there-
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fore its assimilation in appearance to others nearly resembling it
in form, the fac-similes, though, as a whole, generally transcriptive of the letters or words intended by the inscribers, in some
few instances are, doubtlessly, variant from the exact orthography intended, and therefore difficult to be deciphered. A literal
rendering of them into English, so far as I have been able to have
it accomplished, by the conjoint assistance of Chief Justice J.
Houghton, Serlor Donaciano Vigil, secretary of the province, and
Mr. Samuel Ellison, the official translator, will be found below.
I prefer to give them literally, because it is the most faithful
mode of translation ; and though the sense, in some instances,
might be given in better English, yet, for the sake of accuracy,
and because the meaning is apparent under a literal translation,
I think it best to present them in this form as follows:—
PLATE 65.
"Augustin de Hinojos."
"In the year 1641, Bartolome Romelo," (here words not decipherable.)
"In the year 1716, upon the 26th day of August, passed by
this place Don Feliz Martinez, Governor and Captain General
of this kingdom, for the purpose of reducing and uniting Moqui,"
(a couple of words here not decipherable.)
"Licentiate Chaplain Friar Antonio Camargo, Custodian, and
Ecclesiastical Judge."
"Simon de Salas."
"Antonio Nomoya."
PLATE 66-1, 2.
"On the 28th day of September, of the year 1737, arrived at
this place Batchelor Don Juan Ignacio de Arrasain."
"Passed by this place Diego Belasques."
"On the 28th day of September, of the year 1737, arrived at
this place the Illustrious Doctor Don Martin De Liza Cochea,
Bishop of Durango, and on the 29th left for Zuni."
"Joseph Dominguez passed by this place in October, and others
September 28, with much caution and some apprehension."'
Juan de San Esteban."
"Puilanuis."
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"The Father Ezquerr."
"Antonio B*"," (this name not decipherable.)
(Here a word or two not decipherable.) Don Francisco, (a
word or two not decipherable,) for the impossibility—Jenethere to subject; his arm undoubted, and his valor, with the
wagons of our Lord the King, a thing which he alone did—E
fecio de Abtosio—six hundred and twenty-nine, (probably intended for 1629.) Quesby Eu Aeuni Pace y la Pelleue."
PLATE 67-1, 2, 3.
"Juan Garcia de la Rivas, Chief Alcalde, and the first elected of the town of Santa Fé, in the year 1716, on the 26th of
August. By the hand of Bartolo Fernandez Antonio Fernandez
Moro."
"Augustin de Ynojos."
"Juan Gonzales, year 1629."
(The characters in the double rectangle seem to be literally
a sign-manual, and may possibly be symbolical of Francisco
Manuel; though the double thumb would appear to indicate
something more.)
"On the 14th day of July, of, the year 1736, passed by this
place General Juan Paez Hurtador, Inspector ; and in his company Corporal Joseph Armenta, Antonio Sandobal Martines, F.
Guapo, Alonzo Barda, Marcus Duran, Francisco Barda, Louis
Pacheco, Antonio de Salas, Roque Gomas,"
"Vicente de Sinorgosta and (name not decipherable) fought
on account of these questions," (the remainder not intelligible,
except that lecor—probably intended for licor, liquor—seems to
have had something to do with the quarrel.)
"Joseph Ramos."
"Diego Nunez Bellido."
"Diego."
"Friar Zapata."
" Bartolome Naranjo."
"Governor and Captain General of the Provinces of New
Mexico, for our Lord the King, passed by this place, on his return from the Pueblo of Zuisii, on the 29th of July, of the year
1620, and put them in peace, at their petition, asking the favor
to become subjects of his Majesty, and anew they gave obedience;
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all which they did with free consent, knowing it prudent, as well
as very Christian, (a word or two effaced,) to so distinguished and
gallant a soldier, indomitable and famed, we love ;" (the remainder effaced.)
PLATE 68.
"Antonio Gon Salez, in the year 1667. (Some characters
not decipherable.) Country of Mexico, in the year 1632, folio
(some characters not intelligible,) Bengoso, by order of Father
L6bado Lujan."
PLATE 69.

"Passed by this place with despatch, (a word or two not decipherable,) 16th day of April, 1606."
"Cayado, 1727."
"I. Aparela, 1619." (Hieroglyphics not decipherable.)
PLATE 70.

"Passed by this place Sergeant Major and Captain Juan Archuleta, and the traveller Diego Martin Barba and Second Lieutenant Juan Ynes Josano, in the Year 1636." (Hieroglyphics not
decipherable.)
PLATE 71.

"Here served General Don Diego de Bargas, to conquer to
Santa F6, for the royal crown, New Mexico, by his own cost, in
the year 1692."
"By this place passed Second Lieutenant Joseph de Payba
Basconzelos, in the year in which the council of the kingdom
bore the cost, on the 18th of February, in the year 1726."
PLATE 72.

"in the year 1696 passed D. M." (Hieroglyphics not decipherable.)
PLATE 73.

"P. Joseph de la Candelaria."
O. R., March 19, 1836." (These are the only initials with
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an English date before Mr. Kern engraved ours. The hieroglyphics not decipherable.)
PLATE 74.
"Piro Vacu (possibly intended for vaca—cow) ye Jarde."
"Alma."
" Leo."
"Captain Jude Vubarri, in the year of our Lord 1," (probably
meaning 1701. The hieroglyphics, excepting what appears to
designate a buffalo, not decipherable.)
The translations of the several inscriptions, so far as it has
been possible to have them effected, having now been given, I
introduce, in this connection, a letter from the secretary of the
province, (received since the expedition,) by which it will be
perceived that two of the persons whose names are inscribed—
General Don Diego de Bargas, and General Juan Puez Hurtador
—have been governors of New Mexico. This letter is also
interesting on account of the other historical facts which it
divulges. For its translation, I am indebted to Chief Justice
Houghton :—
"

SANTA

Fui October
,

19, 1849.

" Sin : The engravings which are sculptured on the rock of
Fish Spring, near the Pueblo of Zurii, copies of which you have
taken, were made in the epochs to which they refer. I have an
indistinct idea of their existence ; but, although I have passed
the place some three times, I never availed myself of the opportunity to observe them. The other signs or characters noticed
are traditional remembrances, by means of which the Indians
transmit historical accounts of all their remarkable successes.
To discover these acts by themselves, is very difficult. Some of
the Indians make trifling indications, which divulge, with a great
deal of reserve, something of the history, to persons in whom
they have entire confidence.
"The people that inhabited this country before its discovery
by the Spaniards were superstitious, and worshipped the sun.
"I would be glad to relate to you, with exactness, events
which are passed ; but I am deprived of this satisfaction from
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the want of certain information in regard to the particulars, because some of them occurred a very few years after the conquest made by Juan de (Mate, in the year 1595; and all records
preceding the year 1680 are lost, as the Indians burnt the
archives in their insurrection against the conquerors who then
occupied the country.
"In 1681, Governor Antonio de Otermin received orders from
the viceroy to return and conquer. He made his entrance to the
Pueblo of Cochiti, encountered resistance, and, on account of the
small force he brought, retired to El Paso in the same year. Garbaceo de Cruzat y Gongora, succeeded him in command, and also
remained established at El Paso.
"In the following year, Cruzat made an expedition against
New Mexico, took possession of the capital, and extended his
conquests a little more effectually, until the following year ;
when, it being impossible for him to sustain himself longer, he
returned to El Paso.
"In the year 1693,* Curro Diego de Bargas Zapata penetrated as far as the Pueblo of Zuni, and, without proceeding
further, returned to El Paso. In the year 1695, he obtained
the entire pacification of the country.
"There were afterwards a succession of governors, among
whom are numbered Feliz Martinez, Juan Paez Hurtado, and
many others, of whom can be produced exact information by referring to the time of the administration of each, according to
the registry in the ancient archives of the government. The
short time before your departure does not afford the necessary
opportunity to register and give to you an historical relation of
these events. This account, therefore, should not be regarded
by you as one which should direct your idea entirely, for my
limited leisure does not permit me to search into all the particulars necessary, but it may serve you as a certain guide to direct
the history, the events being marked in chronological order.
" Should these remarks prove useful to you, and I have facility of access to the archives, as I have now, I will with pleasure
* According to the extract from De Bargas' journal already given in a
note under the head of the twenty-fifth camp, his conquest of Zufti bears
date November 11, 1692, and this year corresponds with that inscribed on
the reek.
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undertake the task of making the relation, and will dispatch it
to the point you may direct me.
"With nothing more, I am, seller, your obedient servant,
"DONACIANO VIGIL.
" Lieut. J. II. SIMPSON,

"Topographical Corps, U. S. A."
But to proceed with our journey : Lewis thinks the road to
Laguna by the way of the Moro, or Inscription Rock, and the
Pueblo of Acoma, is better for wagons than that which the troops
have taken. He says it has only one bad place, and that can
be avoided by making a detour of two miles. Water and grass,
according to his representation, are ample along it. Carravahal,
however, (and a most excellent guide he has proved himself to be,)
thinks the other the best, and, according to the map, it would
appear to be quite as direct.
As has been already remarked, by 8 o'clock A. M. we were
ready to commence our journey—it being our intention to join
the main command, if possible, before night. For the first three
miles our route lay east of north, when, getting again into the
road taken by the troops, we immediately turned to the right
upon it—our course thence for the day being nearly due east.
This road, we find, gives indications of having been considerably
more travelled than that passing by the Inscription Rock. A
mile and a half more traversed, over a heavy sandy soil, upon
which I noticed the flax growing in its wild state, we found ourselves commencing the ascent of the Sierra de Zua This
ascent, for a few miles, is quite gradual, the road leading up
a beautiful narrow valley, clothed with a rich black loamy soil,
and interspersed with large pines. Six and a half miles on the
route, I noticed some massive limestone, in large quantities,
cropping out from either side of the valley. Some of it is a
coarse-grained marble. Two miles further, the ascent becomes
quite steep and difficult on account of loose rocks. The route,
however, continues practicable for wagons ; and no doubt an
easier grade could be found, possibly, to the right of the present
trail.
A mile further traversed, we found ourselves on the summit of
the pass of the sierra, from which, bearing north of east, some
thirty miles off, we caught sight, for the first time, of one of the
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finest mountain peaks I have seen in this country. This peak I
have, in honor of the President of the United States, called
Mount Taylor. Erecting itself high above the plain below ; an
object of vision at a remote distance ;* standing within the domain which has been so recently the theatre of his sagacity and
prowess ; it exists, not inappropriately, an ever-enduring monument to his patriotism and integrity. (See Plate 75.)
Descending the eastern slope of the Sierra de Zurii, after a
ride of two miles, we reached the Ojo de Gallinas, where the
still smoking embers of recent fires, in connection with their relative positions, showed very plainly the locale of the last night's
encampment of the troops. Finding some good water and grass
here, and being considerably fatigued, we gladly halted for an
hour to take a lunch and let our animals graze. Resuming our
journey, we passed two miles of very hilly pine-barren country—
a mile further bringing us to a locality where, immediately on the
right of the road, for the first time, some unseemly piles of blackened scoriaceous volcanic rocks made their appearance. Three
miles further, in a kind of basin, we met another series of piles
of lava debris, covering an area of at least one hundred acres.
These piles look like so many irregular heaps of stone coal. A
mile further brought us to the entrance of the CaRon de Gallo,
down which the route continued its course. This canon, which
is a rather narrow one, and walled on either side by sandstone
rocks some three hundred feet high, is quite interesting, both as
an object of vision and because of the blackened volcanic scoriaceous rocks which crop out from its bottom. Did this cañon exist
before the development of those volcanic rocks, or was it the
result of that development? Is it not possible that the incandescent mass below, and the gases generated by the heat, in
connection with the rupture of the superincumbent sedimentary
strata which such a condition of things would be likely to produce
—I say, is it not possible that such a combination of circumstances could have given rise, first to the cañon, and then to the
volcanic matter cropping from its bottom ?
This canon is quite rapid in the descent of its bottom—more
so than any we have seen. Four miles from its entrance, it is
* Since my return to Santa Fé, I find this mountain peak can he seen from
Fort Marey and other surrounding heights ; the air-line distance being as
great as one hundred miles.
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almost choked up with large masses of rock ; threading which,
however, I subsequently learned, the artillery found little or no
difficulty. Three miles further, we debouched from the cadlon
into the broad, beautiful, and fertile valley of the Ojo de Gallo.
Bearing thence gradually to the right, four miles further brought
us, much to our gratification, just after dark, to the camp of
the troops, where we found them all rejoicing in the possession
of a fine spring, abundant pasture, and the feelings consequent
upon the exhilarating effect of a beautiful and far-extended expanse.
We noticed along the road several rattlesnakes which the
troops had killed. One of them was very large.
Our day's travel I estimate at thirty-two miles. The march
of the troops yesterday, I learn, was 27.14 miles ; to-day, 18.49
miles. The latitude of this camp, by observation, is 35° 5' 17".
Twenty-ninth camp, near Pueblo of Laguna, September 19.—
The troops decamped at 8 A. M., the course, as yesterday, continuing for the day nearly due east. The first six miles was
directly across the valley of the Gallo, and then down the valley
of the Rio de San José. The valley of the Gallo is one of the
richest I have seen, its soil being a rich black loam. - A great
deal of scoriaceous matter, in black, angular fragments, lies
scattered over the surface of the valley in piles and ridges : and
it is doubtless owing to this source that its soil is so fertile ; for
wherever this igneous product is observable, there have I noticed
the soil in proximity to it to be of this character.
Just before entering the valley of the San José, about seven
miles from our morning's camp, are hundreds of acres of volcanic
rock, a great deal of it exhibiting, with marked distinctness, the
undulations of the wave in its oscillatory motion. I endeavored,
by the curvature of these waves, to find, by a normal or rather
an applicable radius, the crater or source of the outflow ; but it
resulted in nothing satisfactory. I ascended an adjoining hill
to overlook the whole field, and found the lava to exist in ridges
ranging generally north and south, the curvature being thus :—
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by a cross section on A B of the ridge or pile, thus :—

This seems to point to a swelling or intumescence of the fluid
mass, longitudinally—a partial overflow—and a fixedness of condition, caused by refrigeration, before it could spread laterally
to any considerable extent, and subsequently a tumbling in at
the sides, from disintegrating causes and the want of subjacent
support.

Near this very large field of volcanic matter, the road runs
up a long, steep, rocky hill—two miles further bringing us again
to the valley of the San José. This hill could probably be avoided by not leaving the valley of the San José at all. Ten miles
from our last camp, for about a quarter of a mile, we traversed
a sliding rocky hill, where a few picks, crowbars, and spades could,
with no great labor, in a short time, make it practicable for
wagons. Along this portion of the route, a dense growth of
bushes, intertwined with vines, bearing a most delicious grape—
its size, that of our winter grape—skirts the stream, and cheered us with its rich luxuriance. The stream here also came tumbling down in a small but beautiful cascade, the din of its waters
not being more delightful to the ear than its appearance was to
the sight. A mile further, the volcanic rocks which, as far
down as this point, have lain along the valley in scattered oblong
heaps, terminate. About a mile from this, we crossed the San
José; at this point a clear stream, fifteen feet wide and one deep,
running swiftly over a gravelly bottom. Willows, I noticed, lined
the stream.
The valley, thus far, has been bounded on its left or north
side by mésas of a sedimentary character, overlaid by amygdaloidal trap ; on the right or south side, by sedimentary rocks, the
superior formation of which is sandstone.
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Three miles from our last crossing of the San José, we crossed
it again—the valley, from this point, gradually unfolding itself
more uninterruptedly, and continuing so down to Laguna, a
distance of fourteen miles, within two miles of which we are
encamped. All along the valley, for this distance, the land is
cultivated in corn and melons, the luxuriance of their growth
attesting the good quality of the soil. I also noticed, at different
points, a number of circular places upon the ground where wheat
had been trodden out by horses. This is the usual mode in this
country of separating it from the husk. The cultivators of the
soil are Pueblo Indians, and belong to the villages of Laguna and
Acoma. They were very liberal to us in their donations of
muskmelons, of which they seem to have a great abundance. I
notice that, to preserve them for winter, they peel them, take out
the seeds, and then hang them in the sun to dry. A dry cedartree covered with them, for this purpose, presented a very singular appearance.
Within about a couple of miles from our camp, the San José
expands into a small lake, which is the resort of large flocks
of cranes.
This day's march, 28.93 miles, has been the most fatiguing
one we have had—the artillery not getting in, on account of the
horses giving out, until after dark. The regular infantry, whether
the march is short or long, uniformly preserve the same compact
form and rate of travel, and, in this respect, are superior to any
troops I have ever served with.
The soil along the route has been arenaceous, and a great
deal of it good. No sylva to speak of, except near the head of
the San José, has been seen in the valley, though scrub cedar has
dotted the heights. Bunch and gramma grasses have been seen
in patches along the way. The cactus has been quite common.
A flock of two thousand head of sheep was seen by us before
reaching camp.
This camp, which observation places in latitude 35° 0' 49",
has all the requisites of wood, water, and grass.
The alealde of the Pueblo de Laguna called to pay his respects
to Governor Washington this evening; and a very respectable
man he appears to be. He is more at home in American garb
than was the alcalde of Zufti.
Thirtieth camp, September 20.—The alcalde of Laguna was
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again in our camp this morning. He represents to Governor
Washington that some persons belonging to the party of California emigrants who passed through his village two or three weeks
since, on their way west, tied and forced off one of his people
to Zugi, against his will, and then gave him no compensation;
that they drove off eight mules belonging to his people, and even
tied the governor, because he would not do an impossibility which
they wished to exact of him. He also represented that some
Mexicans were endeavoring to get from him a pistol which an
emigrant had given him in remuneration for his care of him
during his illness. Governor Washington told him that he and
his people should defend their property, if necessary, even to
the taking of life; and that, no matter how many were sacrificed
in this way, the government would sustain them in it; that this
was a rule of the government under which he was now living.
He also gave him a paper, calling on all persons to respect the
rights of his people.
This morning I preceded the troops a short while for the purpose of visiting the Pueblo of Laguna. The houses of this pueblo, I find, are built like the others—terrace fashion, each story
forming by its roof a platform or sill for entrance to that above,
and the ascent from story to story—of which there are, in some
instances, as many as three—being by ladders upon the outside.
They are built of stone, roughly laid in mortar, and, on account
of the color of the mortar, with which they are also faced, they
present a dirty yellowish clay aspect.* They have windows in
the basement as well as upper stories; selenite, as usual, answers the purpose of window-lights. The pueblo has one Roman
Catholic edifice, which, on account of the key not being immediately available, I did not enter. I noticed in its belfry a couple
* The idea which is entertained in a recent work, that this pueblo is
situated on a rocky promontory, inaccessible to a savage foe, is incorrect;
as wagons find no difficulty in getting up to and passing directly through
the town.
Equally incorrect is the idea that the towns of Pojuate, Cebolleta, Covero,
and Moquino are made up of houses four stories high, built upon inaccessible
rocky heights. I have, since the Navajo expedition, made a military reconnaissance of the country in which these towns are situated, and therefore speak from personal observation. It is also a mistake to regard the
three last-mentioned towns as Indian pueblos; they are ordinary Mexican
villages.
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of bells, and on its roof a sort of dial—probably a mock one.
Corn in the shuck, after having been boiled, as also strings of
red pepper, could be seen hanging up in front cif nearly every
house to dry. Indeed, the evidences are that these people are
quite industrious and thrifty. Their cattle—of which, probably
on account of the good pasturage in the vicinity, they seem to
have more than any other pueblo—look fine ; and their sheep
and goat folds—which, as usual, encroach upon the circuit of
the towns, much to the annoyance of both sight and smell—
show also that they are well supplied with this species of stock.
I noticed also about the place a number of carts, of the ordinary
lumbering Mexican make. The population of the town is probably about eight hundred.
A large portion of the inhabitants are at this time away,
gathering pigones, an edible fruit of the piiion, the common scrub
pine of the country. The dress of these people is like that of the
other Pueblo Indians—the women, as usual, having the calves
of their legs wrapped or stuffed in such a manner as to give them
a swelled or dropsical appearance. They, like the Zuilis, regard
us with considerable reserve; but how could it be otherwise,
when they have been so shamefully treated as they have been
recently by persons bearing like ourselves the name of Americans?
Common prudence certainly dictates a proper reserve until they
can learn by experience that we are not extortioners like some
of our forerunners ; and this they are beginning to learn, for the
longer we are among them the more frank and liberal they become.
The troops passing through the pueblo about 11 o'clock, I
left the place to accompany them. The course to-day is south
of east, and, as yesterday, the road runs along—though not so
near—the San Jose, which it crosses at Laguna. Just as I got
out of the town, observing a Mexican packer appropriating to
himself a watermelon, right in the face of an old woman who
was guarding the patch, in my indignation I rushed upon him full
tilt, and the consequence was an instantaneous disgorgement.
The many signs which the old woman made to express her gratitude amply testified how deeply she felt this slight act of humanity. Two miles from Laguna, we descended a rocky shelvingplace, to get into the valley of the San José. Wagons will find
no insuperable difficulty here. This hill descended, and some
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amygdaloidal trap passed, (lying in a short carion through which
the road runs,) the Rio de San José is again crossed—the water,
which heretofore has been quite clear, now becoming of a clay
color. The river at this point is about twenty feet wide, one
deep, and has a muddy bottom. The San José crossed, some
old ruins appear, perched upon a mésa some one hundred and
thirty feet high, immediately on your right. To clamber up to
them, I had no little difficulty ; and, on reaching them, I found
they scarcely compensated me for the exertion. They consisted
of a few old stone and mortar structures, and some stone corrals,
(enclosures,) the latter showing signs of having been recently
used as sheep-pens. What a barbarous state of things these ruins,
which are occasionally seen on almost inaccessible heights, show
to have once existed ; and how much more glorious their condition now, when the inhabitants can live upon the plains below
in comparative ease and quiet, convenient to their fields, water,
and stock !
Shortly after passing the ruins, amygdaloidal trap again appears in the valley ; and on the left, immediately by the road,
gypsum crops out from overlying sandstone. Eight miles from
Laguna, an extensive view unfolded itself to our front, of distant
blue mountains, mésa heights, tableau and conical mounds—a
broad expanse of green valley intervening. Just beyond this point
appears, on your left, an almost perfect natural fae-simile of a
house with its chimney-top. About a mile further, to our right,
on the far side of the Rio San José, could be seen the remains
of a Mexican village called Bito, which is represented, and no
doubt truthfully, to have not long since been deserted on account
of the water of the San José failing at this point. This is the
village before referred to as illustrating the fact that at the present day, as in more remote periods, towns are deserted on account of the water near them giving out. (Ante, September 17.)
A few miles beyond this spot, the colonel commanding noticing
a very large herd of sheep moving very hastily away from the
command, as if all were not right, I rode off to see how the matter
stood. I soon discovered, however, that the flock was under
Mexican and not Navajo control, and from my conversation with
the pastor, became assured that our apprehensions were groundless. It was beautiful to see the young shepherd carrying in
his bosom a little lamb ; and it at once suggested to me the force
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and appropriateness of the sentiment to be found in Isaiah,
(chapter 40, verse 11,) expressive of the care of the Saviour for
the tender ones of his flock: "He shall feed his flock like a
shepherd ; he shall gather the lambs with his arm, and carry
them in his bosom."
About fifteen miles from Laguna, it being represented by
Carravahal that we could get water in the San José, about a
mile and a half to the right, we turned off the beaten track to
encamp upon the stream. The water of this stream at this point
is scarcely an inch in depth, and of a bright red color. Its constancy cannot be depended upon. Good bunch grass is found in
the vicinity, and wood about half a mile off.
The road to-day has been generally quite good. Gypsum crops
out on the left all along the way for the last six miles. The soil
has been argillaceous, and, in spots of limited extent, looks as
if it might produce pretty well. The sylva has been the dwarf

cedar sparsely scattered. The Mexican mounted militia were discharged this evening,
the colonel commanding tendering them his thanks for their
services, and strongly reprobating the conduct of those who had
deserted the command, and whom he hoped they would, on their
return to their homes, hold up to the just ignominy which they
deserved.
Thirty-first camp, Atrisco, opposite Albuquerque, September
21.—The wolves, last night, in the vicinity of our camp, were
more uproarious than usual.
The troops resumed their march at 7 A. M., the course for the
day being about north of east. The country to-day has been
generally rolling in the direction of our progress—for the first
six or seven miles, mésa heights, with interventing areas of
prairie land, being seen on our left. Soon after leaving camp,
we could see ahead of us the serrated mountains of the Rio
Grande stretching from north to south, looking blue and beautiful, and further to the south a couple of twin peaks lifting themselves high and conspicuously. Between four and five miles on
our route, the highest point of the Santa F6 mountains showed
themselves for the first time, bearing northeast, the prospect
suggesting the pleasing thought that our labors would soon terminate. Eight miles further brought us to the Rio Puerco, in the
bed of which not a drop of water could be seen. The broad bed
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of this so called river is about one hundred feet across; the narrower about twenty feet. A few cottonwood-trees skirt the
banks. Between three and four miles beyond the Puerco, earthy
limestone crops out from the soil. Proceeding a few hundred
yards further, we reached the summit of a swell of land, whence
could be seen the broad valley of the Rio Grande, the mountains
just back of Albuquerque now showing themselves in all the
magnificence of their proportions. Shortly after, much to our
relief, we met a wagon loaded with barrels of water, which had
been sent out by Major Howe, from Albuquerque, agreeable to
the instructions of the colonel commanding, forwarded by express.
The men were exceedingly thirsty, and drank correspondingly.
When within seven miles of the Rio Grande, we caught, much
to our delight, the first sight of its glimmering waters. A mile
further, we fell in with a couple more of wagons from Albuquerque, loaded with water and forage for the troops. The river,
however, being but five or six miles ahead, the order was given
to continue forward. Two miles more brought us where we could
see the town of Albuquerque quartering on our left; houses could
also be seen lying scattered for miles up and down the river, the
cottonwood very sparsely dotting its banks. Just at dusk, we
were winding our way through the little village of Atrisco,
situated on the Rio Grande, opposite Albuquerque—our camp
for the night being to the north of the town, in the midst of a
fine plot of pasturage, convenient to the river.
The soil to-day has been alternately argillaceous and arenaceous. The face of the country presented one expanse of barren
waste, thinly sprinkled with dwarf cedar. The last half of the
road was, a good portion of it, very heavy on account of sand,
and in places quite hilly. The day's march has been 28.33 miles.
We met on the road to-day three Mexican men on horseback,
two of them each with a woman behind him, and the third with
a very pretty child in his arms. This is a common mode of
travelling among them—the woman, however, most generally
sitting in front. These women had their faces plastered with a
sort of whitewash, also a very common fashion—the object being,
as I am told, to protect them from the weather. Not unfrequently they are covered with a red pigment—but for what
purpose, unless for the same reason the whitewash is used, I
cannot divine. The fact, however, of their more frequently put-
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ting it on in blotches, would seem to point to some other object.
But, whatever be the purpose, they in both instances give to the
face a frightful and disgusting appearance.
Sad news has reached us to-night. The mail from the States,
for which we all have been looking with so much anxiety, is
reported to have been cut off by the Navajos, on its way out to us
at Chelly. This is a serious disappointment to us all.
Algadones, September 22.—The expedition, in its integrity,
terminated at Atrisco. The different commands, artillery and
infantry, are to march independently, each under the head of
their respective chiefs, to Santa Fé, as soon as practicable.
Colonel Washington and staff crossed over to Albuquerque this
morning at the ford. The river at this point is probably about
three hundred yards wide, the stream rapid, its depth four feet,
and its bottom of a somewhat quicksand character. During the
higher stages of the water, the river is too deep to be forded;
but, though this is the case at the several fords along its course,
boats seem never to be resorted to by the Mexicans. Indeed, I
have not seen a single one since I have been in the country.*
Albuquerque, for a Mexican town, is tolerably well built. Its
buildings, like all I have seen inhabited by Mexicans, are of a
right parallelopipedon shape, constructed of adobes, (blocks of
sun-dried mud,) and arranged generally on the four sides of a
rectangle, thus creating an interior court (pateo) upon which
nearly every one of the apartments opens. There is generally
but one exterior or street entrance ; and this is generally quite
wide and high, the usual width being about six feet, and the
height seven. They appear to be made thus wide, at least as
far as I have been able to discover, to enable the burros (asses)
and other animals to go through with their packs. They are
generally secured by double doors. There are two or three
buildings in the town with extensive fronts and portales, (porches,)
which look, for this country, very well—one of the buildings being
the house formerly occupied by Governor Armijo. There is a
military post at this place, garrisoned by a couple of companies
of dragoons, the commanding officer being Major M. S. Howe, of
the 2d dragoons. The population of the town and its immediate
* Since writing this, I have crossed the Rio Grande, near Albuquerque
and Socorro, in a ferry-boat.
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suburbs is probably about one thousand. Wood for fuel has to
be drawn a distance of twenty-five miles.
Colonel Washington and myself, after partaking of the generous hospitality of Major Howe and his lady, left at two o'clock
for Santa I'd, it being our intention to tarry all night at Algadones, the usual stopping-place for travellers either way between
Albuquerque and the former place. Mr. Calhoun and Captain
Ker were in company, the latter having kindly provided the
vehicle which conveys us hither. On our left was the Rio
Grande, and on our right, some eight or nine miles off, the lofty
mountains of Albuquerque and Sandia. The valley of the Rio
Grande, for a number of miles above Albuquerque, presents the
finest agricultural and pastoral country I have yet seen in New
Mexico. The breadth of the valley under cultivation is probably
not quite a mile. The clemency of the climate—it is some two
thousand feet lower in altitude than Santa Fé—is such as to
cause the grape and peach, as well as the melon, to grow to perfection. The corn also looks luxuriant and productive.
About six miles from Albuquerque, we passed the inconsiderable village of Alameda, the most conspicuous building in it being
the Roman Catholic church. Six miles further, we passed by
the pueblo of Sandia, a town similar in the style of its buildings
to the other pueblo villages—the usual quantum of ladders and
ragged-looking sheep and goat pens discovering themselves about
the premises. Just after leaving Sandia, within the space of
about a mile along the road, are between sixty and seventy piles
of stones, which are said to designate the localities where as
many Navajos fell in a battle which the Pueblo Indians had with
that people some years since. Six miles more brought us to the
small village of Bern alilo, its vicinage presenting some respectable-looking rancho residences, surrounded by well-cultivated
grounds, which are fenced by adobe walls. Some of these walls
are twelve feet high, and crowned with the cactus, to prevent
their being scaled. Another six miles traversed, we found ourselves at Algadones, our stopping-place for the night. This miserable-looking village contains about forty houses, and has a population of some two or three hundred souls. Subsistence, such
as it is, and forage, can be obtained here. The inn, kept by a
Mexican, is far from being such as it should be, either as respects cleanliness or the character of the cuisine. Miserable
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muddy coffee, a stew made of mutton smothered in onions, halfbaked tortillas, (thin corn-cakes,) and a few boiled eggs, constitute the best meal it pretends to furnish. I do not know why
it is, but I have not yet drunk a cup of coffee or eaten a tortilla
of Mexican preparation, without its creating in some degree a
sensation of nausea at the stomach. There is certainly great
room for improvement in the cuisine of this country. The only
eatable I have yet partaken which does not become tainted by
their cookery is the egg in its boiled state, and this is doubtless
owing to its being protected by the shell.
The road from Albuquerque to Algadones is generally sandy,
and in some places, on account of it, quite heavy.
Santa lé, September 23.—Having by a few moments of experience last evening become convinced that, if I lay within
doors all night, I should not only have a fight with rabid insects,
but have also great violence done to my olfactories, Lieutenant
Ward and myself slept in the wagon ; and a pretty comfortable
night we have had of it.
We left Algadones for Santa F4 at half-past 7 A. M., our
general course for the day being about northeast, and we taking
the road via Delgado's rancho, (farm,) the usual wagon-route
between the two places.
Amygdaloidal trap, I noticed, crowned the mesa heights on the
west side of the Rio Grande between Algadones and San Felipe,
the inferior formation appearing to be sandstone, horizontally
stratified.
Six miles above Algadones, we passed the pueblo of San Felipe.
This town is situated at the foot of the mesa on the west side of
the Rio Grande, the river contracting at this point to a width of
probably less than one hundred yards. This pueblo, like the
others, has its two-storied houses, accessible by ladders; but
neither it nor Sandia is as purely Indian in the style of its buildings as the other pueblos we have visited. It is, however, rather
a neat-looking village, the Roman Catholic church, as usual,
showing conspicuously. The ruins of what is usually called Old
San Felipe are plainly visible, perched on the edge of the
mésa, about a mile above the present town, on the west side of
the river. These ruins are generally, I believe, regarded as
indeed the remains of Old San Felipe ; but a very intelligent
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Indian, residing in the present town of that name, has informed
me that they are the remains of a people who have long since
passed away, and of whom they know nothing. Haifa mile above
San Felipe, the road branches off—one branch extending to
Santa Fé by the way of Santo Domingo, and the other to the
same place by the way of Delgado's rancho, (farm.) The former
branch is probably slightly shorter than the latter and better
watered ; it is on that account generally preferred for pack animals. The latter, however, is so much the better wagon-road
as to cause it to be preferred for vehicles.
About twenty miles from Algadones, we crossed the Rio
Galisteo, the road following it up for some distance. Where
but at the point where we left it, about half a mile above, it was
we first met it, not a particle of water could be seen in its bed,
a running stream. Colonel Washington informs me that, in
Chihuahua, he traversed the bed of a river which was perfectly
dry when the head of the column commenced crossing; but within
half an hour, before the whole column had passed over, it was
scarcely fordable.
Some fine specimens of trap dyke are discoverable just after
crossing the Rio Galisteo—one of them resembling, as nearly as
may be, an artificial wall ; another, the dark-colored remains of
an old pueblo. About six miles further we crossed the small
affluent of the Rio de Santa Fe, on which Delgado's rancho is
situated. Travellers sometimes make this rancho a stoppingplace for the night between Santa Fé and Albuquerque. Sixteen miles more traversed, at half-past three in the afternoon,
much to the gratification of the whole party, we reached Santa

Fé.
The road from Algadones to Santa F6 is generally very good,
the only exception being a few short, steep hills
The face of the country to-day has presented, with some trifling
exceptions—along the Rio Grande, at Delgado's, and between
Agua Fria and Santa Fé—one extended barren waste of uncultivable soil.
Santa IV, September 26.—The artillery, under Major Kendrick, reached this place yesterday; the infantry, under Captain
Sykes, to-day.
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Character of the soil from the eastern base of the Sierra de Tunecha to Chelly, and thence to Santa Fe, by the return route.*
It may be thought, from the frequent mention of good land
along the route since we left the eastern base of the Tunecha
mountains, on our return trip, that fertility has characterized the
country generally through which we have passed since that period.
But, lest so erroneous an impression may obtain, I think it proper to observe that, for the greater portion of this distance, the
road has threaded the valleys of the country, and therefore the
land has presented itself such as I have described it. The
country, it is true, has exhibited a greater extent of cultivable
soil than that traversed between Santa Fé and the Tunecha
mountains, but yet, in comparison with the whole area of surface,
it should still be considered as but a very small fractional part.
The idea I pertinaciously adhered to when in the States, before
ever having seen this country, was, that, besides partaking of
the bold characteristics of the primary formations—rocks confusedly piled upon rocks, deep glens, an occasional cascade, green,
fertile valleys—the usual accompaniments of such characteristics
with us in the States—it was also, like the country of the States,
generally fertile, and covered with verdure. But never did I
have, nor do I believe anybody can have, a full appreciation of the
almost universal barrenness which pervades this country, until
they come out, as I did, to "search the land," and behold with
their own eyes its general nakedness. The primary mountains
present none of that wild, rocky, diversified, pleasing aspect,
which they do in the United States, but, on the contrary, are
usually of a rounded form, covered by a dull, lifeless-colored
soil, and generally destitute of any other sylva than pine and
cedar, which is most frequently of a sparse and dwarfish character. The sedimentary rocks, which, contrary to my preconceived notions, are the prevalent formations of the country, have
a crude, half-made-up appearance, sometimes of a dull buff color,
sometimes white, sometimes red, and sometimes these alternating,
and, being almost universally bare of vegetation, except that of
a sparse, dwarfish, sickening-colored aspect, cannot be regarded,
* See ante, thirteenth camp, August 31, for general character of the
country traversed east of the Sierra de Tunecha.
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as a general thing—at least, not until familiarity reconciles you
to the sight—without a sensation of loathing. The face of the
country, for the same reason—the general absence of all verdure,
and the dead, dull, yellow aspect of its soil—has a tendency to
create the same disagreeable sensation. I desire it, therefore, to
be borne in mind that, when I have in the course of my journal
spoken of fertile soil, or of beautiful prospects, I have spoken
relatively—that is, in relation or contrast with the other portions
of the country in which these exceptions have occurred, and not
in relation to our more favored domain in the States.
CONCLUSION.

Before concluding my journal, I think it proper to bring to
the notice of the department the expediency of having the
country examined west of the Pueblo of Zufli, for the ascertainment of a wagon-route from that town to the Pueblo de los
Angeles, or, failing in this, to San Diego.
The route from Santa Fé to Zu id—a distance of two hundred
and four miles—is,with a very slight application of labor, practicable for wagons ; and the guide, Carravahal, who has been
down the Rio de Zurii to its junction with the Colorado of the
West, says it continues practicable all the way along this tributary to the point mentioned.
Mr. Richard Campbell, of Santa Fé, since my return, has
informed me that, in 1827, with a party of thirty-five men and
a number of pack animals, he travelled from New Mexico to
San Diego by the way of Zut.i and the valley of the Rio de Zufli,
and found no difficulty throughout the whole distance. Re
further states, there is no question that a good wagon-route,
furnishing the proper quantum of wood, water, and grass, can
be found in this direction, both to San Diego and the Pueblo de
los Angeles. He informs me, however, that, in order to reach
the Rio Colorado, the Rio de Zuni would have to be diverged
from at the falls, within a few miles of its confluence with the
Colorado, and a valley running generally southwardly followed
down to its junction with the valley of that river.
IIe has further informed me that above the mouth of the Rio
de Zuni there is a ford, called El Vado de los Padres, (the Ford
of the Fathers,) to which a route leads from Zuni by the way
of the pueblos of the Moquis. This route, which he represents
.
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as much shorter than the other, is, however, on account of the
diffiçulty of crossing the cafion of the river at the ford, only
practicable for pack animals.
The Colorado, when he crossed it, near the mouth of the Rio
de Zuni, was fordable; but he is of the opinion that it might
not always be found so.
It is proper for me, however, in this connection, to state that
I have conversed with two or three trappers, who represent that
the Colorado is so deeply calioned from its mouth upwards as to
make a wagon-route in the direction proposed impracticable.
These persons, however, have at the same time stated that they
knew nothing personally of the continuous existence of this
canon, never having been immediately on the ground : their
representations, then, should not counterbalance the statement
of those who have been there.
I have introduced the above representations, to which I might
add those of other persons, corroborative of the statements of
Messrs. Carravahal and Campbell, in order that the Department,
being advised of the true state of the information attainable
upon the subject, might take such action and give such instructions in the premises as, in its judgment, it might deem expedient.
By reference to the map, it will readily be seen that a route
from Santa Fé to Pueblo de los Angeles, in the direction suggested, running as it would, intermediate between the southern
detour of Cook's route and the northern detour of the " Spanish
trail" route, or, in other words, as direct as possible, would not
only be shorter, by probably as much as three hundred miles,
than either of these routes, by passing by the pueblos of Laguna and Zufli and possibly of the Moquis, situated still further
westward, would furnish supplies of subsistence and repairs of
outfit for certainly the first two hundred, if not three hundred,
miles of the way—desiderata certainly not to be disregarded.
Respectfully submitted.
JAMES H. SIMPSON,
First Lieutenant Corps Topographical Engineers.
,
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APPENDIX A.

•

LIEUTENANT SIMPSON'S REPORT TO LIEUTENANT-COLONEL WASHINGTON, OF A RECONNAISSANCE WITII A VIEW TO THE ESTABLISHMENT OF A POST ON THE BORDERS OF THE NAVAJO COUNTRY.

n, October 10, 1849.
Sin: In accordance with orders No. 35, current series, issued
from headquarters of department No. 9, requiring me to make
a reconnaissance of the country in the vicinity of Cebolleta,
with a view to the selection of a suitable position for a post in
that vicinity, I have the honor to report that I have made the
reconnaissance required by said order, and present the following
as the result.
The point I wottld suggest as the most suitable one for the
location of a post is the small settlement called Cebolletita,
situated two and a quarter miles to the south of, and in the
same valley with, Cebolleta, and on the road leading from the
Pueblo of Laguna to Cebolleta. My reasons for this selection
are involved in the following considerations :—
The Navajo nation is the principal one to which the post in
question, in its military aspects, is to have relation. Coming
from the mountains immediately to the north and back of Cebolleta, (see map,) and passing by Cebolleta, and Cebolletita, is
an avenue of approach from the Navajo country to the Mexican
settlements in that and the neighboring quarter to the east of it.
To the east of the selected point, I was informed there was
another or other avenues of approach. To the west, by the
way of the valley of the Rio de San José and one of its tributaries, there are two other avenues of descent to be guarded
against. Now, as the number of posts to be established is but
one, it is obvious that its position should be such as to affect the
greatest possible area of country, and that in tbe most prompt
and effective manner. This position, evidently, then, should be
a central one. This condition is fulfilled in the case in question
by locating the post at the place stated—Cebolletita.
The next considerations are, that the locality selected is where
the essentials, wood and water, are abundant for the troops, grass
SANTA
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abundant for the stock, and corn doubtless to be had in sufficient
quantities from that and the neighboring villages.
In regard to the quarters at the point referred to, there are
three ranchos, upon which are buildings suitable—with some
slight repairs, in the case of one—for the quarters of the troops.
These buildings belong, respectively, to Juan Chavez, Manuel
Chavez, and Jose Francisco Arogonas; and the order in which
they are named is the order of their convenience in respect to
wood and water. The first two, I was assured, could be rented ;
the third, in all probability, if necessary, could be also.
In regard to the facilities of communication, there is a packmule route from Cebolletita to Albuquerque, the distance between
the two places being represented to be from forty-five to fifty miles.
There are also two wagon-roads from Cebolletita to Albuquerque
—one by way of the Pueblo de Laguna, which we found pretty
good ; and the other, a more direct one, by the way of Alamo,
said to be the shorter, and equally good. The distance to Albuquerque by the Laguna road is : to Laguna, sixteen miles; thence
to Albuquerque, forty-five miles—in all, sixty-one miles.*
The valley in which it is proposed to locate the post, I would
further remark, besides being the most pleasant one I saw within
the circuit of my reconnaissance, is more thickly populated with
Mexicans than any in that region.
Another advantage the locality possesses is its proximity to
the friendly Navajos—a position which enables them to be reciprocally protected by our troops, and at the same time give
that information in relation to their neighbors which might be
of the highest importance to us in our relations with them.
I should not fail to report that the escort accompanying me
was commanded by Lieutenant John Buford, of the 2d dragoons,
whom I ever found willing and effective in his co-operation with
me in the discharge of my duties.
I am, &c.,
J. H. SIMPSON,
First Lieutenant Corps Topographical _Engineers.
To Lieutenant-Colonel J. M. WASHINGTON,

Commanding 9th Military Department.
* Since the establishment of the post at Cebolleta, a wagon-route has
been discovered from that post to Santa F6, by the way of the Pueblo of
Jemez, which, doubtless, is from fifteen to twenty miles shorter than by
the way of Albuquerque.
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APPENDIX C.
ASSISTANT SURGEON HAMMOND'S DESCRIPTION OF A ROOM FOUND
AMONG THE RUINS OF THE PUEBLO BONITO.
CANON DE CHAI, UPPER CALIFORNIA,

September 7, 1849.
SIR: At your request, I send you a description of a room that
I saw, in company with Mr. Collins of Santa F6, in the ruins of
the Pueblo Bonito, in the Cation of Chaco, on the 28th ult.
It was in the second of three ranges of rooms, on the north
side of the ruins. The door opened at the base of the wall, towards the interior of the building; it had never been more than
two feet and a half high, and was filled two-thirds with rubbish.
The lintels were of natural sticks of wood, one and a half to two
and a half inches in diameter, deprived of the bark, and placed
at distances of two or three inches apart; yet their ends were
attached to each other by withes of oak with its bark well preserved. The room was in the form of a parallelogram, about
twelve feet in length, eight feet wide, and the walls, as they
stood at the time of observation, seven feet high. The floor
was of earth, and the surface irregular. The walls were about
two feet thick, and plastered within with a layer of red mud onefourth of an inch thick. The latter, having fallen off in places,
showed the material of the wall to be sandstone. The stone was
ground into pieces the size of our ordinary bricks, the angles
not as perfectly formed, though nearly so, and put up in breakjoints, having intervals between them, on every side, of about
two inches. The intervals were filled with lamine of a dense
sandstone, about three lines in thickness, driven firmly in, and
broken off even with the general plane of the wall—the whole
resembling mosaic work. Niches, varying in size from two inches
to two feet and a half square, and two inches to one and a half
feet in horizontal depth, wore scattered irregularly over the walls,
at various heights above the floor. Near the place of the ceiling, '
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the walls were penetrated, and the surfaces of them perpendicular
to the length of the beam. They had the appearance of having
been sawed off originally, except that there were no marks of
the saw left on them; time had slightly disintegrated the surfaces,
rounding the edges somewhat here and there. Supporting the
floor above were six cylindrical beams, about seven inches in
diameter, passing transversely of the room, and at distances of
less than two feet apart—the branches of the trees having been
hewn off by means of a blunt-edged instrument. Above, and
resting on these, running longitudinally with the room, were
poles of various lengths, about two inches in diameter, irregularly
straight, placed in contact with each other, covering all the top
of the room, bound together at irregular and various distances,
generally at their ends, by slips apparently of palm-leaf or marquez, and the same material converted into cords about one-fourth
of an inch in diameter, formed of two strands, hung from the
poles at several points. Above, and resting upon the poles,
closing all above, passing transversely of the room, were planks
about seven inches wide, and three-fourths of an inch in thickness. The width of the plank was uniform, and so was the
thickness. They were in contact, or nearly so, admitting but
little more than the passage of a knife blade between them, by
the edges, through the whole of their lengths. They were not
jointed; all their surfaces were level, and as smooth as if planed,
excepting the ends ; the angles as regular and perfect as could
be retained by such vegetable matter—they are probably of pine
or cedar—exposed to the atmosphere for as long a time as it is
probable these have been. The ends of the plank, several of
which were in view, terminated in line perpendicular to the length
of the plank, and the plank appears to have been severed by a
blunt instrument. The planks—I examined them minutely by
the eye and the touch, for the marks of the saw and other instruments—were smooth, and colored brown by time or by smoke.
Beyond the plank nothing was distinguishable from within. The
room was redolent with the perfume of cedar. Externally, upon
the top, was a heap of stone and mud, ruins that have fallen from
above, immovable by the instruments that we had along.
The beams were probably severed by contusions from a dull
instrument, and their surfaces ground plain and smooth by a
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slab of rock; and the plank, split or hewn from the trees, were,
no doubt, rendered smooth by the same means.
Very respectfully, your obedient servant,
J. F. HAMMOND,
Assistant Surgeon U. S. Army.
First Lieut. J. H. SIMPSON,
Corps Topographical Engineers, U. S. Army.
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APPENDIX D.
SCHEDULE OF MINERALS COLLECTED BY LIEUTENANT J. II. SIMPSON, CORPS OF
TOPOGRAPHICAL ENGINEERS, ALONG THE ROUTE FROM SANTA EA, NEW
MEXICO, TO CHELLY, IN THE NAVAJO COUNTRY, VIA SANTA DOMINGO, JAMEZ,
AND PASS WASHINGTON or THE SIERRA DE TTINECHI, AND FROM CHELLY
BACK TO SANTA FC BY THE WAY OF ZURI, LAGUNA, AND ALBUQUERQUE, IN

THE FALL OF 1849.

,..
0 *6

LOCALITY.
REMARKS.

Z o.
.

Name.

.

Latitude.

De...min.sec.

Longitude.

Deg.min.sec.

1 Valley of the Rio 35' 46 00 N. 106 4700W. Found about an abandoned
Jhrnez.
furnace.*
2
do.
35 48 00
106 48 00
Incrustations about mouth of
Los Ojos Calientes (hot

springs). Thermometer,
when immersed, rose to
Eggs
169° Fahrenheit.
were cooked in from 15 to
20 minutes, and venison in
a much shorter time. Boil-

ing point of water at the
Pueblo of Jémez several
feet lower in altitude, 190°.
'

3 Caiion de Penasca
4
do.
5 Cajon de la Copa

35
35
35

6

35 40

34 00
38 00
40 00

106
107
107

57
00
11

00
00
00

00

107

11

00

Madre (or 35 51 00
highlands) dividing
the waters of the
Atlantic from those
of the Pacific ,

107

29

00

107 29

00

do.

7 Sierra

8 Sierra de los Mim- 35 51
bres.

00

Found in thin seams in sandstone formation.
Found in crevices of sandstone rock, and sometimes
adhering to the face of the
rock.
Scoriaceous matter protruding through an arg,illaceous rock which is burnt to
different degrees of calcination and underlaid by a
friable sandstone of a dirty
yellchwish color.
Broken off a stump, which,

by falling over, had split
into two parts. Length of
stump 4 feet diameter ; in
its integrity 2I feet. Some
stumps still standing upright, in place, upon the
surface of a very shallow
basin. Bituminous coal
cropping from the soil in
close proximity Drawings of these petrifactions
accompany my report.

* Believing that the department could submit the specimens to a competent geologist for
examination, I have thought it would best comport with accuracy to defer presenting their
scientific names until they could be given by such authority.
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APPENDIX D—Continued.
LOCALITY.
REMARKS.

Name.

Latitude.
Deg.min.seC.

Longitude.
Degmzin.see.

9 Pueblo Pint ado (one 35 58 00 N. 107 4700W. A fragment of a stone taken
from a front face of the
of the ruins of
structure ; its thickness
Chaco).
about the ordinary thickness of the building material.
Found on the side of a knoll.
10 Cañon of Chaco.
11 Tunbcha valley.
Found in fragments ever
since we left the valley of
tbe Rio Puerco. Bituminous coal of a slaty character in connection with
arenaceous and argillaceous rocks, being in association with it.
East
base
of
the
Si36
12
00
52
00
Bituminous
12
108
coal, as above
erra de Tunécha.
stated, has been found coextensive with the country
lying between the valley
of the Rio Puerco and the
east base of the Sierra de
Tunécha, or through a
longitudinal interval of
1 but none so good as
that illustrated by the specimen presented. This last
crops out from the escarpment of an arrojo in beds
from 2 to 3 feet thick, interstratified with argillaceous shale.
13 Pass Washington of 36 3 22
Similar specimens found at
108 56 00
the Sierra de Tuother points of the Sierra
necha.
de Turtéchà along the
route.
14 Sienéguilla de Tua- 36 10 36
Found strewed extensively
109 12 15
nita (Little John's
over the meadows.
meadows).
15 Cañon of Chelly.
Broken
from a petrified tree
109 16 00
36 7 00
which protruded horizontally from the north escarpment of the Cañon of
Chelly, its end only being
visible. Diameter of tree,
1 foot. Found in drift conglomerate, this formation
alternating with sandstone
rock composing the superincumbent mass of rock to
the top or crest of the
cañon, or for a height of
about 300 feet.
16 Callon of Chelly.
36 7 00
109 16 00
Found on a shelf of the north
wall of the carton about
300 feet below the top or
crest.
17
35 12 00
109 11 00
Found strewed over an argillaceous soil of a reddish color.
.....
.....
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APPENDIX D —Continued.
SCHEDULE OF MISCELLANEOUS SPECIMENS FOUND ALONG AND
NEAR THE ROUTE.
P P;
â

LOCALITY.

e-

_.

Z c..

REMARKS.

Name.

Latitude.

Longitude,

Deg.min.sec. Deg.min.see.
Between
Between
18 Ruins in Galion of 35 37 00 & 107 47 00 & Fragment of the end of a
36 04 00 N 108 08 00W. floor beam 6 inches in diChaco.
ameter, also of a piece of
board; each showing an
end just as it was found ;
also specimens of the
brushwood and barkwhich
sustain upon the floor
beams the superincumbent
.
flooring of mud mortar;
also a specimen of a rope
found depending from the
ceiling of one of the rooms.
19 Ruins of Chaco.
Ruins of Cation of
Specimens of pottery found
. . .
Chelly.
at the ruins mentioned.
Ruins of Inscription or Moro rock..
Got
from a Navajo Indian ;
20 Navajo country.
• . .
precise localitynot known.
These calcareous fossils
21 Vicinity of Sant
•
were found imbedded at
Fe.
foot of west slope of Santa
Fb (Rocky) mountains.
Dip of beds about 45° eastward, or toward the axis
of the range. Contiguous
to the calcareous outcrop,
and on its west side, is an
outcrop of micaceous slate
anticlinal to the limestone
formation; or, in other
words, it has a dip westward of about 45°. Does
not this relation show that
the limestone must have
been deposited subsequent
to the elevation of the
Rocky Mountains, but
prior to the upheave of
the slate formation?
All the specimens except the
yellowish one, which was
got from a neighboring locality, and doubtless from
the same formation, show
signs of having been slightly calcined in the kiln
which is at the outcrop.
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CATALOGUE
OF

VALUABLE BOOKS,
PUBLISHED BY
•

LIPPINCOTT

GRAMBO & Co.,

(SUCCESSORS TO GRIGG, ELLIOT

& CO.)

NO. 14 NORTH FOURTH STREET, PHILADELPHIA;
CONSISTING OF A LARGE ASSORTMENT OF

Bibles, Prayer-Books, Commentaries, Standard Poets,
MEDICAL, THEOLOGICAL AND MISCELLANEOUS WORKS, ETC.,
PARTICULARLY SUITABLE FOR
PUBLIC AND PRIVATE LIBRARIES.
FOR SALE BY BOOKSELLERS AND COUNTRY MERCHANTS GENERALLY THROUGHOUT THE UNITED STATES.

THE BEST & MOST COMPLETE FAMILY COMMENTARY.

The Comprehensive Commentary on the Holy Bible;
CONTAINING

THE TEXT ACCORDING TO THE AUTHORIZED VERSION,
scoTrs MARGINAL REFERENCES; MATTHEW HENRY'S COMMENTARY.
CONDENSED, BUT RETAINING EVERY USEFUL THOUGHT ; THE
PRACTICAL OBSERVATIONS OF REV. THOMAS SCOTT, D. D.;
WITH EXTENSIVE

EXPLANATORY, CRITICAL AND PHILOLOGICAL NOTES,
Selected from Scott, Doddridge, Gill, Adam Clarke, Patrick, Poole, Lowth,
Border, Harmer, Calmet, Rosenmueller, Bloomfield, Stuart, Bush, Dwight,
and many other writers on the Scriptures.
The whole designed to be a digest and combination of the advantages of
the best Bible Commentaries, and embracing nearly all that is valuable in
HENRY, SCOTT, AND

DODDRIDGE.

Conveniently arranged for family and private reading, and, at the same time,
particularly adapted to the wants of Sabbath-School Teachers and Bible
Classes ; with numerous useful tables, and a neatly engraved Family Record.

Edited by Rev. WILLIAM JENKS, D. D.,
PASTOR OF GREEN STREET CHURCH, BOSTON.
Embellished with five portraits, and other elegant engravings, from steel
plates ; with several maps and many wood-cuts, illustrative of Scripture
Manners, Customs, Antiquities, &c. In 6 vols. super-royal 8vo.
Including Supplement, bound in cloth, sheep, calf, &c., varying in
Price from $10 to *15.
The whole forming the most valuable as well as the cheapest Commentary
published in the world.
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NOTICES AND RECOMMENDATIONS
THE

,

,

• .

COMPREHENSIVE COMMENTARY.
The Publishers select the following from the testimonials they have received
as
to the value of the work:
We, the subscribers, having examined the Comprehensive Commentary, issued from the press of
Messrs. L., O. de Co., and highly approving its character, would cheerfully and confidently recommend it ea containing more matter and More advantages than any other with which we are
acquainted ; and considering the expense incurred, and the excellent manner of its mechanical
execution, we believe it to be one of the cheapest works ever issued from the press. We hope the
publishers will be sustained by a liberal patronage, in their expensive and useful undertaking. We
should be pleased to learn that every family in the United States had procured a copy.
B. B. WISN ER, D. D., Secretary of Am. Board of Coin. fur For. Missions.
WM. COGS WELL, D. D., •
• Education Society.JOHN CODMAN, D. D., Pastor of Congregational Church, Dorchester.
Rev. HUBBARD WINSLOW,
.
"
Bowdoin street, Dorchester.
Rev. SE WALL HARDING. Pastor of T. C. Church, Waltham.
Rev. J. H. FAIRCHILD, Pastor of Congregational Church, South Boston.
GARDINER SPRING, D. D., Pastor of Preibyterien Church, New York city.
CYRUS MASON, D. D.,
•
•
•
•
•
THOS. WADLEY, D. D.,
•
"
.
•
•
•
'
JOHN WOODBRIDGE, D. D., .
'mos. DEWITT, .0. D.,
•
Dutch Ref.
.
•
•
E. W. BALDWIN, D. D.,
.
)
Presbyterian •
Rev. J. M. M•KREBS,
•
.
.
.
.
Rev. ERSKINE MASON,
.
•
.
•
Brooklyn.
Rev. J. S. SPENCER,
EZRA STILES ELY, D. D., Stated Clerk of Gen. Assem. of Presbyterian Church.
4011N M•DOWELL, D. D., Permanent.' •
JOHN BRECKENRIDGE, Corresponding Secretary of Asseinbly's Board of Education.
SAMUEL B. WYLIE, D. D., Pastor of the Reformed Presbyterian Church.
N. LORD, D. D., President of Dartmouth College.
JOSHUA BATES, D. D., President of Middlebury College.
"
Amherst College.
IL HUMPHREY, D. D.,
E. D. GRIFFIN, D. D.,
•
Williamstown College.
J. WHEELER, D. D.,
•
University of Vermont, at Burlington.
J. M. MATTHEWS, D. D., .
. New York City University.
GEORGE E. PIERCE, D. D., " '
Western Reserve College, Ohio.
Rev. Dr. BROWN,
•
Jefferson College, Penn.
LEONARD WOODS, D. D., Professor of Theology, Andover Seminary.
Sac. Rhet.
•
THOS. El. SKINNER, D. D.,
•
.
•
•
EccL Hist.
Rev. RALPH EMERSON,
Rev. JOEL PARKER, Pastor of Presbyterian Chmuh, New Orleans.
Congregational Church, Hartford, Conn.
JOEL HAWKS, D. D., •
Presbyterian Church, Troy, N. Y.
N. S. S. BEAMAN, D. D., .
•
•
•
MARK TUCKER, D. D.,.' •
Albany, N. Y.
•
"
Rev. E. N. KIRK,
"
Rev. E. B. EDWARDS, Editor of Quarterly Observer.
Rev. STEPHEN MASON, Pastor Filet Congregational Church, Nantucket.
• . . Fall River.
Rev. ORIN FOWLER, •
GEORGE W. BETHUNE, D. D., Pastor of the First Reformed Dutch Church, Philada.
Rev. LYMAN BEECHER, D. D., Cincinnati, Ohio.
Rev. C. D. MALLORY, Pastor Baptist Church, Augusta, Ga.
Frankfort, Ky.
•
Rev. S. M. NOEL,

. From the Professors at Princeton Theological Seminary.
The Comprehensive Commentary contains the whole of Henry's Exposition in a condensed form,
Scott's Practical Observations and Marginal References, and a large number of very valuable philological and critical notes, selected from various authors. The work appears to be executed with
judgment, fidelity, ami care ; and will furnish a rich treasure of scriptural knowledge to the
Biblical student, awl to the teachers of Sabbath-Schools and Bible Classes.
A ALEXANDER, D. D.
.
SAMUEL MILLER, D. D.
CHARLES HODGE, D. D.
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In one super-royal volume.
DESIGNED TO ACCOMPANY

THE FAMILY BIBLE,
OR HENRY'S, SCOTT'S, CLARKE'S, GILL'S, OR OTHER COMMENTARIES:
CONTAINING
1..

.

A new, full and complete Concordance.

Illustrated with monumental, traditional, and oriental engravings, founded on Butterworth's, with
Cruden's definitions; forming, it is hollered, on many accounts, a more valuable work than either
Butterworth, Cruden, or any other similar book in the language.'
The value of a Concordance is now generally understood; and those who have used one, consider it indispensable in connection with the Bible.

2. A Guide to the Reading a,nd Study of the Bible;
being Carpenter's valuable Biblical Companion, lately published in London, containing a complete
history of the Bible, and forming a most excellent introduction to its study. It embraces the evidences of Christianity, Jewish antiquities, manners, customs, arts, natural history, &c., of the Bible,
with notes and engravings added.

3. Complete Biographies of Henry by Williams; Scott, by his
by Orton;
son; Doddridge,
.
,
.
)

. .

with sketches of the lives and characters, and notices of the works, of the writers on the Scriptures
who are quoted in the Commentary, living and dead, American and foreign.
This part of the volume not only affords a large quantity of interesting and useful reading for
pious families, but will also be a source of gratification to all those who are in the habit of consulting the Commentary ; every one naturally feeling a desire to knew some particulars of the lives and
characters of those whose opinions he seeks. Appended to this part, will be a

BIBLIOTHECA BIBLICA,
or list of the best works on the Bible, of all kinds, arranged under their appropriate heads.

4. A complete Index of the Matter contained in the Bible Text.
5. A Symbolical Dictionary.
A very comprehensive and valuable Dictionary of Scripture Symbols, (occupying about frify-six
closely printed pages,) by Thomas Wemyss, (author of "Biblical Gleanings," iire.) Comprising
Daubuz, Lancaster, Hutcheson, &c.

6. The Work contains several other Articles,
Indexes, Tables, Sm. &c., and is,

7. Illustrated by a large Plan of Jerusalem,
identifying, as far es tradition, Arc., go, the original sites, drawn on the spot by P. Catherwood, of
London, architect. Also, two steel ,engravings of portraits of seven foreign and eight American
theological writers. and numerous wood engravings.
The whole forms a desirable and necessary fund of instruction for the use not only of clergymen
and Sabbath-school teachers, but also for families. When the great amount of matter it must
contain is considered, it will be deemed exceedingly cheap.
"I have examined ' The Companion to the Bible,' and have been surprised to find an much Informalien introduced into a volume of so moderate a size. It contains a library of sacred knowledge
and criticism. It will be useful to ramblers who own large libraries, and cannot fail to be an
invaluable help to every reader of the Ihble,"
HENRY MORRIS,
Pastor of Congregational Church, Vermont.

The above work can be had in several styles of binding.
from $1 75 to $5 00.

3

Price varying

LIPPINCOTT, GRAMBO & CO.'S PUBLICATIONS.

ILLUSTRATIONS OF THE HOLY SCRIPTURES,
In one super-royal volume.
DERIVED PRINCIPALLY FROM THE MANNERS, CUSTOMS, ANTIQUITIES, TRADITIONS,
AND FORMS OF SPEECH, RITES, CLIMATE, WORKS OF ART, AND
LITERATURE OF THE EASTERN NATIONS:
EMBODYING ALL TEAT IS VALUABLE IN THE WORKS OF

ROBERTS, HAR/VIER, BIIRDER, PAXTON, CHANDLER,
/tad the most celebrated oriental travellers. Embracing also the subject of the Fulfilment of
Prophecy, as exhibited by Keith and others; with descriptions of the present state
of countries and places mentioned in the Sacred Writings.

ILLUSTRATED BY NUMEROUS LANDSCAPE ENGRAVINGS,
PROM SKETCHES TAKEN ON THE SPOT.

Edited by Rev. GEORGE BUSH,
Professor of Hebrew and Oriental Literature in the New York City University.
The importance of this work must be obvious, and, being altogether ri111 ustrative. without reference
te doctrines, or other points in which Christians differ, it is hoped it will meet with favour from all
who love the sacred volume, and that it will be sufficiently interesting and attractive to recommend
Itself, not only to professed Christians of all denominations, but also to the general reader. The
arrangement of the texts illustrated with the notes, in the order of the chapters and verses of the
authorized version of the Bible, will render it convenient for reference to particular passages ;
while the copious Index at the end will at once enable the reader to turn to every subject dioc , esozol
in the volume.
The volume is not *maned to take the place of Commentaries, but is a -distinct department of biblical
instruction, and may be used as a companion to the Comprehensive or any other Commentary, or the

Holy Bible.

THE ENGRAVINGS
In this volume, it is believed, will form no small part of its attractions. No pains have been spared
to procure snch as should embellish the work, and, at the same time, illustrate the text. Objections that have been made to the pictures commonly introduced into the Bible, as being mere creations of fancy and the imagination, often unlike nature, and frequently conveying false impressions,
cannot be urged against the pictorial illustrations of this volume. Here the fine arts are made
subservient to utility, the landscape views being, without an exception, matter-of-fact vines of oloces
mentioned in Scripture, as they appear at the present day ; thus in many instances exhibiting, in the
most forcible manner, to the eye, the strict and Mere fulfilment of the reeraikalile prophecies; 'the
present ruined and desolate condition of the cities of Babylon, Nineveh, Selab, &a., and the countries of Edom and Egypt, are astonishing examples, and so completely exemplify, in the most
minute particulars, every thing which was foretold of them in the height of their prosperity, that
no better description can now be given of them than a simple quotation from a chapter and verse
of the Bible written nearly two or three thousand years ago." The publishers are enabled to select
from several collections lately published in London, the proprietor of one of which says that "several distinguished travellers have afforded him the use of nearly Triree Bundred Original Sketches"
of Scripture places, made upon the spot. "The land of Palestine, it is well known, abounds in
scenes of the most picturesque beauty. Syria comprehends the :snowy heights of Lebanon. and the
majestic ruins of Tadmor and Baalbec."
The above work can be had in various styles of binding.

Price from $1 50 to $5 00,

THE ILLUSTRATED CONCORDANCE,
In one volume, royal 8vo.
.A new, fell, and complete Concordance : illustrated with monumental, traditional, and oriental
engravings, founded on Butterworth's, with Craden's definitions; forming, it is believed, on many
accounts, a snore valuable work than either Butterworth, Cruden, or any other similar book in the
language.
The value of a Concordance is now generally tmderstood ; and those who have used one, consider it indispensable in connection wall the Bible. Some of the many advantages the Illustrated
Concordance has over all the others. are, that it contains near two hundred appropriate engravings
it is printed on fine white paper, with beautiful forge type.

Price One Dollar.
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LIPPINCOTT'S EDITION OF

BAGSTER'S COMPREHENSIVE BIBLE.
In order to develops the peculiar nature of the Comprehensive Bible, it will only he necessary
to embrace its more prominent features.
1st. The SACRED TEXT is that of the Authorized Version, and is printed from the edition corrected and improved by Dr. Blaney, which, from its accuracy, is considered the standard edition.
.21. The VARIOUS READINGS are faithfully printed from the edition of Dr. Blaney, inclusive
of the translation of the proper names, without the addition or diminution of ono.
3d. In the CHRONOLOGY, great care has been taken to fix the date of the particular transactions, which has seldom been done with any degree of exactness in any foresee edition of the Bible.
4th. The NOTES are exclusively philological and explanatory, and are not tinctured with sentiments of any sect or party. They are selected front the most eminent Biblical critic.s and commentators.
It is hoped that this edition of the Holy Bible will be found to contain the essence of Biblical
research and criticism, that lies dispersed through an inimense number of volumes.
Such is the nature and design of this edition of the Sacred Volume, which, from the various
objects it embraces, the freedom of its pages from all sectarian peculiarities, and the beauty, plainness, and correctness of the typography, that it cannot fail of proving acceptable and useful to
Christians of every denomination.
.
.
in addition to the usual references to parallel passages, which are quite full and numerous, the
student has all the marginal readings, together with a rich selection of Philological, Critical, Iftstotired, Geographical, and other valuable notes and romarks, which explain and illustrate the - sacred
text. Besides the general introduction, containing valuable essays on the genuineness, authenticity,
and inspiration of the Holy Scriptures, and other topics of interest, there are introductory and concluding remarks to each hook—a table of the contents of the Bible, by which the different portions .
are so arranged as to read in an historical order. .
Arranged at the top of each page is the period in which the prominent events of sacred history
took place. The calculations are made for the year of the world before and after Christ, muon
Period, the year of the Olympiad, the year of the building of Rome, and other notations of time.
At the close is inserted a Chronological Index of the Bible, according to the computation of Archbishop Ussher. Also, a full and valuable index of the embjects contained in the Old and Now Testaments, with 'a careful analysis and arrangement of texts under their appropriate subjects.
Mr. Greenfield, the editor of this work, and for some lisle - previous to his death the superintendent of the editorial department of the British and Foreign Bible Society, NM a most extraordinary
man. In editing the Comprehensive Bible, his varied and extensive learning was called into successful exercise, and appears in happy combination with sincere piety and a sound judgment. The
Editor of the Christian Observer, alluding to this work, in an obituary notice of its author, speaks
of it as a work of "prodigious labour and research, at once exhibiting his varied talents and profound erudition." -

LIPPINCOTT'S EDITION OF

THE OXFORD QUARTO BIBLE.
The Publishers have spared neither care nor expense in their edition of the Bible ; it is printed
on the finest white vellum paper, wills large and beautiful type, and bound in the most substantial
and splendid manner, in the following styles : Velvet, with richly gilt ornaments ; Turkey super
extra, with gilt clasps; and in numerous others, to suit the taste of the most fastidious.

OPINIONS OF TIIE PRESS.

.

"In our opinion, the Christian public generally will feel under great obligations to the publishers
of this work for the beautiful taste, arrangement, and delicate neatness with which they have got
it out. The intrinsic merit Of the .Bible recommends itself; it needs no tinsel ornament to adorn
its sacred pages. In this edition every aupertluous ornament has been avoided, and we have presented us a perfectly chaste specimen of the Bible, without note or comment. It appears to be just
what is needed in every family= the unsophisticated word of God.'
'"I'lle size is quarto, printed with beautiful type, on white, sized vellum paper, of the finest texthre
and most beautiful surface.

The publishers seem to have been solicitous to make a perfectly

unique book, and they have accomplished the object very successfully. We trust that a liberal
community will afford them ample remeneratien for all the expense and outlay they have necessarily incurred in its publication. It is a atandard Bible.
"The publishers are Messrs. Lippincott, Granutio di Co., Na. 14 North Fourth street, Handelphia."—Baptist Record,

"A beautiful quarto edition of the Bible, by L. G. dc Co. Nothing can exceed the type in clearness and beauty: the paper is of the finest texture, and the whole execution in exceedingly neat.

No illustrations Or ornamental type are used. Those who prefer a Bible executed in perfect WMplieity, yet elegance of style, without adornment, will probably never find one mure to their taste."
—M. Magazine,
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LIPPINCOTT'S EDITIONS OF

THE HOLY BIBLE.
SIX DIFFERENT SIZES,

Printed in the best manner, with beautiful type, on the finest sized paper, and bound in the most
splendid and substantial styles. Warranted to be correct, and equal to the best English editions, at
much less price. To be had with or without plates; the publishers havingsupplied themselves with
over fifty steel engravings, by the first artists.

Baxter's Comprehensive Bible,
Royal quarto, containing the various readings and marginal notes ; disquisitions on the genuineness,
authenticity, and inspiration of the Holy Scripture s ; introductory and concluding remarks to each
book ; philological and explanatory note s ; table of contents, arranged in historical order; a chronological index, and various other matter; forming a suitable book for the study of clergymen,
Sabbath-school teachers, and students.
In neat plain binding, from 414 00 to 85 00. -In Turkey morocco, extra, gilt edges. from $8 00 to
$12 00. ,In do., with splendid plates, 810 00 to $15 00. -In do., bevelled side, gilt clasps and illuminations, 615 00 to $2.5 00,

The Oxford Quarto Bible,
Without note or comment, universally admitted to be the most beautiful Bible extant.
In neat plain binding, from 111 00 to $5 00. -In Turkey morocco; extra, gilt edges, $8 CO to *12 00.
-In do., with steel engravings, $1000 to $15 00.- In do., clasps, &c., with plates and illuminations, 415 00 to $25 60. -In rich velvet, with gilt ornaments, 825 00 to 850 00.

Crown Octavo Bible

)

Printed with large clear type, making a most convenient hand Bible for family use.
In neat plain binding, from 75 cents to 81 00. - In English Turkey morocco, gilt edges, al 00 to
$2 CO. -In do., imitation, &c., $1 50 to $3 03. -In do., clasps, &c., $2 50 1.0 85 OR -In rich velvet,
with gilt o rn aments, $5 00 to $10 00.

The Sunday-School Teacher's Polyglot Bible with Maps, &e
,

.,

In neat plain binding, from 60 cents to Ill 00.- In imitation gilt edge, tl. 00 to 81 50. -In Turkey,
super extra, 81 75 to $2 25. -In do. do., with clasps, $2 50 to $3 75. -In velvet, rich gilt ornaments, $3 50 to 8800.

The Oxford 18mo .$ or Pew Bible,
In neat plain binding, from 50 cents 1.0 41 00. -In imitation gilt edge, 41 00 1e al 50. -In Turkey,
super extra, SI 75 to $2 25. -In do. do., with clasps, $250 to $3 75. -In velvet, rich gilt erns.
meats, $3 50 to 8000.

Agate 32mo. Bible,

Printed with larger type than any other small or pocket edition extant.
In neat plain binding.from 50 cents to al 0 1 - In tucks, or pocket-book style, 75 cents to 81 00. In roan, imitation gilt edge, 81 00 to al. 50. -In Turkey, super extra, al. 00 to 12 00.- In do. do.,
gilt clasps, $2 50 to $3 50. -In velvet, with rich giltbrnaments,..$3 00 to 87 oo.

32mo.

Diamond Pocket Bible ;

The neatest, smallest, and cheapest edition of the Bible published.
In neat plain binding, from 30 to 50 cents. -In tucks, or pocket-book style, 60 cents to 81 Oft In roan, imitation gilt edge, 75 cents toll 25. -In Turkey, super extra,-$1 00 to $1 50. -In do. do.,
gilt clasps, 11 50 to $2 00. -In velvet, with richly gilt ornaments, $2
to 86 On

to

of

CONSTANTLY ON HAND,

A large assortment BIBLES, bound in the most splendid antl costly styles, with
ornaments, suitable for presentation; ranging in price from $10 CO to 8100 00.
A liberal discount made to Booksellers and Agents by the Publishers.

gold and Over

ENCYCLOPADIA OF RELIGIOUS KNOWLEDGE;
Olt, DICTIONARY OF THE BIBLE, THEOLOGY, RELIGIOUS BIOGRAPHY, ALL RELIGIONS,
ECCLESIASTICAL HISTORY, AND MISSIONS.
Designed as a complete Book of Reference on all Religious Subjects, and Companion to the Bible;
forming a cheap and compact Library of Religious Knowledge. Edited by Rev. J. Newton Brown.
Illustrated by wood-cuts, maps, and engravings on copper and steeL In one volume, royal 8vo.
Prim, 1-I 013.
.
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Lippincott's Standard Editions of

THE BOOK OF COMMON PRAYER,
IN SIX DIFFERENT SIZES,
ILLUSTRATED WITH A NUMBER OF STEEL PLATES AND , ILLUMMATIONS.
COMPREHENDING THE MOST VARIED AND SPLENDID ASSORTMENT IN THE
UNITED STATES.
,.--..—

,

THE ILLUMINATED OCTAVO PRAYER-BOOK,
Printed in seventeen different colours of ink, and illustrated with iii number of Steel Plates and
Illuminations; making one of the most splendid books published. To be had in any variety of the
most superb binding, ranging in prices.
In Turkey, super extra, from $5 00 to $8 00.—In do. do., with clasps, 86 00 to 810 00, —In do,
do., bevelled and panelled edges, ifit 00 to $15 00,—in velvet, richly ornamented, $12 00 to $20 00.

8 vo.

In neat plain binding, from $1 50 to 82 00. —In imitation gilt edge, 82 00 to 83 00. —In Turkey,
super extra, $2 50 to $4 50. —In do. do., with clasps, $3 00 to 15 00. —In velvet, richly gilt ornaments, 85 00 to $12 00.

16mo.

,

Printed throughout with large and elegant type.
In neat plain binding, from 75 cents to $1 50. —In Turkey morocco, extra, with plates, 81 75 to
$3 00. —In do. do., with plates, clasps, &v., 32 50 to $5 M. —In velvet, with richly gilt ornaments,
$4 00 to *9 00.
.

18mo.
In

.

neat plain binding, from 25 to 75 cents. —In Turkey morocco, with plates, Ill 25 to 82 00 —In
velvet, with richly gilt ornaments, $3 00 to 88 00.

32mo.
A beautiful Pocket Edition, with large typo.
I o. neat plain binding, from 50 cents to $1 00. —In roan, imitation gilt edge, 75 cents to $1 50. — In
Turksy,super extra, 81 25 to $2 00. — In do. do., gilt clasps, 82 00 to $3 00. —In velvet, with richly
gilt ornaments, $3 00 to r7 GI

32mo., Pearl type.
In plain binding, from 25 to 37 1-2 cents. —Roan, 37 1-2 to 50 cents. —Imitation Turkey, 50 cents
to $1 00. —Turkey, super extra, with gilt edge, 51 00 to $1 50. —Pocket-book style, 60 to 75 cents.

PROPER LESSONS.
-

18mo.
A. BEAUTIFUL EDITION, WITH LARGE TYPE.
In neat plain binding. from 50 cents to $1 00. —In roan, imitation gilt edge, 75 cents to $1 50.—In
Turkey, super extra, it 50 to $2 00. —Fn do. do., gilt clasps, $250 to *3 Oil —In velvet, with richly
gilt ornaments, *5 00 to 07 00.

THE BIBLE AND PRAYER-BOOK,
In one neat and portable volume.
32mo., In neat plain binding, from 75 cents to $1 00 —In imitation Turkay, *100 to *I 50. — In
Turkey, super extra, Ill 50 to *2 50,
' 18mo, in large type, plain, 111 75 to $2 50. —In imitation, 11 00 to $1 75. —In Turkey, super
extra, $1 75 to $3 00 Also, with clasps, velvet, &c. &c.

The Errors of Modern Infidelity Illustrated and Refuted.
In

By S. Pd. SCECIVIUCKER, A. M.

one volume, I2mo.; cloth.

Just published.

We cannot but regard this work, in whatever light we view it in reference to its design, iv, ono
of the most masterly productions of the age, and fitted to uproot one of the !row fondly clu,slo.d
and dangerous of all ancient or modern errors. God must bless such a work, armed mill lit, ow II
truth. and doing fierce and successful battle against black infidelity. which would brine Ills 11,,,..iy
and Word down to the tribunal of human reason, for condemnation and an ni hilation, —Alb. Spretator.
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ettrgil of Inirrtra•
CONSISTING OF

ANECDOTES ILLUSTRATIVE OF THE CHARACTER OF MINISTERS OF RELIGION IN THE UNITED STATES,

BY

JOSEPH.BELCHER, D. D.,

Editor of "The Complete Works or Andrew Fuller," "Robert Hall," &cc.
" This ve7 interesting and Instructive collection of pleasing and solemn remembrances of many
pious men, illustrates the character of the day in which they lived, and defines the men more
clearly than very elaborate essays."—Baltimore Anterior..
"We regard the collection as highly interesting, and judiciously made.”—Presbgtericrn.

JOSEPHUS'S (FLAVIUS) WORKS

!

FAMILY EDITION.
BY THE LATE WILLIA1VI WHISTON, A.112.
FROM THE LAST LONDON EDITION, COMPLET&

Ono volume, beautifully illustrated with Steel Plates, and the only readable edition
published in this country.
As a matter of course, every family in our country has a copy of the Holy Bible ; and as the presumption is that the greater portion often consult its pages, we take the liberty of saying to all those
that do, that the perusal of the writings of losephus will be found very interesting and instructive.
All those who wish to possess a beautiful and correct copy of this valuable work, would do well
to Purchase this edition. It is for sale at all the principal bookstores in the United States, and by
country merchants generally in the Southern and Western States.
Also, the above work in two volumes.

BURDER'S VILLAGE SERMONS'
Or, 101 Plain and Short Discourses On the Principal Doctrines of the Gospel.
INTENDED FOR THE USE OF FAMILIES, SUNDAY-SCHOOLS, OR COMPANIES ASSEMBLED FOR RELIGIOUS INSTRUCTION IN COUNTRY VILLA.GES.

BY GEORGE BIIRDER;
To which is added to each Sermon, a Short Prayer, with some General Prayers for Families,
Schools, die., at the end of the work.
COMPLETE IN ONE VOLUME, OCTAVO.
These sermons, which are characterized by a beautiful simplicity, the 'entire absence of controversy, and a true evangelical spirit, have gone through mink and large editions, and been translated
into several of the continental languages. "They have also been the honoured means not only of
converting many individuals, but also of introducing the Gospel into districts, and even into parish
churches, where before it was comparatively unknown."
" This work fully deserves the immortality it has attained."
This is a line library edition of this invaluable work; and when we say that it shoukl be found in
the possemion of every family, we only reiterate the sentiments and sincere wishes of all who take
a deep interest in the eternal welfare of mankind.

FAMILY PRAYERS AND HYMNS,
ADAPTED TO FAMILY WORSHIP,
AND

TABLES FOR THE REGULAR READING OF THE SCRIPTURES.
Late Pastor

By Rev. S. C. WINCHESTER, A. M.,
a the Sixth Presbyterian Church, Philadelphia; and the Presbyterian Church at
Natchez, Miss,

One volume,

8

12mo.
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SPLENDID LIBRARY EDITIONS.
•

ILLUSTRATED STANDARD POETS.
ELEGANTLY PRINTED, ON FINE PAPER, AND UNIFORM IN SIZE AND
STYLE.
The following Editions of Standard British Poets aro illustrated with numerous Steel
Engravings, and may be had in all varieties of binding.

BY RO N'S WORKS.
COMPLETE IN ONE VOLUME, OCTAVO.
INCLUDING ALL HIS SUPPRESSED AND ATTRIBUTED POEMS ; WITH SIX BEAUTIFUL
ENGRAVINGS.
This edition has been carefully compared with the recent London edition of Mr. Murray, and
made complete by the addition of more than fifty pages of poems heretofore unpublished in England. Among these there are a number that have never appeared in any American edition ; and
the publishers believe they are warranted in saying that this is thc most complete edition of Lord
Byron's Poetical Works ever published in the United States.

t netirai1,1)"ntko ni Mtg. Ormatlig.
Complete in one volume, octavo ; with seven beautiful Engravings.
This is a new and complete edition, with a splendid engraved likeness of Mrs. !Ionians, on steel,
and contains all the Poems in the lest London and American editions. With a Critical Preface by
Mr. Thatcher, of Boston.
"As no work in the English language can be commended with more confidence, it will argue bad
tame in a female in this country to be without a complete edition of the writings of ono who was
an honour to her sex and to humanity, and whose productions, from first to last, contain no syllable
calculated to call a blush to the cheek of modesty and virtue. There is, moreover, in Mrs. Romans's
poetry, a moral purity and a religious feeling which commend it, loan especial manner, to the discriminating reader. No parent or guardian will be under the necessity of imposing restrictions
with regard to the free perusa/ of every production emanating from this gifted woman. There
breathes throughout the whole a: most *Meet exemption from impropriety of thought or diction ;
and there tout times a pensiveness of tone, a winning sadness in her more serious compositions,
which tells of a soul which has been lifted from the contemplation ci: terrestrial things, to divine
communings with beings of a purer world." .

MILTON, YOUNG, GRAY, BEATTIE, AND COLLINS'S
POETICAL WORKS.
COMPLETE IN ONE VOLUME, OCTAVO.
,

WITH SIX BEAUTIFUL ENGRAVINGS,
•

,

entuprr nnh t'ljurasiln'B ISMEr rath linftirra 113urfto.
COMPLETE IN ONE VOLUME, OCTAVO.
Including two hundred and filly Letters, and sundry Poems of Cowper, never before published in
this country ; and of Thomson a new and interesting Memoir, and upwards nf twenty
new Poems, for the first time printed from his own Manuscripts, taken from
a late Edition of the Aldine Poets, now publishing in London.

WITH SEVEN BEAUTIFUL ENGRAVINGS.
The distinguished Profess.or Silliman, speaking of this edition, observes: "I am as much gratified
by the elegance and fine taste of your edition, as by the noble tribute of genius and moral excellence which these delightful authors have left for all future generations ; and Cowper, especially,
is not less conspicuous as a true Christian, moralist and teacher, than as a poet of great power and
exquisite, taste."

IL_
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THE POETICAL WORKS OF ROGERS
,
, CAMPBELLIMONTGOMERY 7
'
LAMB AND KIRKE WHITE.
COMPLETE IN ONE VOLUME, OCTAVO.

WITH SIX BEAUTIFUL ENGRAVINGS.

.

The beauty, correctness, and convenience of this favourite edition of these standard authors are
so well known, that it is scarcely necessary to add a word in its favour. It is only necessary to say,
that the publishers have now issued an illustrated edition, which greatly enhances its former va'un
The engravings are excellent and well selected. It is the best library edition extant.

CRABBE, IIEBER, AND 'POLLOK'S POETICAL WORKS.
COMPLETE IN ONE VOLUME, OCTAVO.

WITH SIX BEAUTIFUL ENGRAVINGS.
A writer in the Boston Traveller holds the following language with reference to these valuable
editions :—
" Mr. Editor : —1 wish, without any idea of puffing, to say a word or two upon the 'Library of
English Poets' that Is now published at Philadelphia, by Lippincott, Grambo & Co. It is certainly,
taking into consideration the elegant manner in which it is printed, and the reasonable price at
which it Is afforded to purchasers, the best edition of the modern British Poets that has ever been
published in this country. Each volume is an octavo of about 500 pages, double columns, stereotyped, and accompanied with fine engravings and biographical sketches; and most of them are
reprinted from Galigriani's French edition. As to its value, we need only mention that it contains
the entire works of Montgomery, Gray, Beattie, Collins, Byron, Cowper, Thomson, Milton, Young,
, Hemans, Heber, Kirke White, Crabbe, the Miscellaneous Works of Gold
Rogers, Campbell, Lamb
smith, and other masters of the lyre. The publishers are doing a great service by their publication,
and their volumes are almost in as great demand as the fashionable novels of the d ay; and they
deserve to be so: far they are certainly printed in a style superior to that in which we have before
had the works of the English Poets."
No library can be considered complete without a copy of the above beautiful and cheap Withal,
of the English Poets; and persons ordering all or any of them, will please say Lippincott, Grambo
,ii. Co.'s illustrated editions.

A COMPLETE

.
•

Virtionani cf attirat tuatationo:
COMPRISING THE MOST EXCELLENT AND APPROPRIATE PASSAGES IN
THE OLD BRITISH POETS; WITH CHOICE AND COPIOUS SELECTIONS FROM THE BEST MODERN BRITISH AND
AMERICAN POETS.

EDITED BY SARAH 30S-EPHA HALE.
-

At nightingales do yam glow-worms feed,
So poets live upon the living light
Of Nature and of Beauty.
Baileis Festue.

Beautifully illustrated with Engravings. In one super-royal octavo volume, in various
.
bindings.
The publishers extract, from the many highly complimentary notices of the above valuable and
beautiful work, the following:
- We have at last a volume of Poetical Quotations worthy of the name. It contains nearly six
hundred octavo pages, earefully and Instefolly selected from all the home and foreign authors of
celebrity. It is invaluable to a writer, while to the ordinary reader it presents every subject at a
glance.' — Godee's Lady's Book.
"The plan or idea of Mrs. Hale's work is felicitous. It is one for which her fine- taste, her orderly
habits of nowt and her long occupation with literature, has given her peculiar facilities; and thoroughly has she accomplished her task in the work before U.S." &nave,: Magazine.
"It is a choice collection of poetical extracts from every English and American author worth
perusing., from the days of Chewier to the present time.' —Washington Union.
'There is nothing negative about this work; it is positives, good." — Etierring Bulletin.

—
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THE- DIAMOND EDITION OF BYRON.

TIIE POETICAL WORKS OF LORD BYRON
WITH A SHETCH OP HIS LIFE.
COMPLETE IN ORB NEAT DUODECIMO VOLUME, WITH STEEL PLATES.
The type of this edition is so perfect, and it is printed with so much care, on fine white paper,
that it can be read with as much ease as most of the larger editions. This work is to be hod in
plain and superb binding, makinga beautiful volume.for a gill.
" The Poetical Works of Loi":1' Byron, complet o . in one voisine' published by I, , G. & Co., Philadelphia. we hazard nothing in saying that, take it altogether, this is the most elegan
t work ever
issued (roui the American press.
In u single volume, not larger than en ordinary duodecimo, the publishers have embraced the
whole of Lent Byron's Poems, usually printed in ten or twelve volumes; and, what is more remarkable, have done it with a type so clear and distinct , that, notyttlistanding its necessarily snutll size,
it may be read with th e utmost facility, even by failing eyes. The book is stereotyped ; and never
have we seen a liner specimen of that art. Everything it is perfect —the paper, the printing, the binding, all correspond. with each other ; and RJR
is eMbellisiled, with IWV fine engruvings,
well worthy the companionship in which. they are placed. .
This will make a beautiful Christmas present.'
"We extract the above from GAO Lady's Book. Tho noticeItself, we are given to understand,
is written by Mrs. Hate.
•
"We hove to add our commendation In favour of this beautiful volume, a copy of which bas
been sent us by the publishers. The admirers of the noble hard will fool obliged to the enterprise
which has prompted Lite publishers to dare a competition with the numerous editions of his works
already in circulation; and we shall be surprised if this convenient travelling'edition does not in a
great degree supersede, the use of the large octavo works, winch have little advantage in size and
openness of type, and are much inferior hi the qualities Of portability and lightness." — Infeltigcncer.

THEDIA MONO EDITION- OF M 0'0 R E.
-

(CORRESPONDING wall BYRON.)
.

.

.

THE POETICAL WORKS OF THOMAS MOORE,
COLLECTED BY HIMSELF.
COMPLETE IN ONE VOLUME.,,
This work is published uniform with Byron, from the last London edition, and is the most complete printed in the country.

THEDIAMOND EDITIONOF SHAKSPEARE

I

(COMPLETE IN, ONE . VOLUME ' )

INCLUDING A. SIEET011

or

HIS Isirn

UNIFORM. WITH BYRON AND MOORE.
TE ABOVE WORKS CAN BE DAD IN SEVERAL VARIETIES 07 BINDING.

GOLDSMITIPS ANIMATED NATURE
IN TWO VOLUMES, OCTAVO.
BEAUTIFULLYI ILLUSTRATED WITH 3 8 5 PLATES.

CONTAINING A HISTORY OF THE EARTH, ANIMALS, BIRDS, AND FISHES; FORMING
THE MOST COMPLETE. NATURAL HISTORY EVER PUBLISHED.
This is a work that should be in the - library of every family, having been written by one of the
most talented authors in the English language, .
"Goldsmith can never be made obsolete while delicate genius, exquisite feeling, line invention,
the most harinoniouS metre, and the happiest diction, are al, all valued,"
•

BIGLAND'S NATURAL HISTORY
Of Animais, Birds, Fishes, Reptiles, and Insects. Illustrated with numerous and beautiful Emu,
tags. By JOHN BIGLAND, anther of a "' View of tbe World," "Letters on
Universal History," &c. Complote hi 1 vol., 12mo.

_
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THE POWER AND PROGRESS OF THE UNITED STATES.

TIIE 'ÙNITED STATES; Its Power and Progress.
BY GUILLAMYIE TELL POUSSIN,
LATE MINISTER OF THE REPUBLIC OF FRANCE TO TRH UNITED STATES.
FIRST AMERICAN, FROM THE THIRD PARIS EDITION.

TRANSLATED FROM rat: FRENCH BY EDMOND L. DU BARRY, M. D.,
SURGEON U. S. NAVY.

In one large octavo volume.

SCHOOLCRAFT'S GREAT NATIONAL WORK ON THE INDIAN TRIBES OF

THE UNITED STATES.
WITH BEAUTIFUL AND ACCURATE COLOURED ILLUSTRATIONS.

HISTORICAL AND STATISTICAL INFORMATION
.,

RESPECTING TILE

-

HISTORY , CONDITION AND PROSPECTS
OP THE

3n4lan aritit nf tt tutti
COLLECTED AND PREPARED UNDER THE DIRECTION OF THE BUREAU OF INDIAN
AFFAIRS, PER AbT OF MARCH 3, ISO,'

BY HENB.v B. SCHOOLCRAFT, LL.D.
.

ILLUSTRATED BY S. EASTMAN, Cam U. S. A.
PUBLISHED 13Y AUTHORITY OF CONGRESS.

TI-IE AMERICAN GARDENER'S CALENDAR,

'

ADAPTED TO THE CLIMATE AND SEASONS OF THE UNITED STATES.
Containing a complete account of all the work necessary to be done in the Kitchen Garden, Fruit
Garden, Orchard, Vineyard, Nursery, Pleasure-Ground, Flower Garden, Green-house, Hot-house,
and Forcing Frames, for every month in the year; with ample Practical Directions for performing
the same.
Also general an-well as minute instructions for laying out or erecting each and every of the above
departments, according to modern taste and the most approved plans; the Ornamental Planting of
Pleasure Grounds, in the ancient and modern style; the cultivation of Thorn Quirks, and other
plants suitable for Live Hedges, with the best methods of making them, Am. To which are annexed
catalogues of Kitchen Garden Plants and Herbs; Aromatic, Pot, and Sweet Herbs; Medicinal
Plants, and the most important Grapes, &c., used in rural economy; with the soil best adapted to
their cultivation. Together with a copious Index to the body of the work.

BY BERNARD M'MAHON.
Tenth Edition, greatly improved. In one volume, octavo.

THE PORTFOLIO OF A SOUTHERN MEDICAL STUDENT.
BY GEORGE M. WHARTON, M. D.
WITH NUMEROUS ILLUSTRATIONS BY UROOME.
One volume, 12mo.
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THE FARMER'S AND PLANTER'S ENCYCLOP/EDIA.
—
t

Ilk't Junin o rut Vantreo eurtirtopreliia ni Aural 51tfairg.
BY CUTHBERT W. JOHNSON.
.

ADAPTED TO THE UNITED STATES BY GOUVERNEUR EMERSON.
Illustrated by seventeen beautiful Engravings of Cattle, Horses, Sheep, the varieties of Wheat,
Barley, Oats, Grasses, the Weeds of Agriculture. Ac.; besides numerous Engravings on wood of the most important implements of Agriculture, As.
This standard work contains the latest and best information upon all subjects connected with
farming, and appertaining to the country ; treating of the great crops of grain, hay, cotton, hemp,
tobacco, rice, sugar, &c. &a. ; of horses and mules; of cattle, with minute particulars relating to
cheese and butter-making; of fowls, including a description of capon-making, with drawings of the
instruments employed; oT bees, and the Russian and other systems of managing bees and constructing hives. Long articles on the uses and preparation of bones, lime, guano, and all sorts of
animal, mineral, and vegetable substances employed as manures. Descriptions of the most approved
ploughs, harrows, threshers, and every other agricultural machine and implement ; of fruit and
shade trees, forest trees, and shrubs; of weeds, and all kinds of flies, and destructive worms and
insects, and the best means of getting rid of them; together with a thousand other matters relating
to rural life, about which information is so constantly desired by all residents of the country.

IN ONE LARGE OCTAVO VOLUME.

MASON'S FARRIER—FARMERS' EDITION.
'

Price, 62 cents.

THE PRACTICAL FARRIER, FOR FARMERS:
COMPRISING A GENERAL DESCRIPTION OF TEE NOBLE AND USEPUL ANIMAL,

THE HORSE;
WITH MODES OF MANAGEMENT IN ALL CASES, AND TREATMENT IN DISEASE.
.
TO WHICH IS ADDED,

A PRIZE ESSAY ON MULES: AND AN APPENDIX,
Containing Recipes for Diseases of Horses, Oxen, Cows, Calves, Sheep, Dogs, Swine, &c. &c.

BY RICHARD MASON, M. D.,
-

-

Formerly of Surry County, Virginia.

-In one volume, 12mo.; bound in cloth, gilt.

MASON'S FARRIER AND STUD-BOOK—NEW EDITION,

THE GENTLEMAN'S NEW POCKET FARMER:
COMPRISING A GENERAL DESCRIPTION OF TIIE NOBLE AND USEFUL ANIMAL,

THE HORSE;
WITH MODES OF MANAGEMENT IN ALL CASES, AND TREATMENT IN DISEASE.

BY RICHARD MASON, M.D.,
Formerly of Surly County, Virginia.
,
To which Is added, A PRIZE ESSAY ON MULES; and AN APPENDIX, containing Recipes for
Diseases of Horses, Oxen, Cows, Calves, Sheep, Dogs, Swine, &c. Ac.; with Annals
of the Turf, American Stud-Book, Rules for Training, Racing, &c.

WITH A SUPPLEMENT,
Comprising an Essay on Domestic Animals, especially the Horse; with Remarks on Treatment and
Breeding ; together with Trotting and Racing Tables, showing the best time on record at one,
two, three and four mile hecto; Pedigrees of Winning Horses, since 1839, and of the most
celebrated Stallions and Mares; with useful Calving and Lambing Tables. Dy
J. S. SKINNER, Editor now of the Paraner's Library, New York, Au &c.
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HINDS'S FARRIERY AND STUD-BOOK-NEW EDITION.
.

FARRIERY,

TAUGHT ON A NEW AND EASY PLAN •
DE/NO

'

a f rtritin nu tt riBtring nub 2trihntn ni tO linrst,•
With Instructions to the Shoeing Smith, Farrier, and Groom; preceded by a POpular Description of
the Animal Functions in Health, and how these are to be restored when disordered.

BY JOHN HINDS, VETERINARY SURGEON.
With considerable Additions and Improvements, particularly adapted to this country,

BY THOMAS M. SMITH,
Veterinary Surgeon, and Member of the London VeterinarYMedieal 'Society.

WITT( A SUPPLEMENT, BY .T. S. SKINNER..
The publishers have received numerous flattering notices of the great practleal value of these
works. The distinguished editor of the American Farmer, speaking of them, observes: —" We
cannot too highly recommend these books, and therefore advise every owner of a horse to obtain
them."
"There are receipts in those books that show how Founder may be cared, and the traveller pursue.his journey thenext day, by giving a loblesp000/u1 of ohm. • This was got from Dr. Thornton,
of Montpelier, Nappahannoek county, Virginia, as founded on his own observation in seVeral cfger
"The constant demand for Mason's and Hinds's Farrier has induced the publishers, Messrs : Lippincott, Grambo & Co., to put forth new editions,.with a 'Supplement' of 100 pages, by). S. Skinner,
Esq. We should have sought to render an acceptable service to our agricultural readers, by giving
a chapter from the Supplement, 'On the Relations between Man and the Domestic Animals, especially the Horse, and the Obligations they impose e or the one ou 'The Form of Animals e. but that
either one of them would overrun the space here allotted to such subjects."
" Lists of Medicines, and other articles which fiught to be at hand about every training and livery
stable, and every Farmer's and Breeder's establishment, will be found in these valuable works."

r.

TO CARPENTERS AND MECHANICS.
Just Published. --

•

A NEW AND IMPROVED EDITION OF

THE CARPENTER'S NEW GUIDE,
BEING A COMPLETE BOOR OF LINES FOR
,

CARPENTB.7if AND JOINERY;

•
.

Treating fully on Practical Geometry, &Mrs Brick and Plaster Groins, Niches of every description,
Sky-lights, Lines for Roofs and Domes : With a great variety of Designs for Roofs,
Trussed Girders, Floors, Domes, Bridges, die., Angle Bars for Shop
Pronts, &c., and Raking bleiuldings.

ALSO,
Additional Plans for various Stair-Cases, with the Lines for producing the Face and Falling Moulds,
never before poblished, and greatly superior to those given in a former edition of this work..

BY WILLIAM JOHNSON, ARCHITECT,
Or YEILLADELPItts.

The whole founded on true Geometrical Principles: the Theory and Practice well explained and
fully exemplified, on eighty-three copper plates, including some Observations and Calculations on
the Strength of Timber.

BY PETER NICHOLSON,
Author of . The Carpenter and Joiner's Assistant," "The Student's Instructor to the live
Orders," &c.

Thirteenth Edition.

One volume, 4to., well bound.
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-

A DICTIONARY OF SELECT AND POPULAR QUOTATIONS,

, virEucir ARE IN DAILY USE.

TAKEN FROM THE LATIN, FRENCH; GREER, SPANISH AND ITALIAN LANGUAGES.
.
. .
.
Together with a
Collection of Law Maxims and Law Terms, translated Into

copious

- English; with Illustiations,Ilistorical and Idiomatic.

NEW AMERICAN EDIT:ON

CORRECTED, WITH ADDITIONS,

One volume, 12mo.
This volume comprises a copious collection of legal and other terms which are in common use,
with English translations and historical illustrations; and We should judge its author had surely
been to a great "Feast of Languaget" arid stela all the temps. "- A work of this character should
have an extensive sale, as it entirely obviates a seritars difficulty ill which most readers are involved
by the frequent occurrence of Latin, Greek, and French passages, which we suppose are introduced
by authors, for a mere show ofiearning a difficulty very perPlexing to 'readers' in general. This
"Dictionary of Quotations," concerning which too much cannot be said in its favour, effectually
removes the difficulty, and gives the reader 41:1 advantage over theaufhor ; for we believe a majority
are themselves ignorant of the meaning of the terms they employ. Very few truly learned authors
will insult their readers by introducing Latin or French quotations in their writings, when "plain
English" will do as well; hut we will not enlarge on thiepoint.
' If the book is useful to Mote uhacqtainted with other languages, it is no less valuable to the
classically educated as a book' of reference, and answers MI the purposes of a Lexicon — indeed, on
many accounts, it is better. It saves the trouble of tumbling over the larger volumes, to which
every one, and especially those engaged in the legal profession, are very ofteu subjected. It should
have a place in every library in the country.

..
RUSC.HENBERGER'S NATURAL HISTORY,
COMPLETE, WITH NEW GLOSSARY.
s—t----

6t eltinntg

,

ttf Xatural Oigfarti

t

EMBRACING ZOOLOGY, BOTANY AND GEOLOGY:
'

FOR SCHOOLS, COLLEGES AND FAMILIES.

BY W. S. W. ItITSCIIENDERGER, M. D.
IN TWO VOLUMES.
WITH NEARLY ONE THOUSAND ILLUSTRATIONS; AND A COPIOUS GLOSSARY.
VoL L contains Vertebrate Animats. VoL II. contains Interverlebrate Animals, Botany, and
Geology.
.

.....................,...w,...,....ws.,......,

A Beautiful and Valuable Presentation Book.

- _

THE POET'S OFFERING.
EDITED BY MRS. HÂLE.
With a Portrait of the Eilitress, a Splendid Illuminated Title-Page, and
Twelve Beautiful Engravings by Sartain. Bound in rich Turkey Homed", and Extra Cloth, Gilt Edge.
To those who wish to make a present that will never lose its value, this will be found the most
desirable Gift-Book ever published.
" We c,ommetul it to all who desire to present a friend with a volume
not only very beautiful but
of solid intnnste value."— Washington Union.
"A perfect treasury of the thoughts and fancies of the best_ English and American Poets.
The
paper and printing are beautiful, and the binding nch, elegant, and suhstautial ; the
most sensible
and attractive of all the elegant gift-books we have seal"— Evening Butt-tin,
"The publishers deserve the thanks of the public for so happy a thought, so well executed.
Tho
engravings are by the best artists, and the other portions of the work
correspond in elegatieet" —
Public Izdgcr.
" There is no book of selections so diversified and appropriate within our
" It is one of the most valuable as well as elegant books ever published inknowledge."—Permsrhon,
tins country," — Godey's
Lady's Book.
"It is the most beautiful and the most useful offering ever bestowed on the public.
No individual
of literary taste will venture to be without II"— The Ciry Item.
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THE YOUNG DOMINICAN.
OR, THE MYSTERIES OF THE INQUISITION,
)

..

AND OTHER SECRET SOCIETIES OF SPAIN.
BY M. V. DE FEREAL.

WITH HISTORICAL NOTES, BY M, MANUEL DE CUENDIAS,
TRANSLATED FROM TUB ntaxcu.
ILLUSTRATED WITH TWENTY SPLENDID , ENGRAVINGS BY FRENCH ARTISTS.

One volume,'octavo.
-

SAY'S POLITICAL ECONOMY.

A TREATISE ON POLITICAL ECONOMY;
Or, The Production, Distribution and Consumption of Wealth.
BY JEAN BAPTISTE SAY.

FIFTH AMERICAN EDITION, WITH ADDITIONAL NOTES,
BY C. C. BIDDLE, ESQ.
In one volume, octavo.
It would be beneficial to our country if all those who are aspiring to office, were required by their
constituents to he familiar with the pages of Say.
The distinguished biographer of the author, in noticing this work, observes : "Happily for science,
he commenced that study which forms the basis of his admirable Treatise on Political Economy ; a
work which not only improved under his hand with every successive edition,but has been translated
into most of the European languages."
The Editor of the North American Review, speaking of Say, observes, that • he is the most
popular, and perhaps the most able writer on Political Economy, since the time of Smith."
'

•

.

LAURENCE STERNE'S WORKS

,

WITH A LIFE OF THE AUTHOR:
WRITTEN BY MATSELF.

WITH SEVEN BEAUTIFUL ILLUSTRATIONS, ENGRAVED BY GILBERT AND GIHON,
FROM DESIGNS ST PARLEY.

One volume, octavo; cloth, gilt.
To commend or to criticise Sternes Works, in this age of the world, Would be all • wasteful and
extravagant excess" Uncle Toby—Corporal Trim—the Widow—Le Fevre —Poor Maria —the
Captive—even t he Dead Ass, — this is all we have to say of Sterne; and in the memory of these
chaqicters, histories, and sketches, a thousand follies and worse than follies are forgotten_ The
volume is a very handsome one.

-

THE MEXICAN WAR AND ITS HEROES;
BEING

A COMPLETE HISTORY OF THE MEXICAN WAR,
EMBRACING ALL THE OPERATIONS UNDER GENERALS TAYLOR A-ND SCOTT.

WITH A BIOGRAPHY OF THE OFFICERS.
ALSO,

AN ACCOUNT OF THE CONQUEST OF CALIFORNIA AND NEW MEXICO,
Under Gen. Kearny, Cols Doniphan and Fremont. Together with Numerous Anecdotes of the
War, and Personal Adventures of the Officers. Illustrated with Accurate
Portraits, and other Beautiful Engravings.

In one volume, 12mo.
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NEW AND COMPLETE COOK-BOOK.

THE PRACTICAL COOK-BOOK,
CONTAINING UPWARDS OF

ON M

THOUSAND RECEIPTS,

Consisting of Directions foe Selecting, Preparing, and Cooking all kinds of Meats, Fish. Poultry,
Game; Soups, Broths, Vegetables, :mil Salads. Also, for making all kinds of Plain and

and

Fancy Breads, Pastes, Puddings, Cakes, Creams, Ices, Jellies, Preserves, Marmalades, iSi.c. Ac. An. Together with various Miscellaneous Recipes,

and numerous Preparations for Invalids.

BY MRS. BLISS.

In one volume, 12mo.

fly fiti 311rrrlytnt , or, pr 3iJ5ftriuur5 Jam.
BY J. B. JONES,
AUTHOR OF "WILD WESTERN SCENES,"' 'I'llE WESTERN MERCHANT," Ac.
ILLUSTRATED WITH TEN ENGRAVINGS.

In one volume, 12mo.

EL PUCHERO ; or, A Mixed Dish from Mexico.
EMBRACING GENERAL SCOTT'S CAMPAIGN, WITH S/CETCIIES OF MILITARY LIFE IN
FIELD AND CAMP; OP THE CHARACTER OF THE COUNTRY, MANNERS
AND WAYS OF THE PEOPLE, Ac.

BY RICHARD M‘SHERRY, M. D., U. S. N,,
LATE ACTING SUROEON OF REGIMENT OP MARINES.

In one volume, 12mo.
WITH NUMEROUS ILLUSTRATIONS.

MONEY-BAGS AND TITLES

.
.

A HIT AT THE FOLLIES OF THE AGE.
TRANSLATED FROM

THE FRENCH OF JULES SANDEAU.

BY LEONARD MYERS.
One volume, 12mo.
"'Money-Bags and Titles' is quite a remarkable work, amounts to a kindly exposure of the folly
of human pride, and also presents at once the evil and the remedy. If goodmatured ridicule of
the impostures practised by a set ,if self styled reformers , who have not hing to lose, and to whom
change must be gain—if, in short, a delineation of the mistaken ideas which prevent, slid the
means which conduce to happiness, be traits deserving of commendation,— the reader will find
much to enlist his attention and wit, Ins approbation in the pages of this unpretending, but triily
meritorious publication."

WHAT IS CHURCH HISTORY?
A VINDICATION OF THE IDEA OF HISTORICAL DEVELOPMENTS,
H Y PHILIP SCHAY.
TRANSLATED FROM THE GERMAN.

In one volume, 12mm
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DOD D'SLECTURES.

DISCOURSES TO YOUNG MEN.
ILLUSTRATED BY NUMEROUS HIGHLY INTERESTING ANECDOTES.
BY ViTILLIAIVI DODD, LL. D.,

cuAnAm IN ORDINARY TO HIS MAJESTY GEORGE THE

TEIRD.

FIRST AMERICAN EDITION, WITH ENGRAVINGS.
One 'volume, 181no.
-

-

THE IRIS:
AN ORIGINAL SOUVENIR.
With Contributions from the First Writers in the Country.
EDITED BY PROF. JOHN S. HART.
With Splendid Illuminations and Steel Engravings. Bound in Turkey Morocco and rich rapier
Mocha Binding.
IN ONE VOLUME, OCTAVO.
Its contents are entirely original. Among !Do contributors are names well known in the repullic
of letters; such on Mr. Bolter, Mr, Stoddard, Prof. Moffat, Edith May, Mrs. Sigourney, Caroline May,
Mrs. Kinney, Mrs. Butler, Mrs. Pease, Mrs. Swift, Mr. Van Gibber, Rev. Charles T. Brooks, Mrs.
Dun- , Erastus W. Ellsworth, Miss E. W. Barnes, Mrs. Williams, Mari Young, Dr. Gardette, Alice
Carey, Niche Carey, Augusta Browne, Moinillon Browne, Caroline Eustis, Margaret lunkin, Maria
J. D. Browne, Miss Starr, Mrs. Brotherson, Kate Campbell, &c.

(Beni:5 frant tt
.

gam) 311int

.
,

OR, HOLY THOUGHTS UPON SACRED SUBJECTS.
BY CLERGYMEN OP THE EPISCOPAL CHURCH.

EDITED BY THOMAS WYATT, A.M.
In one volume, 12mo.

WITH SEVEN BEAUTIFUL STEEL ENGRAVINGS.
The contents of this work are chiefly by clergymen of the Episcopal Church. Among the contributors will be found the names of the Right Rev. Bishop Potter, Bishop Hopkins, Bishop Smith,
Bishop Johns, and Bishop Doane ; and the Rev. Drs. H. Y. D. Johns, Coleman, and Butler ; Rev. G.
T. 'Bedell, M'Cobe, Ottilshy, &a. The illustrations are rich ami exquisitely wrought engravings upon
the following subjects : —" Samuel before Eli," - Peter and John healing the Lame Man," "The
Resurrection of Christ," "Joseph sold by his Brethren," "The Tables of the Law," "Christ's
Agony in the Garden," and "The Flight into Egypt." These subjects, with many others in prose
and verse, are ably treated throughout the work.
.................,...

HAW-HO-NOO:
OR, THE RECORDS OF A TOURIST.
BY CHARLES LANMAN,
Author of

" A Summer in the Wilderness," &c. In one volume, 11mo.

.. In the present book, 'Ham-he-nee.' (an Indian name, by the way, for America,) the author lias
gathered up sortie of the relies of his former tours, and added to them other interesting matter. It
contains a number of carefully written and instructive articles upon the various kinds of fish in our
country, whose capture offardx sport for anglers ; reminiscences of unique incidents, manners, and
customs in different parts of the country; and other articles. narrative, descriptive, and sentimental.
In a supplement are gathered many curious Indian legends. They are related with great simplicity
arid clearnew, and v. ill be of service hereafter to the poem-makers of America. Many of them are
quite beautiful"— National IntelLgeTmer.
L
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LONZ POWERS; Or, The Regulators.
A ROMANCE OF KENTUCKY.
FOUNDED ON FACTS.

BY JAMES WEIR, ESQ.
IN TWO VOLUMES.
The scenes, characters, and incidents in these volumes have been copied from nature, and from
real life. They are represented as taking place at that period in the history of Kentucky, when
the Indian, driven, after many a hard-fought field, from his favourite hunting-ground, was succeeded
by a rude and unlettered population, interspersed with organized bands of desperadoes, scarcely
less savage than the red men they had displaced. The author possesses a rigorous and graphie
pen, and has produced a very interesting romance, which gives us a striking portrait of the times
he describes.

THE WESTERN MERCHANT,
A NARRATIVE,
Containing useful Instruction for the Western Man of Business, who makes his Purchases In the
East. Also, Information for the Eastern Man, whose Customers urn in the West.
LikeWise, hints for those who design emigrating to the West. Dod aced from actual experience.

BY LUKE SHORt.b.1./e.LD, A WESTERN MERCHANT.

One volume, 12mo.
This is snow work, and will be found very interesting to the Country Merchant, &e. &c.
A sprightly, pleasant book, with a vast amount of information in a very agreeable shape. Dustness, Love, and Religion are all discussed, and many proper sentiments Mtpressed in regard to each.
Tho "moral" of the work is summed up in the following concluding sentences; "Adhere steadfastly to your business ; adhere steadfastly to your first lore ; adhere steadfastly to the church."

A MANUAL OF POLITENESS,
COttfrnisiNa TIIIC

PRINCIPLES OF ETIQUETTE AND RULES OF BEHAVIOUP
IN GENTEEL SOCIETY, FOR PERSONS OF BOTH SEXES.

18mo., with Plates.

Book of Politeness.
THE GENTLEMAN AND LADY'S
BOOK OF POLITENESS AND PROPRIETY OF DEPORTMENT.
DEDICATED TO THE YOUTH OP BOTH SEXES.
BY MADAME CELEART.

Translated from the Sixth Paris Edition, Enlarged and Improved.
Fifth American Edition.

One volume, 18mo.

THE ANTEDILUVIANS; Or, The World Destroyed.
A NARRATIVE POEM, IN TEN BOOKS.
BY JAMES M`HENRY, M.D.

One volume, 18mo,
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Bennett's (Rev. John) Letters to a Young Lady,
ON A VARIETY OF SUBJECTS CALCULATED TO IMPROVE THE HEART,
TO FORM THE MANNERS, AND ENLIGHTEN THE UNDERSTANDING.
* "That our daughters may be as polished corners of the temple"
The publishers sincerely hope (for the happiness of mankind) that a copy of this valuable little
work will be found the companion of every young lady, as much of the happiness of every family
depends on the proper cultivation of the female mind.

THE DAUGHTER'S OWN BOOK:
OR, PRACTICAL HINTS FROM A FATHER TO HIS DAUGHTER.
One volume, 18mo.
This is one of the most practical and truly valuable treatises on the culture and discipline of the
female mind, which has hitherto been published in this country ; and the publishers are very can&
dent, from the great demand for this invaluable little work, that ere long it will be found in the
library of every young lady.

THE AMERICAN CHESTERFIELD:
Or, "Youth's Guide to the Way to Wealth, Honour, and Distinction," kc. 18rno.
CONTAINING ALSO A COMPLETE TREATISE ON THE ART OF CARVING.

-

"WO most cordially recommend the American Chesterfield to general attention; but to young
persons particularly, as one of the best works of the kind that has ever been published in this
country. It cannot be too highly appreciated, nor its perusal be unproductive of satisfaction and
usefulness."

SENECA'S MORALS.
BY WAY OF ABSTRACT TO WHICH IS ADDED, A DISCOURSE UNDER
THE TITLE OF AN AFTER-THOUGHT.
BY SIR ROGER L'ESTRANGE, KN T.
A now, fine edition ; one volume, 18mo.
A copy of this valuable little work should be found in every family library.

NEW SONG-BOOK.

grigg'5 c-out ern arit 1,4Jrtern

anggter

.

BEING A CHOICE COLLECTION OF THE MOST FASHIONABLE SONGS, MANY OF WHICH
ARE ORIGLNAL

In one volume, 18mo.
Great care was taken, in the selection, to admit no song that contained, In the slightest degree,
any indelicate or improper allusions; and with great propriety it may claim the title of "The Parlour Song-Book, or Songster." The immortal Shakspeare observes-"The man that bath not music in himself,
Nor is not moved with concord of sweet sounds,
Ls fit for treasons, stratagems, and spoils."
-,.........*,..........

ROBOTILlAi'S POCKET FRENCH DICTIONARY,
CAREFULLY REVISED,
AND THE PRONUNCIATION OF ALL THE DIFFICULT WORDS ADDED.

20
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THE LIFE AND OPINIONS OF TRISTRAM SHANDY, GENTLEMAN.
•

COMPRISING THE HUMOROUS ADVENTURES OP

UNCLE TOBY AND CORPORAL TRIM.
Elt L. STERNE.
Beautifully Illustrated by Barley. Stitched.

•A

SENTIMENTAL JOURNEY.

BY L. STERNE.
Illustrated as above by Barley. Stitched.
The beauties of this author are no well knnwn, and his errors in style and expression So few and
far between, that one reads with renewed delight his delicate turns, die.

THE LIFE OF GENERAL JACKSON,
WITH A LIKENESS OF THE OLD HERO.

One volume, 18mo.

LIFE OF PAUL JONES.
In one volume, 12mo.
WITH ONE HUNDRED ILLUSTRATIONS.
BY JAMES HAMILTON.
The work is compiled from his original journals and correspondence, and includes an account of
his services in the American Revolution, and in the war between the Russians and Turks in the
Black Sea. There is scarcely any Naval Hero, of any age, who combined in his character so much
of the adventurous, skilful and daring, os Paul Jones. The incidents of his life are almost as startling and absorbing as those of romance. His achievements during the American Revolution— the
fight between the Bon Hornme Richard and Serapis, the most desperate naval action on record —
and the alarm into which, with so small a force, Ise threw the coasts of England and Scotland— are
matters comparatively well known to Americans; but the incidents of his subsequent career have
been veiled in obscurity, which is dissipated by this biography. A book like this, narrating the
actions of suds a man, ought to meet wills an extensive sale, and become as popular as Robinson
Crusoe in fiction, or Weems's Life of Marion and Washington, and similar books, in fact. It contains 400 pages, has a handsome portrait and medallion likeness of Jones, and is illustrated with
numerous original wood engravings of naval scenes and distinguished men with whom he was

familiar.

THE GREEK EXILE.I

Or, A Narrative of the Captivity and Escape or Christophorns Plato Castanis,
DURING THE MASSACRE ON TEE ISLAND OF SC IO BY TIM TURKS.
TOGETHER WITH VARIOUS ADVENTURES IN GREECE AND AMERICA.
WRITTEN DY HIMSELF,

Author of an Essay on the Ancient and Modern Greek Languages; Interpretation of the Attributes
of the Principal Fabulous Deities ; The Jewish Maiden of Scias Citadel; and
the Greek Buy in the Sunday-School.

One volume, 12mo.

THE YOUNG CHORISTER;
A Collection of New and Beautiful Tunes, adapted to the use of Sabbath-Schools, from some of the
most distinguished composers ; together with many of the author's compositions.

EDITED BY MINARD W. WILSON,
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CAMP LIFE OF A VOLUNTEER.
A Campaign in Mexico; Or, A 'Glimpse at Life in Camp.
BY "ONE WHO HAS BRTIN THE ELEPHANT."

atitnr,5

arart

lift gf 1(6ntra

COMPRISING A NARRATIVE OF EVENTS CONNECTED WITH HIS PROFESSIONAL
CAREER, AN]) AUTHENTIC INCIDENTS OF HIS EARLY YEARS.

BY J. REESE FRY AND R. T. CONRAD.
With an original and accurate Portrait, and eleven elegant Illustrations, by Barley,
In one handsome 12mo. volume.
" It is by far the fullest und moat interesting biography of General Taylor that we have ever seen."
—Richmond (Whip) Chronicle.
"On the whole , we are satisfied that this volume is the most correct and comprehensive one yet
published."— Hunt's Merchants' Magazine.
il The superiority of this edition over the ephemeral publications of the day consists in fuller and

more authentic accounts of his family, his early life, and Indian wars. The narrative of his proceedings in Mexico is drawn partly from reliable private letters, but chiefly from his own coficial
correspondence."
'It forms a cheap, substantial, and attractive volume , rind one which should be read at the fireside of every Lundy who desire ii. faithful usai true life of the Old GeneraL"

GENERAL TAYLOR AND HIS STAFF:
Comprising Memoirs of Generals Taylor, Worth, Wool, and Butler ; Cols. May, Cross, Clay, Hardin,
Yell, Hays, and other distinguished Officers attached to General Taylor's
Army. Interspersed with

NUMEROUS ANECDOTES OF THE MEXICAN WAR,
and Personal Adventures of the Officers. Compiled from Public Documents and Private Correspondence. With

ACCURATE PORTRAITS, AND OTHER BEAITITFUL

..

ILLUSTRATIONS.

In one volume, 12mo.

GENERAL SCOTT AND HIS STAFF:
Comprising Memoirs of Generals Scott, Twiggs, Smith, Quitman, Shields, Pillow, Lane, Cadwalader,
Patterson, and Pierce ; Cols. Childs, Riley, Harney, and Butler ; and other
distinguished officers attached to General Scott's Army.
TOGETIIER NVITEI

Notices of General Kearny, Col. Doniphan, CoL Fremont, and other officers distinguished In the
Conquest of California and New Mexico ; and Personal Adventures of the Officers. Compiled from Public Documents and Private Correspondence. With

ACCURATE PORTRAITS, AND OTHER BEAUTIFUL ILLUSTRATIONS.

In one volume, 12mo.

THE FAMILY DENTIST,
INCLUDING THE SURGICAL, MEDICAL AND MECHANICAL TREATMENT
OF THE TEETH.
I ll ustrated with thirty-one Engravings.

By CHARTS A. DU BOUCHET, M. D., Dental Surgeon.
In one volume, 18mo.
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MECHANICS FOR THE MILLWRIGHT, ENGINEER AND MACIUNIST,
CIVIL ENGINEER, AND ARCHITECT:
CONTAINING

THE PRINCIPLES OF MECHANICS APPLIED TO MACHINERY
Of American models, Steam-Engines, Water-Works, Navigation, Bridge-building, &c. Ac.By

FREDERICK OVERMAN,
Author of " The Manufacture of Iron," and other scientific treatises.

Illustrated by 150 Engravings.

In one large 12mo. volume.

WILLIAMS'S TRAVELLER'S AND TOUFIIST'S GUIDE
Through the United States, Canada, &c.
This book will be found replete with information, not only to the traveller, but likewise to the
man of business. In its preparation, an entirely new plan has been adopted, Which, we are convinced, needs only a trial to be fully appreciated.
Among its many valuable features, are tables showing at a glance the distance, fare, and time
occupied in travelling from the principal cities to the most important places in the Union ; so that
the question frequently asked, without obtaining a satisfactory reply, is here answered in full.
Other tables show the distances from New York, &c., to domestic and foreign ports, by sea; and
also, by way of comparison, from New York and Liverpool to thy priueiput ports beyond and around
Cape Horn, Ac., as well as via the Isthmus of Panama. Accompanied by a large and accurate Map
of the United States, including a separate Map of California, Oregon, New Mexico and Utah. Also,
a Map of the Island of Cuba, and Plan of the City and Harbor of Havana ; and a Map of Niagara
River and Falls.
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THE LEGISLATIVE GUIDE:
Containing directions for conducting business In the House of Representatives; the Senate of the
'United States; the Joint Rules of both Nooses ; a Synopsis of Jefferson's klanual, and copious
Indices; together with a concise system of Rules or Order, based on the regulations of Oie
U. S. Congress. Designed to economise time, secure uniformity and despatch in conducting business in all secular meetings, and also in all religious, political, and
Legislative Assemblies.

i
I
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BY JOSEPH BARTLETT RURLEIGH, LL. D.

In one volume, 12mo.
This Ls considered by our Judges and Congressmen as decidedly the best work of the kind
extant.
Every young man in the country should have a copy of this book.

THE INITIALS; A Story of Modern Life.
THREE VOLUMES OF THE LONDON EDITION COMPLETE IN ONE VOLUME 12M0.
A new novel, equal to "Jane Eyre..
,

WILD WESTERN SCENES:
A NARRATIVE OF 'ADVENTURES IN THE WESTERN WILDERNESS,
Wherein the Exploits of Daniel Boone, the Great American Pioneer, are particularly described.
Also, Minute Accounts of Bear. Deer, and Buffalo punts —Desperate Conflicts with the
Savages—Fishing and Fowling Adventures—Encounters with Serpents, Ac.

By LUKE Saon•TrrELD, Author of "The Western Merchant."
BEAUTIFULLY ILLUSTRATED. One volume, 12mo.

POEMS OF THE PLEASURES:
Consisting of the PLEASURES OF IMAGINATION, by Akenside ; the PLEASURES OF MEMORY,
by Samuel Rogers; the PLEASURES OP 110PE, by Campbell ; rind the PLEASURES OF
FRIENDSHIP, by M•Henry. With a Memoir of each Author, prepared expressly
for this work. lfirno.
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1

CALIFORNIA AND OREGON;
Or, Sights in the Gold Region, and Scenes by the Way.
BY THEODORE T. JOHNSON.

With a Map and Illustrations.

Third Edition.

With AN APPENDIX, containing Full Instructions to Emigrants by the Overland Route to Oregon.
...
By Hon. SAMUEL R. THURSTON, Delegate to Congress from that Territory.
.....-.---.....e---...-.-..---*.-....

VALUABLE STANDARD MEDICAL BOOKS.
DISPENSATORY OF THE UNITED STATES.

BY DRS. WOOD AND BACHE.
New Edition, much enlarged and carefully revised. One volume, royal octavo.

A TREATISE ON THE PRACTICE OF MEDICINE.

BY GEORGE B. WOOD, M. D.,
One of the Authors of the 'Dispensatory of the U. S.," &c. New edition, Improved.

2 vols. tivo,

AN ILLUSTRATED SYSTEM OF HUMAN ANATOMY;
SPECIAL, MICROSCOPIC, AND PHYSIOLOGICAL.
BY SAMUEL GEORGE MORTON, M. D.

With 391 beautiful Illustrations.

One volume, royal octavo.

MATERIA MEDICA AND THERAPEUTICS,
With ample Illustrations of Practice in all the Departments of Medical Science, and copious Notices of Toxicology.

BY THOMAS D. MITCHELL, A. M., EL D.,

. •

Prot of the Theory and Practice of Medicine in the Philadelphia College of Medicine, &a 1 voL 8vo.

THE THEORY AND PRACTICE OF SURGERY,
By GEORGE M'CLELLAN, M. D.

1 vol. 8vo.

EBERLE'S PRACTICE OF MEDICINE.
New Edition. Improved by GEORGE 8PCLELLAN, M. D. Two volumes in 1 vol. 8vo.

EBERLE'S THERAPEUTICS.
TWO VOLUMES IN ONE.

A TREATISE ON THE DISEASES AND PHYSICAL EDUCATION OF CHILDREN,
By JOHN EBERLE, M. D., &c.

Fourth Edition. With Notes and very large Additions,

By THOMAS D. Mirenzu., A. M., M. D., &o.

1 vol. 8vo.

EBERLE'S NOTES FOR STUDENTS-NEW EDITION,
••• These works ma used as text-books in most of the Medical Schools in the United States.

A PRACTICAL TREATISE ON POISONS:
Their Symptoms, Antidotes, and Treatment. By 0.11. Costill, M. D. 18mo.

IDENTITIES OF LIGHT AND HEAT, OF CALORIC AND ELECTRICITY,
BY C. CAMPBELL COOPER.

UNITED STATES' PHARMACOPCEIA,
Edition of 1851.

Published by authority of the National Medieal Convention24

1 vol. 8vo.
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BOARDMAN'S BIBLE IN THE FAMILY.
,—
iljt 9,1ilitt in tljt ,foinill:
on,

HINTS ON DOMESTIC HAPPINESS.
BY II. A. BOARDMAN,
PASTOR OP THE TENTH PRESBYTERIAN CHURCH, PHILADELPHIA.
One Volume 12550.—Price, One Dollar.
..........,,..*

-i.i.,w,iwii

WHEELER'S HISTORY OF NORTH CAROLINA.
—
70f5tor f ca 1 Sitetchts
OP

NORTH CAROLINA
From

.

1584 to 1851.

3

Compiled from Original Records, Official Documents, and Traditional Staternent-3; with Biographical
Sketches of her Distinguished Statesmen, Jam's, Lawyers, Soldiers, Divines, &c.

BY JOHN II. 1VIIEELE1T,
•

Late Treasurer of the .Ntate.
OCTAVO.—PRICE,

IN ONE VOLUME

$2.00.

THE NORTH CAROLINA READER .
.

CONTAINING

A HISTORY AND DESCRIPTION OF NORTH CAROLINA, SELECTIONS IN PROSE
AND VERSE, (MANY OF THEM BY EMINENT CITIZENS OF THE
STATE), HISTORICAL AND CHRONOLOGICAL TABLES,

Cittb a Faricq of piforellancours 3fr1formatfon anti atatfottcs.
BY C. II. WILEY.
" My own green land for ever I
'Land of the beautiful and brave —
'I he freeman's home — the martyr's grave,"

Illustrated with Engravings, and designed for Fain

•

and Schools.

ONE VOLUME 12M0. PRICE $ LOR

THIRTY YEARS WITH THE INDIAN TRIBES.

PERSONAL MEMOIRg
oie A

31211511nm of trIjirtli Tun 160 tly 5uhrit Cilia
ON THE AMERICAN FRONTIERS:
With brief Notices of passing Events, Facts, and Opinions,
A. D. 1812 TO A. D. 1842.

BY IIENRY R. SCHOOLCRAFT.
ONE

LARGE OCTAVO VOLUME.

PRICE THREE DOLLARS.

.c.,,-,----**,....,.....,.......ww.w..",......,,

THE SCALP HUNTERS!
O R,

ROMANTIC ADVENTURES IN NORTHERN MEXICO.
BY CAPTAIN MAYNE REID,
AUTHOR OF ME "RULE RANOL3t8:'

Complete in One Volume.

....— .___

Price Fifty Cents.
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THE CONFESSIONS OF A HOUSEKEEPER.
BY MRS. JOHN SMITH.

WITH THIRTEEN HUMOROUS ILLUSTRATIONS.
One 'Volume 12mo. Price 50 Cents.
,...*„......*

Splendid Illustrated Books, suitable for Gifts for the Holidays.
THE IRIS: AN ORIGINAL SOUVENIR FOR ANY YARE.'
EDITED BY PROF. JOHN S. HART.

WITH TWELVE SPLENDID ILLUMINATIONS, ALL FROM ORIGINAL DESIGNS.

THE DEW-DROP: A TRIBUTE OF AFFECTION.
WITH NINE STEEL ENGRAVINGS.

GEMS FROM THE SACRED MINE.
WITH TEN STEEL PLATES AND ILLUMINATIONS.
Zii t

Vntro Offtring.

WITH FOURTEEN STEEL PLATES AND ILLUMINATIONS.

THE STANDARD EDITIONS OF THE POETS.
WITH ILLUSTRATIONS.
..........w.

LORD AND LADY IIARCOURT:
OR, COUNTRY HOSPITALITIES.

BY CATHARINE SINCLAIR,
Author of "Jane Rouvorie," "Tho Businem of Life," "Modern Accomplishments," &a

One Volume 127no.

Price 50 cents, paper; cloth, fine, 75 cents.

McGOWN ON DISEASES OF THE SOUTH.
A PRACTICAL TREATISE
ON THE

SOUTH.
OF THE
MOST COMMON DISEASESadaptation
Treatment to which
of
:
Exhibiting their peculiar nature and the corresponding
is added nn Appendix containing some Miscellaneous matter; also a Glossary,
explaining the meaning of the technicalities, or medical phrases used
in this work.

BY THOMPSON McGOWN, M. D.,
Graduate of Transylvania University, Member or the Lexington Medical Society, and a Practitioner
of Lite South.

One Volume Octavo.

Price Two Dollars and a Half.

Or '.11rgiri1iig Effitgljttr:
A TALE OF TWO WORLDS.
BY W. H. CARPENTER,
AUTHOR OF "CLAIBORNE THE REBEL," "JOHN TOE BOLD," &C., &C.
One Volume ISmo. Price Thirty-seven and a Half Cents.

WILLIAMS'S NEW MAP OF THE UNITED STATES, ON ROLLERS.
SIZE TWO AND A

HALF BY THREE FEET.

A new Mop of the United States. upon whicn are delinenicil its vast works of Internal Communication, Routes across the Continent, /sc., showing, also Canada and the Island of Cuba,

BY W. WILLIAMS.
This Map Is handsomely colored and mounted no rollers, and will be found n beautiful and bseful
ornament to the Counting-House and Parlor, as well as the School-Room. Price Two Dollars.
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VALUABLE STANDARD MEDICAL BOOKS.
DISPENSATORY OF THE UNITED STATES.

BY DRS. WOOD AND BACHE.
New Edition, much enlarged and carefully revised. One volume, royal octavo.

A TREATISE ON THE PRACTICE OF MEDICINE.

BY GEORGE B. WOOD, M. D.,
One of the Authors of the "Dispensatory of the U. S.," Sic. New edition, improved. 2 vols. 8vo.

AN ILLUSTRATED SYSTEM OF HUMAN ANATOMY;
SPECIAL, MICROSCOPIC, AND PHYSIOLOGICAL.
- BY SAMUEL GEORGE MORTON, M. D.

With 391 beautiful Illustrations.

One volume, royal octavo.

SMITH'S OPERATIVE SURGERY.

A SYSTEM OF OPERATIVE SURGERY,
BASED UPON THE PRACTICE OF SURGEONS IN THE UNITED
STATES; AND COMPRISING A

Bibliographical Index and Historical Record of many of their Operations,
FOR A PERIOD OF 200 YEARS.
•

BY HENRY H. SMITH, M.D.

Illustrated with nearly 1000 Engravings on Steel.

MATERIA MEDICA AND THERAPEUTICS,

With ample Illustrations of Practice in all the Departments of Medical Science, and copious No.
tiers of Toxicology.

DV THOMAS D. MITCHELL, A.M., M. D.,
Prot of the Theory and Practice of Medicine in the Philadelphia College of Medicine, die. 1 vol. Oro.

THE THEORY AND PRACTICE OF SURGERY.
By GEORGE M'CLELLAN, M. D.

1 vol. 8vo.

EBERLE'S PRACTICE OF MEDICINE.
New Edition. Improved by GEORGE APCLELLAN, M. D. Two volumes in 1 vol. 8vo.

EBERLE'S THERAPEUTICS.
TWO VOLUMES IN ONE.

A TREATISE ON THE DISEASES AND PHYSICAL EDUCATION OF CHILDREN,
By 101-LN EBERLE, M. D., die.

Fourth Edition.

With Notes and very large Additions,

By THOMAS D. Mrrcuam., A. M., M. D., &e.

1 vol. 8vo.

EBERLE'S NOTES FOR STUDENTS—NEW EDITION.

••. These works are used as text-books in most of the Medical Schools in the United States,

A PRACTICAL TREATISE ON POISONS:

Their Symptoms, Antidotes, and Treatment. By O. H. Costill, M. D. 18mo.

IDENTITIES OF LIGHT AND HEAT, OF CALORIC AND ELECTRICITY.
11V C. CAMPBELL COOPER.

UNITED STATES' PHARMACOPOEIA,

Edition of MM. Published by authority of the National Medical Convention.
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SPLENDID LIBRARY EDITIONS.

ILLUSTRATED STANDARD POETS.
ELEGANTLY PRINTED, ON FINE PAPER, AND UNIFORM IN SIZE AND
ST L

Y E.

' The following Editions of Standard British Poets are illustrated with numerous Steel
Engravings, and may be had in all varieties of binding.

BYRON'S WORKS.
COMPLETE IN ONE VOLUME, OCTAVO.
INCLUDliNG ALL HIS SUPPRESSED AND ATTRIBUTED POEMS; WITH SIX BEAUTIFUL

ENGRAVINGS.
This edition has been carefully compared with the recent London edition of Mr. Murray, and
made complete by the addition of more than fifty pages of poems heretofore unpublished M England. Among these there are a number that have never appeared in any American edition ; and
the publishers believe they are warranted in saying that this is Vic ,710.1 complete edition of Lord
Byron's Poetical Works ever published in the 'United States,

at poffiral 143nrko ni Zvi16gruntai.
Complete in one volume, octavo; with seven beautiful Engravings.
This is a new and complete edition, witli a splendid engraved likeness of Mrs. Hemans, on steel,

and contains all the Poems in the last London and American editions. With a Critical Preface by
Mr. Thatcher, of Boston.
"As no work in the English language can be commended with more confidence, it will argue bad
taste in a female in this country to he without a complete edition of tua writings of one who was
an honour to her sex and to humanity, and whose productions, from first to last, contain no syllable
calculated to call a blush to the cheek of modesty and virtue. There is, moreover, in Mrs. Hemans's
poetry, a moral purity and a religious feeling which commend it, in an especial manner, to the discriminating reader. No parent or guardian will be under the necessity of imposing restrictions
with regard to the free perusal of every production emanating from this gifted woman. There
breathes throughout the whole a most eminent exemption from impropriety of thought or diction
and there is at times a pensiveness of tone, a winning sadness in her more serious compositions,
which tells of a soul which has been lifted from the contemplation o; terrestrial things, to divine
communings with beings of a purer world."

MILTON, YOUNG, GRAY, BEATTIE, AND COLLINS'S
POETICAL WORKS.
COMPLETE IN ONE VOLUME, OCTAVO.
WITH SIX BEAUTIFUL ENGRAVINGS.

entupr nu(03DM51111'5 VITH 110 Vartint Warlt5.
COMPLETE IN ONE VOLUME, OCTAVO.
Including two hundred and fifty Letters, and sundry Poems of Cowper, never before published in
this country ; and of Thomson a new and interesting Memoir, and upwards of twenty
new Poems, for the first time printed from his own Manuscripts, tabou from
a late Edition of the Aldine Poets, now publishing in London.
WITH SEVEN BEAUTIFUL ENGRAVINGS.
'The distinguished Professor Silliman, speaking of this edition, observe.s: "lamas much gratified
by the elegance and fine taste of your edition, ashy the noble tribute of genius and moral
eseelMore which these delightful authors have left for all future gene.rations ; and Cowper, especially,
is not less conspicuous as a true Christian, moralist and teacher, than as a poet of great
power and
exquisite taste."
t
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THE POETICAL WORKS OF ROGERS, CAMPBELL, MONTGOMERY,
LAMB, AND KIRKE WHITE.
COMPLETE IN ONE VOLUME, OCTAVO.
WITH SIX BEAUTIFUL ENGRAVINGS.
The beauty, correctness, and convenience of this favourite edition of these standard authors are
so wet known, that it is scarcely necessary to add a word in its favour. It is only necessary to say,
that the publishers have now issued an illustrated edition, which greatly enhances its former value.
The engravings are excellent and well selected. It is the best library edition extant.

CRABBE, HEBER, AND POLLOK'S POETICAL WORKS.
COMPLETE IN ONE VOLUME, OCTAVO.
WITH SIX BEAUTIFUL ENGRAVINGS.
A wriler in the Boston Traveller holds the following language with reference to these valuable
edit io ns
'i Mr. Editor : — I wish, without any idea of puffing, to say a word or two upon the 'Library of
English Poets' that 1000w published at Philadelphia, by Lippincott, Grambo & Co. It is certainly,
taking into consideration the elegant manner in which it is printed, and the reasonable price at
which it is afforded to purchasers. the best edition of the modern British Poets that has ever been
published in this country. Each volume is an octavo of about fiCe pages, double columns, stereotyped, and accompanied with fine engravings and biographical sketches ; and most ef them are
reprinted from Galignani's French edition. As to its value, we need only mention that it contains
the entire works of Montgomery, Gray. Beattie, Collins, Byron, Cowper, Thomson, Milton, Young,
Rogers, Campbell, Lamb, Homans, Heber, Kirke White, Crabbe, the Miscellaneous Works of Gold
smith, and other masters of the lyre. The publishers are doing a great service by their publication,
and their volumes are almost in as great demand as the fashionable novels of the day; and they
deserve to be so: for they are certainly printed in a style superior to that in which we have before
hail the works of the English Poets."
Nu library can be considered complete without a copy of the above beautiful and cheap editions
of the English Poets; and persons ordering all or any of them, will please say Lippiucott, Crumbs
di; Co.'s illustrated editions.

A- COMPLETE

ViTtlianatti nf pr[rfitat tuotafinno:
COMPRISING THE MOST EXCELLENT AND APPROPRIATE PASSAGES IN
THE OLD BRITISH POETS; WITH CHOICE AND COPIOUS SELECTIONS FROM THE BEST MODERN BRITISH AND
AMERICAN POETS.

EDITED BY SARAH JOSEPHA HALE.
As nightingales do upon glow-worms feed,
So poets live upon the living light
Of Nature and of Beauty.

Salley's Festus.

Beautifully illustrated with Engravings. In one super-royal octavo volume, in various
bindings.
The publishers extract, from the many highly complimentary notices of the above valuable and
be:unit-la work, the following;
. we have at last a volume of Poetical Qnotatirms worthy of the name. It contains nearly six
bemired iiemen Dazes, earefolly and tastefolly selected from all the home and foreign authors of
eiiiebritv. It is invaluable to a writer, while to the ordinary reader it presents every subject at a
glaner."— God e y's Lode's Boole
.. The plan nil idea of Mrs Itale's work is feliritous. It is one for which her fine taste, her orderly
hotels of noel. and her limo 0,11pAlio. with literature, has given her peculiar facilities; and nip-.
roectily has she acianntilished her task in the work before us"— Sortoves Move/mac.
.. In is a choice oaten*, of poetical extract, from even , English and American author worth
perusing. from the days of Glimmer to the present time."—Washington Union.
- There is nothin e negative about this work ; it is positively good."— Blaming Bulletin.
10
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THE DIAMOND EDITION OF BYRON.
-

TI IE POETICAL WORKS
-

OF LORD BYRON

)

WITH A SKETCH OF HIS LIFE.
COMPLETE IN ONE NEAT DUODECIMO VOLUME, WITH STEEL PLATES.
The type of this edition is so perfect, and it is printed with so much care, on fine white paper,
that it can be read with as much ease as most of the larger editions. Tins work is to be had in
plain and superb binding, making a beautiful volume for a gift.
.' The Poetical Works of Lord Bron, complete in one volume ; published by L. G. Az Co.. Philodelphia. We hazard nothing. is saying that, take it altogether, this is the roost elegant work ever
issued from the American press.
In a single volume, not larger than an ordinary duodecimo, the publishers have embraced the
whole of Lord Byron's Poems, usually printed in ten or twelve volumes; and, what is more remarkable, have done it wir h a type so clear and distinct, Clint. notwithsl ending its necessarily sinall size,
it may be read with the utmost facility, even by failing eyes. The book is stereotyped ; arid never
have we seen a finer specimen of that art. Everything, about it is perfect — the paper, the printing the binding, all correspond with each other ; arid it is embellished with two Ma, engravings,
well worthy the eompmionship in which they are plac.ed.
." This will make a beautiful Christmas present.'
"We extract the above from Godey's Lady's Book. The notice itself, we are glees to understand,
is written by Mrs. Hale.
" We have to add our commendation in favour or this beautiful volume, r. copy of which has
been sent us by the publishers. The admirers of the noble bard will feel obliged to the enterprise
which lots prompted the publishers to dare a competition with the numerous editions of his works
already in circulation; and we shall be surprised if this convenient travelling eilii ion does flot in a
great degree supersede the use of the large octavo works, which have little advantage in size arid
openness of type, and are much inferior in the qualities of portability and lightness."—Mtellioncer.

THE DIAMOND EDITION OF MOORE.
(CORRESPONDING WITH BYRON.)
'

THE POETICAL WORKS OF THOMAS MOORE,
COLLECTED BY HIMSELF.
COMPLETE IN ONE VOLUME.
This work is published uniform with Byron, from the last London edition, and is the most cornplete printed in the country.

THE DIAMOND EDITION OF SHAKSPEARE,
(COMPLETE IN ONE VOLITHE,)

INCLUDING .0 SKETCH 01' HIS LIFE.
UNIFORM WITH BYRON AND MOORE.
THE ABOVE WORKS CAN BE HID IN SEVERAL VARIETIES OP BINDING.

GOLDSMITH'S ANIMATED NATURE.
IN TWO VOLUMES, OCTAVO.
BEAUTIFULLY ILLUSTRATED WITH 385 PLATES.
CONTAINING A HISTORY OF THE EARTIL ANIMALS, BIRDS, AND FISHES; FORMING
THE MOST COMPLETE NATURAL HISTORY EVER PUBLISHED.
This is a work that should be in the library of every family, having been written by one of the
most talented authors in the English langliage.
" Goldsmith can never he made obsolete while delicate genius. exquisite feeling, fine invention,
the most harmonious metre, and the happiest diction, are at all valued."

BIGLAND'S NATURAL HISTORY
Animals, Birds, Fishes, Reptiles, and Insects. Illustrated with numerous and beautiful Engravings. By JOHN BIGLAND, author of a " View of the World," "Letters oil
Universal History," Au. Complete in I vol., 12rno.
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THE POWER AND PROGRESS OF THE UNITED STATES.
THE UNITED STATES; Its Power and Progress.
BY GT.TILLAUVIE TELL POUSSIN,
LATE MINISTER OF THE REPUBLIC OF FRANCE TO THE UNITED STATES.
FIRST AMERICAN, FROM THE THIRD PARIS EDITION.

TRANSLATED FROM THE FRENCH BY EDMOND L. DU BARRY, M. D.,
SURGEON II. S. NAVY.

In one large octavo volume.

SCHOOLCRAFT'S GREAT NATIONAL WORK ON THE INDIAN TRIBES OF
THE UNITED STATES,
WITH BEAUTIFUL AND ACCURATE COLOURED ILLUSTRATIONS.

HISTORICAL AND STATISTICAL INFORMATION
RESPECTING THE

HISTORY, CONDITION AND PROSPECTS
OF THE

Sttian grihrg Ili t4t anittb 5tatt5.
COLLECTED AND PREPARED UNDER THE DIRECTION OF THE BUREAU OF INDIAN
AFFAIRS, PER ACT OF MARCH 3,1817,

BY HENRY R. SCHOOLORAET, LL.D.
ILLUSTRATED BY S. EASTMAN,

CAPT,

U. S. A.

PUBLISHED BY AUTHORITY OF CONGRESS.

THE AMERICAN GARDENER'S CALENDAR,
ADAPTED TO THE CLIMATE AND SEASONS OF THE UNITED STATES.
Containing a complete account of all the work necessary to be done in the Kitchen Garden,Fruit
Garden, Orchard, Vineyard, Nursery, Pleasure-Ground, Flower Garden, Green-house. Hot-house,
and Forcing Frames, for every month in the year ; with ample Practical Directions for performing
the same.
Also, general as well as minute instructions for laying noter erecting each and every of the above
departments, according to modern taste and the most approved plans; the Ornamental Planting of
Pleasure Grounds, in the ancient and modern style; the cultivation of Thora Quicks, and other
plants suitable for Live Hedges, with the best methods of making than, &e. To which are annexed
catalogues of Kitchen Garden Plants and Herbs; Aromatic, Pot, and Sweet Herbs; Medicinal
Plants, and the most important Grapes, Sec., used in rural economy; with the soil best adapted to
their cultivation. Together with a copious Index to the body of the work.

BY BERNARD M‘MAIION.
Tenth Edition, greatly improved. In one volume, octavo.

THE PORTFOLIO OF A SOUTHERN MEDICAL STUDENT.
BY GEORGE M. WHARTON, M. D.

WITH NUMEROUS ILLUSTRATIONS BY CROOME.
One volume, 12mo.
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